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찌파

2

In view of theoretical proliferations in migration
studies , there is a need for a more comprehensive approach
to migration modeling.

A central problem identified in this

study was the multitude of potential variables for migration
research and the lack of established procedures for
selecting among them.

Several studies on migration have

attempted to answer cornmon migration questions , but with
differing variables and therefore divergent conclusions.
There is thus a strong potential for misinterpretation by
researchers and policy makers.

Partial theories of migra-

tion have been developed rather than a unified one.

This

study offers an objective process through which variables
may be selected for purposes of migration model design or
interpreting completed studies by researchers , policy makers
and others.
Meta-analysis was used to develop a heuristic framework
as an operational tool for selection of migration modeling
。 ptions.

Because meta-analysis uses past studies as its

data , a wide range of previous literature was reviewed.

The

literature was derived from a number of disciplines , i.e.

,

economics , sociology , geography , demography , and schools of
thought within disciplines to move toward a unified modeling
framework.

The variables identified for meta-analytic

procedure were further subjected to a factor analysis
identify the inherent variable constructs.

t。

The 1980 intra-

state migration between counties in the state of Oregon was

3

used.

The data were obtained from the IRS County to County

Migration Records , the County and City Data Book , and the
1980 Census of Population.
emerged.

Seven clusters (constructs)
urban amenity , low mobility , indi-

They included:

vidual mobility , negative amenity , low spatial mobility ,
mobility , andlamenity.

Each cluster was representative of a

partial approach.
These clusters were then tested by a regression
analysis by

sφrting

them out into amenity , spatial

mobility related variables.
techniques ,

i~e. ，

,

and

The two most frequently used

the basic Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) and

the gravity approach , were used with the same data as in
factor analysis.

Both OLS and the gravity approach produced

a similar pattrern of results.

Thus , when mobility , spatial ,

and a~enity variables were tested individually , their R2 was
not ap high as when variables were selected from each (in
spite of having the same number of variables in each).
These findings have several implications.
rationalized unified model

,

Thus a

where each significant cluster

is represented by a variable , allows parsimonious prediction
。f

migration.

A factor analysis is the key technique in

pinpointing the minimal set of useful variables.

The

significance of this heuristic approach also has further
impli~ations.

First , identification of an analytical struc-

ture for the development of a unified theory in migration
studi~s.

This heuristic is useful as an applied forecasting

4

Secondly ,

device and an academic tool in policy areas.
pr。、Tides

~t

a framework that may be useful in other social

sciences ’ development of theory.
This modeling heuristic has some caveats.

Whether

~n

OLS or gravity model specification is used , a factor analysis of potential independent variables is an essential
step.

In some cases , actual data for this factor

may be expensive and difficult to obtain.
senting all clusters may not be available:
specification errors are implied.

analys~s

I

Variables repre-:
irreducible

Also , factor analysis

requires some qualitative interpretation to elaborate
clusters , both in naming them and selecting those to
in the reduced model.

Hence , there is not a single

cation from a given structure.

spec~fi~

Similarly , qualitative

analysis is critical in phase I of the framework.
in both of these instances , a wide coverage of
pr。、Tides

app~ar:

Howev띤 r ，

literatur~

reasonable insurance against subjective error.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In 1876 William Farr remarked that migration appeared
to go without any definite law (1876).

On March 17 , 1885 ,

10 years after Farr ’ s remarks , Ravenstein presented his
famous paper on The Laws of Miqration at the Royal Statistical Society.

Today , over a century since Ravenstein's

presentation , scholars are still grappling with the issue of
basic migration theory.
Thus Maamary ’ s comments in his 1976 dissertation might
have been an elaboration of Farr ’ s remarks a century
earlier:
Regardless of the substantial volume of research
studies on the subject , the diverse disciplines
dealing with it , and the many factors related t 。
it , a review of the literature reveals that migration phenomena are still little understood , poorly
conceptualized , and lack adequate theoretical
。 rientation. • • . The majority of migration
studies have [paid] little or no attention to a
theoretical framework as a basis for research
。 rientation or for the formulation of conclusions.
(1 976 , pp. 1-2)
At this same time , but at a more modest level

,

Bouvier ,

Macisco , and Zarete noted that "the development of theories
in migration has been limited , though several attempts have
been made" (1 976 , p. 25).
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Similarly , it has been pointed out that the major
problem in migration analysis is the lack of a sound
theoretical basis upon which to frame a study (Willis ,
1974).

Manga1am has argued that

theoretical statements that do exist in contemporary literature . . . largely fail to provide a
general framework within which the vast amount of
existing facts from different migration studies
can be integrated and given meaning.
(1968 , p. 1)
The significance of such sentiments has recently been echoed
in the 1990s as well.

Rogers and Belanger (1990) have

indicated that without any antecedent framework , the potentia1 exists not only for differences in the specification
。f

the explanatory variables , but also differences in the

specification of the migration variable which would essentia11y result in contradictory findings.

And according

t。

Schwarzwe11er ,
there exists a proliferation of useful socio1ogica1 theories , . . . numerous theories dealing
with the cultural contact situation with the
socio-psycho1ogica1 processes . . . [but] are
。 ften very difficult to translate into researchable terms and are rarely who1istic in their
approach. . . . what research sociologists
need is a general theory of migration within which
the specific problem at hand can be located and
toward which the findings can be directed. At
present , n 。 πajor synthesizing effort exists.
(1 992 , p. 1)
It is from this background that this dissertation was
conceptualized.

It sterns from the need for a more

structured analytical tool and conceptualization of migration literature that can enhance a more comprehensive

3

development of migration theory.

Therefore , this study sets

forth a heuristic framework through which such a theoretical
development may be advanced and applied research may be
facilitated.
THE STUDY
This research proposes a heuristic framework that
may enhance the development of theory in migration studies.
This heuristic framework attempts to set a base structure
from which the analysis and design of migration studies may
proceed from common elements and follow a standard approach.
On one hand , commonality of elements is expected to ensure
variable representativeness in migration models.

A standard

approach , on the other hand , is vital for ensuring consistency between studies and respective interpretations.

This

research study was built on the assumption that the development of a comprehensive migration theory has been hindered
by the lack of a standard procedure for specifying model
variables.

Consequently , the resulting proliferation in

approaches has led to partial theories that need
integration.
Three main procedures are proposed here as a source of
integrating migration studies toward a common theory.

These

include a conceptual configuration of common reference
points for all relevant variables , a factor analytic procedure for limiting model specification problems , and a

4

meta-analytic evaluation process and application on empirical studies for the development of theory.

Each procedure

is explained below.
Cornmon Reference Point
The first procedure involved a conceptual configuration
。f

cornmon migration-related elements with similar variables.

Thus it attempts to identify relevant migration variables
from previous studies.

Based on the context of these

studies and previous classifications , a more general classification was derived.

The purpose of such a classification

was to simplify the grouping of migrational variables from a
whclistic perspective with little loss in variable representativeness.
Factor Analvtic Procedure
This procedure was used to eliminate the potential for
statistical problems such as multicollinearity due to the
selection of proxies that measure the same variable while
ensuring variable representativeness.

The application of

factor analysis also created variable classifications.
Unlike the previous classification (which was based on an
autonomously logical characterization)

,

factor analysis

relies on endogenous association among variables to determine the inherent latent structure.

5

Meta-analytic Technique
This technique was used on empirical studies to scientifically draw conclusions from the findings inherent in
such studies.

wa 딩

This ensured consistent results and

gi~en

therefore suitable for establishing theory about a
phenomenon.

In this study , it was anticipated that

r 당 sults

derived from empirical studies that have utilized the above
,

two procedures would be more attractive to a meta-analytic
procedure.
To satisfy the demands of these procedures , this:study
therefore included a review and analysis of a diverse:but
relevant literature as part of the data.
。 rientation

In

spit~

of its

to a spatial economic perspective , this study

attempts to capture as much interdisciplinary

int~res~

as

possible.
RESEARCH PROCEDURE AND OBJECTIVES
The main objective of this research study , tqerefore ,
was to enhance the development of theory in
studies.

migra~ion:

The formulation of this heuristic frameworkwas

accompl ished through a number of steps.

The f irsi: sbep was

the review of migration literature associated with "depth"
(i.e.

,

at model specification level)

"length" (i. e.

,

"breadth" (i.e.

from 1858 to 1992)

,

,

,

associated with

,

and associatec} wi th

across several disciplines).

,

6

The second step involved the analysis of this literature in order to identify any inherent structural compositions.

This included the identification of all potential

variables followed by their classification according

t。

hypothesized categories assumed to have a common reference
point.

This step helped to explain how such a classifica-

tion reinforces the historical trends , as will be observed
in Chapter II , while accommodating for variations within
individual objectives.
was to

conceptualiz~

From these findings

,

the third step

an operational framework using typolog-

ical representations , factor analysis

,

and a meta-analytic

evaluation.
Lastly , a sample of.migration models and their relation
to this framework are discussed.

This includes the genera-

tion of a criterion and the selection of the regression
analysis model for application purposes.

The model specifi-

cations are demonstrated by using the U.S. Internal Revenue
Service (IRS) Area to Area Miqration and County Income Data
for 1980 (IRS , 1990)

,

the 1980 Census of Population (U.S.

Bureau of Census , 1980)

,

and the City and County Data Book

for the (U.S. Bureau of Census , 1983) 1980 data on variables
affecting intra-state migration among all the counties in
the state of Oregon.
The data noted above are , of course , secondary at the
county level.

Here direct inferences of this work are

the county as a human ecological unit.

t。

Virtually all the

7

past

mod~ls

noted herein are based on area rather than

individu혀 1

data , and application of the approach offered is

envision터 d

to be done

~y

planning jurisdictions.

By defini-

tion these are areal units.
Methodol피.~

The main thrust of this study is the development of a
heuristi 다

framework

th~t

provides basic guidelines by which

a comprehensive theory of migration may be developed.

A

detailed explanation of the framework is reserved for
Chapter

~V.

This framework was based on the assumption that

any viable theory in social sciences requires a variety of
procedur태 s.

The first procedure is to cover a wide range of

literatu~e

on the subject to ensure a large representation

。f

aspects.

relat~d

analytic study.

It is also part of the data for a meta-

As will be elaborated in the methodology

section tn Chapter III , a meta-analytic approach involves a
collecti 디 n

of findings from individual studies for the pur-

pose of integrating , synthesizing , and making sense of them
(Wolf
。f

,

1986 , p. 5).

T~us

existing literature becomes part

the dijta for a metaranalytic approach.
In view of the

establis~ed

by this

fa~t

that a research procedure was to be

fr~mework，

Chapter VI attempts a meta-

analytic evaluation on both variable specification studies
and model specification studies.

Similarly , as an umbrella

for all models and ana+ysis in this study , a meta-analytic

8
ac~oss

approach is evidence4

other chapters by various

tabular representatiQns as well as discussive comparisons.
Its associated

approach , however , is premature

stati딩 tical

at the moment and therefore will be recommended toward the
final stages of theor‘ y.
als 。

The survey of literature in this study therefore
represents a sample
literature , an

useful data.

intui~ively

tualized to capture
‘

다f

랴s

Thus , out of this

wholistic perspective was concep-

wide range of migration aspects as

with such a conceptualization , a listing of

possible.

migration variables

당 ncountered

while ensuring that

~heywere

in literature was made ,

as comprehensive as possible.

The conceptualization of :migration into mobility , amenity ,
and spatial

categori당 s

in this study was used to ensure such

comprehensiveness.
In order to be

αf

applicable use , such a multitude of

ne~ded

diverse variables

Ito be reduced to a few represen-

tative variables.

A scientific procedure , such as factor

analysis (which is

u~ually

used here to create
。 ne

another.

αlusbers

,

was

of variables associated with

Each cluster or family of variables consti-

tutes a unique
wholistic

used for such operations)

charaq. ter~stic

configurat~on

that contributes toward a

of migration aspects.

Eventually , wheq enough select clusters of factor
analyses at

differen~

possible for the

ecological levels are done , it may be

res~archer

with limited resources

t。

9

reference them when selecting variables and produce highly
efficient models that are theoretically comprehensive.
While the resources limit the amount of data that may be
gathered , past factor analyses can be used to ensure the
variables gathered are all needed and are a subset of a
broader comprehensive set.
The composition of all these clusters was anticipated
to provide a basis for a comprehensive theory.

Otherwise ,

it was anticipated that any combination of select clusters
in exclusion of others would leave out certain characteristics of a migration process.

Such a composition would

result in a partial theory that would be limited to only
those aspects represented by select clusters.
The factor analytic procedure was therefore identified
as the critical model and link towards a successful
analytic evaluation.

미 eta

It identifies areas to be represented

in any forthcoming models or assists in the interpretation
。f

existing studies (meta-analysis).

Among the possible

models that may utilize factor analytic results is the
regression model.

without necessarily giving this model

center stage , this study attempts to indicate how a regression model may fit into this framework , either towards a
partial or comprehensive theory of migration.

10

Procedural Overview of
the Framework
A step-by-step procedure of this framework is outlined
below.
1.

Based on a wide range of existing literature ,

intuitively conceptualize a few simple aspects that capture
a wholistic perspective of a migration phenomenon.
2.

Identify all possible associated variables , espe-

cially by a survey of previous studies.
3.

utilize a factor analytic model as a scientific

approach towards the identification of variable structures
that would expose clusters or families of related variables ,
and also as a means of reducing the number of potential
variables or proxies to be applied in further models.
4.

In view of the various clusters identified by

factor analysis , operationalize the framework in
respects.

tw。

For example , a study may be considered to be a

partial or comprehensive analysis depending on whether at
least each cluster is represented in the model or not.

This

includes both the research design and the research interpretation process.
5.

Evaluate further studies of similar nature (compre-

hensive or partial) through a meta-analytic approach
provide a strong basis for a theory (comprehensive or
partial) .

t。
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6.

Continuously apply Of further refine the hypothe-

sized theory in its explanatiQn of the migration process by
repeating the above steps.
The Modelinq Approach
It is emphasized in this introduction that the key
f 혀 ctor

model of this study was the

analytic model and that

the primary purpose of this study was to make a metaanalytic evaluation from previous literature so as
th~ory.

enhance the development of

auxilia~y

were used only at the

t。

Other pertinent models

level.

The heuristic frame-

work proposed in this study therefore constitutes an operational guideline that sets a

~tructure

lea다

models that interactively

inclusive of various

towards a comprehensive
,

development of theory.
The Period and Source
Data

。f

This study relies solely on secondary data in a crosssectional analysis.

The

peri디 d

for model application of

this study therefore is 1980

~n

auxiliary regression model.

~he

both factor analysis and the
county to county migration

data were obtained from the IRS administrative records for
the 1980 county to county migration flows in the state of
Oregon (IRS , 1990).

These

ar~

public

~ecords

and are not

directly traceable to any speqific human subject.

The other

sources of these data include the 1980 Census of Population
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(U.S. Bureau of Census , 1980) and the 1980 data from the
City and County Data Book (U.S. Bureau of Census , 1983).
Implementation of the Study
Efforts were made to ensure a comprehensive coverage of
the literature in the field.
requires this.

A complete meta-analysis

Three parameters were set.

breadth of the literature.

The first is the

Starting with an economics per-

spective , this approach extends to other fields

,

including

anthropology , geography , demography , sociology , and other
related areas in social sciences.

Second , from a chronolog-

ical perspective , the literature in this field is surveyed
from Carey ’ s 1858 writings and 1885 , when Ravenstein ’ slaws
。f

migration were introduced.

Last , model specification is

explored in depth.
To accomplish these objectives , the following resources
were reviewed for recent and classic literature:
The Index of Economic Article
SAGE Urban Studies Abstracts
Social Sciences Index
Subject Index Articles (Journal of Economic Literature)
Index of Current Urban Documents
Follow-up of major citations in literature
This process was used to ensure that the review of literature was representative of the work that is pertinent to the
。 bjectives

of this study.
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The overall survey of migration literature is presented
in Chapter II.

The coverage includes a general overview of

the early literature , the recent literature , and a general
analysis of the overall context.

Chapter III emphasizes

methodology and the need for a simplified approach in migration literature.

It

pr 。‘Tides

a conceptual perspective of

the approach that includes a basic analytical assessment ,
analogous representations , and pertinent schematic
rationales.
The heuristic framework is

dE~rived

in Chapter IV.

This

includes the analysis of specification variables , the typological representations , a factor analytic model , and
finally the explanation about the framework.
a meta-analytic evaluation is

mad원，

In Chapter V

with the objective of

identifying the underlying structure within current
migration models as well as establishing the criteria for
selecting an applicational model.

The utility of this

framework is explored in Chapter VI.
are discussed here , i.e.

,

Thus two approaches

a basic aggregated regression

model and a disaggregated regression model.

Chapter VII

elaborates on the significance of this study and exposes new
areas for exploration.
INHERENT LIMITATIONS
Certain limitations were anticipated.

First , access

some of the literature was difficult , especially the most

t。
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recent and the very early ones.
secondary sources were used.

ca~es ，'

In such

available

Any development of operational

models was also limited to accessible data.

Interpretations

are qualified as appropriately as possible.
Not all of the available model forms were utilized.
Also , because this study was directed at

th 댄

an analytical framework , other models were
the basic level.

Ultimately , the goal of

framework that is effective from theory

de'fJ elopment of

~valuated

d~veloping

at only
a

t 。 혀 pplication

favors the use of a modeling method that is generally available , in this case regression analysis.
Economic determinants of migration on qther variables
that could be readily capitalized ultimately
analytical nexus of this study.

Those who

eπerged

~re

as the

looking for

approaches emphasizing social and individua+ behavioral
motivations may find the models applied
wholly satisfactory.

Those who favor

her당

not to be

simul~ane0us

or prob-

abilistic models may feel these approaches ijave:received
abbreviated coverage.
Because this study uses secondary data , individual
characteristics used will not reflect characteristics of
specific migrants.

Instead , it will

reflec~

the average

characteristics of the population.

Therefo~e，

comprehensive model can be used by

research타 rs

appropriate variables , such limitations by
imply some restrictions on choice of

even though a
to pick

~ecomdary

variab~es.

!

data
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However , as will be seen , the great bulk of migration
modeling

~as

been done using linear regression models with

areal data.It is this large core of the total literature
which is addr:essed by this work.

Broad dissemination of

migration modeling to applied areas such as planning is
presently mitigated against by contradictory data problems.
The heuriptic will directly attack the first problem and
help in reduoing data search problems.

CHAPT E:R II
LITERATURE REVIEW
On March 17 , 1885 , at the Royal Statistical Society ,
Ravenstein presented his famous paper , "IThe Laws of Migration" (1885).

These laws emphasized

employment opportunities.

ecαnomic

factors and

In 1889 Ravenstein bolstered

these views in his follow-up paper in which he elaborated on
the relationship between migration and 4istance (Maamary ,
1976 , pp. 5-6).
Deriving from these propoqitions , the study of migration in literature has evolved into more rigorous and
diverse approaches.

For ease

ciate Ravenstein ’ s laws and

띠f

th당

inference , one may assosucceeding similar represen-

tations as the initial stage in migratipn studies.
stage was devoted to the
migration flows.

formu~ation

This

of:principles governing

‘’

The next sta e of this literature was a

slight shift that consisted of scientific approaches that
attempted to model migration studies.
was the gravity model
work (1924).

,

noted

a~

The first of these

early as 1924 in Young ’ s

This model is cr \9 dited , however , to Stouffer

and Zipf in the 1940s through the 1960s.

The second

approach was the human capital model , which was noted as
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early as 1932 by the work of Hicks.

This approach is simi-

larly attributed to Sjaastad ’ s more concrete proposition in
the 1960s.
The early literature in migration studies therefore
progressed from the formulation of migration principles

int。

a scientific setting that mostly consisted of the gravity
models and the human capital hypothesis.

Out of these

earlier studies more diverse models and approaches have been
developed in the recent studies beginning in the late 1960s.
In most of the recent literature , the diversity in
modeling sterns partly from the diverse nature of migrational
principles and partly due to deeper analysis in terms of
variable specifications.

Starting from the late 1960s a few

variables have appeared repeatedly in literature with a
counter-point of studies which attempt to include unique
variables in their specifications.

Such unique specifica-

tions have consequently overshadowed their common link
the overall migration equation.

t。

In view of such prolifera-

tions that often seem contradictory , many still wonder if
there are any laws that govern migration.
THE SYNOPSIS
Thus , in spite of a long history of research

int。

migration , particularly with regard to labor resources
(Greenwood

&

Hunt , 1984; Harris

&

Todaro , 1970; Mueller ,

1982; Muth , 1971; Nelson , 1959; Ravenstein , 1885; Sjaastad ,
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1962; Stouffer , 1940; to name a few)

,

there is no reasonable

evidence of a comprehensive approach that explains interregional

πigration.

In some cases models are successful

(Beals , Levy ,

&

Moses , 1967; Greenwood

& Suits , 1973)

,

but few are robust.

&

Hunt , 1984; Sommers

In other cases there

seem to be inherent shortcomings in this field that reflect
a tendency of model variations and limited generalizability.
THE SCOPE
In existing literature these problems are reflected
at various levels.

At the first level there are many

approaches to the study of interregional migration.

Some of

these derive from the principles of traditional academic
disciplines

,

e.g.

,

economics , sociology , or demography.

Cummings ’ s (1985) classification and Muth ’ sand

Todar。’ s

works on the relationship between migration and employment
are representative of this group.

Some focus on techniques

(Clark , 1986; Masser & Gould , 1975).

Some approach modeling

in terms of causes and effects , while others focus on empirical correlations (Greenwood , 1975; Mueller , 1982; Sahota ,
1968).
The second level is reflected in the multiplicity of
variants within the approaches noted above.

For example ,

technical approaches include systems models , economic
models , spatial interaction models , sequential

π。 dels
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(Masser & Gould , 1975)

,

gravity models , regression models

and Markov chain mode ls (Cllark , 1986).
are virtually substantively identical

,

,

In fact , models that
e.g.

,

spatial inter-

action and gravity mode ls ('Haynes , 1985; Masser & Gould ,

,

1975)

are pursued as if tHey represented totally disparate

approaches.

This complicates not only operational modeling

but also the identification of theoretical anchors.
Lastly , within any modeling approach , variables seem
specified without any generalized systematic arguments and
。 ften

show little recognition of antecedent work (Graves ,
1984; Liu , 1975; Nelson , 1959;

& ~unt ，

1979; Greenwood

Sahota , 1968; Schultz , 1971).
variables that

app~ar

Thus models seem to utilize

to be randomly chosen or highly

specific to unique cases.

!As will be evident later ,

n。

reasonable common Qasis of modeling is in evidence except
for replication st4dies.

~gain ，

most investigation

int。

migration seems to proceed:as if little relevant previous
work has been done.
The present
levels of

s~udy

problems 껴

Empha$is is placed on the weak system-

atic structure and the
The heuristic

attempts to deal with all three

con뚱 equent

fram~work

problems of comparability.

that is proposed here will there-

fore attempt to put pertinent elements of migration modeling
into focus.

Ultimqtely it!will be demonstrated that all

these approaches and models utilize a common pool of theoretical premises and a common reservoir of variables.

The~e
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commonalities are hypothesized to provide the basis for a
more comprehensive approach to modeling interregional
mJ. gration.
This literature review will attempt to account through
most of these early studies.

It will also provide a repre-

sentative sample of recent ones.

The general survey will be

followed by an overall analysis of the major themes and
general theoretical developments covered in this chapter.
EARLY STUDIES:

l858-l960S

According to Ogden (1984 , p. 13)

,

Ravenstein was one of

the first scholars to suggest that clear "laws of migration"
characterized migrants in terms of their origin , destination , and the nature of migration streams.

These ideas were

developed in three papers published in 1876 , 1885 , and 1889.
His 1885 and 1889 papers are the most widely quoted in
literature (Bouvier et al.

,

1976; Maamary , 1976; Ogden ,

1984) .
In this section , a review of Ravenstein ’ s laws of
migration will be identified as the foundation from which
further principles have been developed in regard to migration studies.

Second , from these principles , the nature of

theoretical propositions associated with the above principles will be examined.

Specifically , a review of the

gravity hypothesis and the human capital hypothesis will
be presented.

Based on these hypotheses , some of the
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theoretical syntheses that have been attempted in literature
will be reviewed.

A summary of these studies is tabulated

in Table 1.
Ravenstein ’ s Laws of Miqration
Ravenstein based his study on birthplace data for
Britain in 1871 and 1881 and later on North America and
Europe.

His goal was to discover whether he could distin-

guish any organizing principles from the great mass of
mOVE!ments recorded in the data.

From these studies , Raven-

stein developed his "laws of migration" (cited by Ogden ,
1984~)

as follows:
1.

The majority of migrants go only a short distance.

2.

Migration proceeds step by step.

3.

Migrants going long distances generally go by
preference to one of the great centers of commerce
。r

4.

industry.

Each current of migration produces a compensating
countercurrent.

5.

The natives of towns are more migratory than those
。f

6.

rural areas.

Females are more migratory than males within the
kingdom of their birth , but males more frequently
venture beyond.

7.

Most migrants are adults; families rarely migrate
。 ut

of their country of birth.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EARLY STUDIES
Year

Ideas

SChol랴

Mi아ration

Principles

1885

Ravenstein

Laws of migration , i. e. , general aspects
governing migration.

1959

Bogue

Hyp:>thetical generalizations derived from
purPJrted empirical research.

1966

Lee

Multifactor t밟。ry ba똥d on three cat명。
ries of principles , i.e. , volume of migration , str명InS and counterstreams of migration , and characteristics of mi따라lts.

Theoretical Propositions
The

Gravi 양

Hyp:>thesis:

1858

Carey

Association of social conCEpts to principIes in physical sciences.

1924

Young

묘npirical

1940

Stouffer

Intervenir핑 。pportunities in migration
emphasizirlg alternative opp。πunities at
destinations and origirl.

1949

Zipf

Interactance hYPJthesis with a formulation
based on PJpulation at origin and destination 없d 납le distance between.

application of physical sciences
to migration.
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF EARLY STUDIES
(continued)
Year
만1e

Human Capital Hypothesis:
Hi cks

1962

“허ιL

빼
빼

1932

1970

Differences in wages are the main
migration.

cau똥 。f

Errphasis on inves t:rrents in migrational

aspects and returns to migration.

Harris & ’R최aro

Theoretical
Hypothetical

1966

Ideas

Scholar

Returns to migration
。ping countries.

피

reference to devel-

Syn납leses

파cposition:

IDWrY

Synthesis of 납le gravity IT여el and the
hur떠n capital hypothesis.

말rpological 양~osition:

1961

Peterson

A general t yPO logy of migration based on
migratory forces.

1970

뼈boguje

Variable interrelationships based on
Systans Appr，멍ch.

1976

Bo uvier , 뻐cisco ，

Migrational differentials emphasizing

&

Zarete

납1e

strong 뇨rplication of education variable in
m여el specification.
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8.

Large towns grow more by migration than by natural
lncrease.

9.

Migration increases in

volum당

as industries and

commerce develop and transport improves.
10.

The major direction of migration is from agricultural areas to areas of

11.

indu휩 try

and commerce.

The major causes of migration are economic.

It is important to point out that most of the present
migration literature revolves around these principles.

As

will be noticed in this research , most of these ideas have
survived over time through years of
tualization.

Among the recent

re~inement

restate~ents

eses are Donald J. Bogue (1959) and

Ev 앉 rett

and concep-

of such hypothS. Lee (1966).

Boque ’ s Generalizations
Bogue ’ s work (cited by Maamary ,

l~’ 76)

focused on migra-

tion streams in which he argued that empirical research has
supported the validity of 12

generaliz~tiQns

as listed

below.
1. The rate of inmigration to a central point
from each of other several points ly~ng at a distance tends to vary inversely wit~ the distance.
2. The rate of outmigration from:a central
point to each of several other ce~tral points
lying at a distance tends to vary in~ersely with
the distance.
3. The amount of interchange petween any tw。
areas is directly proportional to the product of
the population of the two areas a~d inversely
proportional to the distance betw~en Ithem.
4. Rates of migration between two areas tend
to be directly proportional to th~ level of living
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and inversely proportional to the distance betw~en
them.
5.
If two areas are in different economic
regions , the relationships between distance and
the number of migrants may be different from th~
relationship within an economically integrated
area.
6. The number of persons going a given distance is directly proportional to the number of
。 pportunities at that distance and inversely
proportional to the number of intervening oppor~
tunities.
7. The rate of migration between two communities varies with the type of community or origin
and destination , the direction of migration , ag~ ，
and other characteristics of the migrant.
8. The rate of inmigration and outmigration in
any community tends not ~o be independent of ea~h
。 ther.
A high rate of inmigration tends to be
accompanied by a high rate of outmigration.
9. A very high proportion of all migration
streams is a flow between communities of the sa~e
type (urban to urban , farm to farm , etc.).
10. Migration streams tend to avoid areas of
high unemployment and to flow with greatest
velocity towards areas of low unemployment.
11. The size , direction , and net effect of
migration streams are not invariable , either in
time or place.
Instead , they are highly sensitive
to the social and economic changes that are occ~r
ring in the various communities of origin and
destination.
12. The regional pattern of net migration tends
to remain constant for several decades , presuma~ly
reflecting the continued action of redistributive
forces.
(Bogue cited by Maamary , 1976 , p. 10)
Unlike Ravenstein ’ s ideas , which were more general
statements from observations at the time , Bogue ’ s

(l ~59)

statements are tailored to a pattern close to a gravtty-type
model.

This reflects the push/pull hypothesis

Ravenstein ’ s writings.

In spite of this

impli뀐 d

atte깨pt

down Ravenstein ’ s statements into a more focused
tional form , Bogue ’ s hypotheses were still

in

to \1arrOW
app~ica-

generaliz~tions
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。f

migration principles.

The work of creating subcategories

within these principles was , therefore , left for Everett

s.

Lee.
Lee ’ s Multifactor Theory
In 1966 , Everett S. Lee attempted to create a classification of similar migration forces in a more streamlined
conception , as described by Bouvier et ale

(1976):

[Lee] derived certain self evident propositions
and deduced some conclusions with regard to the
volume of migration , the development of streams
and counterstreams and most important . . . the
characteristics of migrants.
(p. 25)
Utilizing some ideas of Ravenstein and Bogue , Lee isolated
four factors that he hypothesized underlie the decision

t。

migrate , factors such as those associated with the place of
。 rigin ，

the place of destination , intervening obstacles

between origin and destination , and a variety of personal
attributes (cited by Ogden , 1984 , p. 18).

From these con-

ceptions Lee further derived a series of hypotheses about
the volume of migration , the development of streams and
counterstreams , and the characteristics of migrants:
1. The volume of migration within a given
territory varies with the degree of diversity of
areas included in that territory.
2. The volume of migration varies with the
diversity of people.
3. The volume of migration varies inversely
with the difficulty of surmounting the intervening
。 bstacles.

4. The volume of migration increases during
periods of economic expansion , and decreases
during depressions.
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5. Unless severe checks are imposed , both the
volume and rate of migration tend to increase with
time.
6. The volume and rate of migration vary with
the state of progress in a country and area.
(Lee cited by Maamary , 1976 , pp. 8-9)
As is evident from the principles of Ravenstein and ,
more so , Bogue , this segment , in which size of population
plays a major role in migration , emphasizes elements of a
gravity model.

Lee ’ s next segment (Lee cited by Maamary ,

1976) emphasized migration streams and counterstreams:
1. Migration tends to take place largely within
well defined streams.
2. For every major migration stream , a counterstream develops.
3. The efficiency of a stream is high if the
major factors in the development of migration
streams were push factors at the origin.
4. The efficiency of a stream and counterstream
tends to be low if origin and destination are
similar.
5. The efficiency of migration streams will be
high if the intervening obstacles are great.
6. The efficiency of migration streams varies
with economic conditions , being high in prosperous
times and low in times of depression.
(p. 10)
Unlike the first segment on volume of migration , this
。 ne

emphasizes distance variables in terms of migration

stock.

The implication is that migration is not solely one

individual's decision , but is influenced by those around the
migrant and those at alternative destinations.
further

,

Lee has gone

however , indicating that individual characteristics

also playa major role in migration.

His third segment , on

characteristics of migration , therefore focuses on qualities
that have corne to be considered as mobility factors:
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1. Migration is selective . ~ . , migrants are
not a random sample of the popu~.at~on at the
。 r~g~n.

2. Migrants responding prima~ily to pull
factors at destinations tend to be !positively
selected (of high quality).
3. Migrants responding prima~ily to push
factors at origin tend to be ne닥 ative selected
(of low quality).
4. Taking all migrants togetDer , selection
tends to be bimodal , forming a q-shaped curve
along a poor to excellent conti~띠 urn [see Figure
1].
5. The degree of positive se~ection increases
with the difficulty of the inte~vening obstacles.
6. The heightened propensity to !migrate at
certain stages of life cycle is important in the
selection of migrants.
7. The characteristics of miqrants tend to be
intermediate between the charac~er~stics of the
population at origin and destinqtion.
(Lee cited
by Maamary , 1976 , p. 11)
Lee ’ s work may be distinguished from Ravenstein ’ sand
Bog u. e ’ s works in two ways.

First ,

rize migration principles around
i.e.

,

Second ,

migrants were more explicitly

Push Forces

major components ,

~haracteristics

stress밍 d

by Lee than by

Pull Forces

/

s ’’

Disamenities
(Poor)
Fi 다 ure

1.

The poor to

of

M

따
빼
·피

따
패

n닝

뼈

‘

thr랴 e

attempted to catego-

population volume , migration streams , and the

migrant ’ s characteristics.

M ·m

h랴

Q

Amenities
(Excellent)
excel~ent

continuum.

S
V4
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uncovers an

In general , however , this review

Bog~e.

Ravenstein or

impli~:it

principles.

trend in the development of migration

som터 。 f

conceptualize

the basic principles governing

From these principles , theoretical

migration flows.

propositions have been generated.

The ones most significant

her앙.

are accounted

THEORETICAL
Am ong

t。

All Qf these generalizations have attempted

PROPOS 工 T 工 ONS

the earliest trheoretical propositions on

migration are the gravity land the human capital models.
gravity models

st 댄 m

The

from physical science for the purpose of

rendering the social sciences fields a scientific capability
。f

analyzing

soci려 I

。f

this approach

phenomena.

려 re

Lar다r

literat~re

The human capital approach in

has been attributed to , among others ,

A. Sjaastad (1962) , ITheodore

for developing

the major proponents

Samuel A. Stouffer (1940 , 1960) and

George Kingsley ZiPf (1949:).
migration

Am ong

co~ntries

w.

Schultz (1962) , and

studies recognition has gone

t。

Michael P. Todaro (1976).
The Gravitv

HVDotl뭘앓융

The gravity

hypothe~is

utilizes Newtonian physics

explain social sciences phenomena.

t。

Haynes and Fotheringham

(1985 , pp. 16-17) cite variants of this adaptation , such as
Carey's (1858) attempts to develop social science concepts
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with physical science principles , Ravenstein ’ s (1 885) and
Young ’ s (1924) empirical applications to migration , Reilly ’ s
(1929) Law of Retail Gravitation , and Stouffer ’ s (1 940 ,
1960) intervening opportunities model.

In addition , Zipf

(1949) used this concept to introduce his Pl·P2/D hypothesis.

Huff (1959) used it to introduce his model on consumer

behavior , and Wilson (1967) used it to introduce his entropy
model.
In migration studies , the gravity hypothesis has been
associated with the measurement and effect of distance in
relative terms by integrating relative distance and relative
scale or size to population migration.

Ravenstein ’ s asso-

ciation of distance to migration has already been observed.
Two other hypotheses espousing this idea relate to Stouffer
(1940) and zipf (1949).
Stouffer's Interveninq Opportunities.

Samuel Stouffer ,

an Am erican social psychologist , attempted to show that
migration over a given distance is related to the number of
。 pportunities

at that distance and inversely related to the

number of intervening opportunities.

Thus distance is

treated in socio-economic rather than geometric terms
(Ogden , 1984 , p. 2 1).

The theory assumes that the number of

persons going a given distance is directly proportional

t。

the percentage increase in opportunities at that distance.
In this case , opportunities were operationally measured in
terms of houses and apartment vacancies (Maamary , 1976 ,
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p. 7).

Thus a mobile person wIll cease to move when he or

she encounters an appropriate opportunity (Ogden , 1984 ,
p. 22).
In Stouffer ’ s analysis
。 nly

,

the role of distance was not

significant in physical terms but also psychologically.

This associated distance with being away from the family ,
friends

,

familiar environments , one ’ s own customs , etc.

Hence the more of these factors

,

the more costly is the

migration option , and therefore the less likely is the
actual migration.

Stouffer referred to this psychological

distance as the "intervening opportunities."
Zipf ’ s Hypothesis.

George Kingsley Zipf introduced the

Pl·P2/0 hypothesis , which relates migration to distance (0)
and population (P) size (Zipf , 1949).

This hypothesis is

based on three basic assumptions:
1.

The rate of inmigration to a central point

fr。깨

each of other central points lying at a distance
tends to vary inversely with the distance.
2.

The rate of outmigration from a central point

t。

each of several other points lying at a distance
tends to vary inversely with the distance.
3.

The amount of interchange between any two areas is
directly proportional to the product of the population of the two areas and inversely proportional
the distance between them.

t。
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This hypothesis has undergone several modifications ,
t。

such as adjusting the distance element with an exponent

indicate proportional effects ("distance decay or friction
。f

distance")

,

adding an exponent on population elements

t。

allow for other propelling and attracting variables on
interaction , and finally a scale parameter or constant (k)
to make the overall equation proportional to the "rate
characteristic" of the phenomena being modeled (Haynes
Fotheringham , 1985 , p. 16).

&

Ultimately , the model has been

transformed from a basic Pl·P2/D model to a more sophisticated kP·Pj/dij model.
In the final analysis , however , this model is still
essentially descriptive and predictive for aggregate migration flows (Mueller , 1982 , p. 8).

It is based on the same

logic as that of Stouffer's intervening opportunities.

In

this case , the population size plays a major role , and by
implication the larger the population at the destination ,
the higher the probability of tracing friends

,

relatives ,

and similar customs that a migrant is familiar with , and
therefore the higher the chances of inmigrating there.
Large populations at the origin may be inferred to have less
cohesion or weak ties and therefore constitute a more mobile
population.
Both of these examples (Stouffer and Zipf) exhibit a
representative trend in gravity models.

These models were

closely followed by the human capital models.
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The Human Capital Hypothesis
The human capital hypothesis originates from the neoclassical economics theory , as expressed by Hicks (1932)

,

that "differences in net economic advantages , chiefly
differences in wages , are the main cause of migration"
(p. 76).
markets

,

Thus under the Marshallian period-analysis of
regional differential wages result from regional

changes in demand for labor.

The wage disparities are

therefore eliminated by the equilibrating force of
mlgration.
A similar equilibrium is achievable under the Keynesian
period-analysis where changes in demand for labor results in
regional differentials in employment rates.

In this case ,

migration will continue until all employment rates are
equalized.

In a neoclassical sense , therefore , regional

disparities in per capita income are essentially eliminated
by the responsiveness of migration to wage or employment
differentials (Mueller , 1982 , p. 8).
Similarly , in his analysis of economic foundations of
immigration , Massey (1992) reviews two conceptions , i.e.

,

that immigration is caused by wage differentials between
sending and receiving nations

,

and secondly , that pressures

for emigration stem from a lack of economic development in
sending regions.

He puts the human capital approach in a

clearer perspective by referring to both macro- and microeconomic theories as follows:
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Macroeconomic theory holds that wages are
determined by the balance of labor supply and
demand within r 태 gional markets.
If there is relative scarcity o f. workers in one market and relative abundance in another , wages will be high in
the former and ~ow in the latter. Migration
represents an equilibrating mechanism between the
two regions.
I f. the hi뺑 h wages are sufficient t 。
cover the costs of interregional movement and
adjustment , workers from the low wage area move t 。
the high wage a*ea. The increased supply of workers from a low 'Vilage area creates an upward
pressure there. The process continues until , at
equilibrium , th없 wage differential between the tw。
areas equals th~ costs of interregional movement
and adjustment. . . . The corresponding microeconomics of this larger process have been devel。 ped in classic articles by Sjaastad and Todar。
which conceptualize migration as a cost/benefit
decision. PoteRtial migrants figure the total
future increase in earnings they can expect as a
result of migra~ing to a higher-paying job ,
weighted by the probability of obtaining that job
and discounting by a factor reflecting the lower
utility of earnings in the future.
From these
expected gains ~hey subtract expected costs. If
the balance between anticipated gains and costs is
positive , a per 혀。n decides to migrate.
(1992 ,
p. 14)
sahota (1968 , pp.

Sch~ltz

human capital to
identifies as

219-2작 0)

member~

of

attributes the concept of

and'Sjaastad , both of whom he
"th윈

Chicago School."

Here , migra-

tion depends on the qosts and returns on investments in
human capital.

Cost~

income foregone) or
consist of future

may be:direct expenditures (such as

~ndirect

st~eams

better opportunities ,

(such as psychic).

The returns

of:expected incomes from the

Therefore , investment in migration

has higher payoffs

s~milar

education , health ,

o~

tQ payments from investments in

company stocks.
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In reviewing the supplementary issue of the
Political Economy (1962 , Vol. 5)

,

으으끈므략 。 f

which was dedicated to the

human capital concept , it is evident that credit goes

t。

Sjaastad ’ s work as the most embracing in relation to human
capital migration literature.

A more detailed review of his

work is discussed later in this chapter.
。 wed

to John Harris and Michael Todaro for their work in

developing countries.
。f

Similar credit is

In the same vein , a detailed review

this work is also appropriately reserved for later in

this chapter.

However , the substance of this concept is

that migration is a rational process through which migrants
aim to maximize their economic welfare.
THEORETICAL SYNTHESIS
Drawing from the above theoretical propositions , some
。f

the early literature has attempted to synthesize the

various approaches in a more comprehensive analysis.

These

range from the hypothetical approaches of Lowry to typologies such as those of Peterson , Mabogunje , and Bouvier et
al.

These studies are reviewed below.

m

The Hypothet i ca l_~oach__1!:'Jo \'l
A미。ng

the early hypothetical approaches , the most cited

is that of Lowry (1966)

,

who

atteπpted

to synthesize the

gravity model with the human capital model.

In 1964 Lowry

argued that an urban land use model that was built around
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two gravity:model structures with residential and retail
service feedbacks relates the distribution of population

t。

residential!zones from an initial distribution of basic
~y

employment

zone.

Further , in 1966 Lowry synthesized the

gravity model with the human capital hypothesis in which he
"viewed migration as the key link between regional

econ。πic

growth and regional population growth , that is , as a behavioral response to economic opportunity" (Lowry cited by
Mueller , 1982 , p. 8).

This model was of the following form:

M-J. J- -- :k ( U·
· W·
· • L
· L jJ//D
· J· )
U J. /U
I uJ·
"JI/W
"J.
.LIJ..LI
1JJ.
.1\, \

where
MiJ. J

-

migration from i to j

UiJ. &
'" U
uJ-i

=

unemployment rates at i and j

WiJ. &
W-i
'" "J

=

wage rates at i and j

=
-

intervening distance between i and j

LiJ. &
L J-i
'" .LI
D-J. J-

k

labor forces at i and j

a scale parameter

The inherent argument of this representation was that ,
。 nce

the neoclassical equilibrating effects of migration

have eliminated any differential wages and differential
unemploymen t rates , further migration would only be a random
,

interchange of people based on population sizes and the
intervening distance between the two points.

A further

perspective of this analysis was that economic conditions at
the origin and destination would have a symmetrical effect
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。n

migration.

Lowry ’ s later application of the model

,

how-

ever , led him to believe that the economic conditions at the
。 rigin

were less significant.

Typoloqical Approaches
Unlike Lowry ’ s hypothetical approach , the typological
analyses involve some logical schematic representation of
the migration process.

The first of these representations

is that of Peterson (1961)

,

who attempted to classify

various types of interaction , types of migrations that are
associated with certain types of migratory forces
classes of migration.

,

and

Mabogunje ’ s (1970) typology repre-

sented migration from a systems approach where all pertinent
elements are accounted for.

And lastly , Bouvier et al.

(1976) utilized a typological approach to develop a framework based on educational differentials before and after
migration within a specific environment.
Peterson ’ s Typoloqical Approach.

Because of the diffi-

culties with formulat i. ng "theories" and "laws" on social
phenomena , Peterson (1961) argued that empirical regularities do not always hold.

He therefore proposed a typology

that relates the various conditions under which migration
takes place to their probable effects.

Using a push/pull

hypothesis as his guiding framework , Peterson distinguished
between migration that he referred to as "innovating" and
that which may be called "conservative."

He also used the
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migrant ’ s level of aspiration to arrive at five broad
classes of migration , i.e.

,

primitive , forced , impelled ,

free , and mass migration , as shown in Table II.
Maboqun "j e ’ s Systems Approach.

In his study of rural-

urban migration in Africa , Mabogunje (1970) viewed migration
as a complex chain of interdependent forces at both origin
and destination.

These forces are part of a system of

interrelated elements including the economic (such as wages ,
prices , consumer preferences , degrees of commercialization
and industrial development)

,

tion , health , recreation)

institutional (such as government

,

social welfare (such as educa-

policies , agricultural practices , marketing organization ,
TABLE II
PETERSON ’ S TYPOLOGY OF MIGRATION
Type of Migration

of
Interaction

Migrat。다7

Nature and
man

Ecological

State (or

Migration

끄np:lled/

얻uivalent)

policy

Ma n

arrl
his norrrs

Collective
behavior

안rpe

For。근

Class of
Mi gration

Conservative

Primitive

Wandering/

Inoovative

r뻐gJ.I1g
‘

Flight from
the land

fore려

Flight/displacerrent

Coolie trade/
slave trade

Higher
aspirations

Free

Group

Pioneer

So cial
rnanenturn

Ma ss

Settlerent

Urbanization

push

and man

NOI'E:

From

Ma려떠ry ，

1976 , p. 27.
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population movement)

,

and technological (such as transporta-

tion , communication , mechanization).

Unlike the linear

cause-and-effect approaches , here the system is circular ,
interdependent , and self-modifying , in which changes in one
part have ripple effects on the whole.
In this system (see Figure 2)

,

the first element is the

potential migrant who is impacted by a stimulus from the
environment.

The second element consists of two control

subsystems in which institutional forces such as family
encouragement or restraint on mobility affect the flow of
migrants , or the occupational and residential opportunities
in which the degree of assimilation of migrants is determined.

The third element is the adjustment mechanism ,

evidenced either in response to the migrants ’ exit/entry or
their response to new social groups (Ogden , 1984 , pp. 2324) •

The underlying assumptions are that migration channels
are associated with questions of cost , distance and direction.

Also , once established , the migrant maintains ties

to home and
feedback.

pr。‘Tides

information as positive or negative

In essence , the systems approach underscores the

fact that the decision to migrate is part of an interlocking
series of causes and effects.
Bouvier ’ s Miqrational Differentials Approach.

Similar

to the works of Peterson and Mabogunje is Bouvier et al. ’ s
differentials approach (Bouvier et al.

,

1976).

In trying

t。
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explain migration flows

,

Bouvier et al. attempteq to formu-

late a broad theory based on migrants ’
。 ther

variables.

character~stics

and

The argument was that any individual ’ s

characteristics may be used both directly and as a surrogate
。f

other variables to explain the migration

proc~ss.

Any of

several alternative personal attributes may be as applicable
as the education variable which they chose to apply.

The

education variable therefore also functions as a surrogate
for other social variables.

Thus education tends

t。

correlate with age , occupation , income , and even fertility/
mortality rates.
The framework of Bouvier et al. starts with the
migrants ’ educational status chart at both origin and
destination , as shown in Figure 3.

Next , they aimed at

showing types of migration streams , based on the belief that
it is possible to develop a theory of migration differentials that is applicable anywhere at any time.

Figure 4 and

Table III help to explain the place and time frame
requirements.
The implication in Table III is that , in a traditional
society , a rural to rural migrant will tend to have a lower
educational status relative to stayers and

nativ~s.

In

contrast , a rural to urban migrant will tend to qave a
higher educational status at origin but lower

ed~cationall

status at the destination relative to stayers anq natives ,
respectively.

The second line under traditional society
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Destination

-。

H

Lower

Higher

LL
HL

얀

뻐‘야

Origin
L
r

LH
HH

Where
다J

=

lower education of a migrant at both origin and destination relative to stayers (non-r따gr라1ts at origin)
and natives (residents at destination) , res p:ctively.

돼

=

1α~r edue경tion of a m피rant at origin relative t。
stayers , but a higher education status 납1an natives
at destination.

따J

=

hig h9r education status at origin am destir녕tion
relative to stayers and natives , respectively.

뻐

=

hig h9r education status at both origin
tion relative to stayers and r녕tives.

없d dest뇨1a

Fiqure 3. Migrants ’ educational status.
Bo lN i ere tal. , 1976 , p. 27.

From

Destination
Origin
Rural
Urban

Lower

Higher

RR
UR

RU
UU

빠1ere

RR

-

a rural to rural migration stream

UR

=

an

RU

-

a rural

uu -

an

to rural migration stream

ur벼n

t。 따ban

ur벼n

migration stream

to urban migration stream

Fiqure 4 . Types of migration streams.
Bo lN i ere tal. , 1976 , p. 28.

From
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TABLE III

D

”@

1m

鋼
따

a9

앓뺑

]

←」

C

EDUCATIONAL DIFFERENTIALS
a ,‘
1

‘

Place of Destination
Place of
Origin

Traditional

Industrial

Post-industrial

NOTE.

Rural

Urban

Rural

LL

HL

Urban

*

*

Rural

*

HL

Urban

*

HH

Rural

*

*

Urban

LH

HH

BO lN ier et a 1., 1976 , p. 3 1.

*Indicates an event that rarely occurs.

shows that an urban to rural or urban to urban migration is
rare in a traditional society and hence has an asterisk.
Similarly , the rest of the table should be interpreted in
the same way.
In essence , this analysis narrows the approach
migration studies.

t。

Thus it moves from formulation of migra-

tion principles , as evidenced in early studies , to variable
specifications , as will be evident in the later studies.
Overview of Early Studies
Thus , in regard to Bouvier et ale ’ s work and from the
theoretical synthesis in this literature , specific variables
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have been identified and their interactive relationships in
a migrational environment exposed.

Starting with Lowry , it

has been observed that a migration model may be represented
by a combination of a gravity model and the human capital
model.

In contrast , Peterson not only identified general

forces behind migration but also listed the associated type
。f

migration in his typology.

Mabogunje ’ s work therefore

appears as a further extension of such typologies , but
emphasized the interrelationship of individual migration
forces from a systems approach.
From these broad theoretical perspectives , Bouvier et
al. narrowed their analysis to the role of individual migration variables.

Specifically , they focused on individual

characteristics , with emphasis on education.

They felt that

education was a surrogate for several other variables and
attempted to analyze its implications in a rural/urban
migration context.

with some underlying

c 。πmon

principles ,

but reflecting some diversity in these early studies , it was
incumbent upon the more recent studies to magnify the
differences as they sought to test and analyze specific
components of migration principles.
RECENT STUDIES:

1960S-1990S

So far it has been shown in the early literature how
Ravenstein developed the various laws of migration.

A simi-

lar pattern has also been evident in Lee ’ s analysis , as well
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as in the generation of new concepts to explain the migration process.
atteπpted

analysis.

These new concepts were observed to have

to exploit the scientific approach to problem
The two approaches identified were the gravity

model and the human capital model.

The later part of:these

early studies attempted to explore a theoretical syntfuesis
。f

these models as well as identify

migration~l

forces and

their interrelationships.
In most of the recent literature , this
approach is emb r: aced.

However , the level of

s~me

line lof

:j::" efinement

been deepened to the level of model specifications.
some of the models have tended to be confined in
。 thers

have attempted to be as comprehensive

(see Table IV).
is reviewed.

객s

has

~hus

scop타

while

possible

In this section , a sample of recent

딩 tudies

Some are identified as being pa :j::" tial fon using

limited variables.

Others are identified as

for using diverse variables.

Part of such a

be attributed to disciplinary interests.
reflects shortcomings in the present

~omprehensive

~ifference

may

Part of it simply

developm~nts

in migra-

tion theory.
Interdisciplinary Interest
The literature on migration intertwines throughout all
social science disciplines.

Migration is a

the human social structure and thus has been

c 띔 ntral

part of

딴 xplored

by

anthropologists , demographers , economists , ge9graphers ,
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TABLE IV
VARIANT APPROACHES IN RECENT STUDIES
Dominant

Approach

Variables

Scholar

Confined Scope
Regional

Greenw，。여

Jncame/employment

Gravity

Stouffer

pista:nce/p앤llation

Sjaastad

~ucation ∞st/incane

Kuznet

f'，.ge/edU<경tion

Mueller

j?ersonal

Li u

j?ersana 1/social

econαnic
∞nditions

빼야
i

때‘

없양

κM 앓

Extended

m
”

Scope

Be havioral

attributes

Inrnigration
OUt:mi gration
Place to place
mobility
Quality

of life

historians , political scientists ,
gists , among others.

planner~ ，

and sociolo-

Demographers , economists , geographers ,

and sociologists seem to have generated
their interest on this field.

s 디me

similarities in

A number o f' common factors

and premises have tended to intertwine

th~oughout

their

theoretical and analytical structures , especially as pertains to the migrants ’ individual

charact당 risttics ，

the

socio-economic conditions , and the regionql factors.
commonality will be evident in the

follow~ng

This

literature.
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variant Approaches
This section also examines a variety of approaches as
they relate to both interdisciplinary premises and those
specific to individual disciplines in terms of confined and
extended scope.

Am ong the confined scope literature , this

analysis will include the gravity and the human capital
models along with the economic and selectivity approaches.
The extended scope approach will include the behavioral and
the quality of life oriented analysis.
Confined Scope .

Some recent literature has attempted

to focus on specific issues.

On the one hand , this has been

due to a specific issue intended for a specific study , such
as determining the effect of wages or unemployment to migration , the educational or age level effect on migration , or
even the significance of climate on migration direction.

On

the other hand , this may have been due to an intended verification or expansion on a previous specific case of study.
Some of the most cornmon areas of focus have been regional
economic conditions , gravity-type models , human capital
models , and models focusing on selectivity issues.
Reqional Economic Conditions .

The dominant variables

in both early and recent literature on migration have been
related to economic conditions.

Credit for use of this

approach goes to Michael Greenwood.

The most ubiquitous

variables have been those associated with income and employment.

For example , Muth (1971) argues as to whether
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differential rates:of migration are induced by
differential growth in job opportunities
employment , [or wh윈 ther] differential changes in
employment are induced by differential rates of
inmigration.
(p. 295)
Greenwood , a widely published scholar on migration , has
emphasized employment and income variables.

als 。

Greenwood ,

Hunt , and McDowell (1986) used a unique set of data
to estimate the . I. • linkages between employment
changes and net employment migration , . . . [and
thus found that] in an average year , two extra
jobs attract one additional net migrant , and one
additional net migrant has a direct effect on area
employment of almost 1.4 jobs.
(p. 223)
In their attempt to use business cycles , Haurin and
Haurin (1988) measured the effect of unemployment on net
migration by separatingl the endogenous from the exogenous
factors.

Jun and Changl (1986) have also used employment

growth on migration by categorizing it into contiguous and
noncontiguous migrationl flows.

All these differing

approaches have shown al significant relation between employment and migration.
Simi larly ,

inc 디me

opportunities have played a major

role in a variety of studies (e.g.

,

Barber & Milne , 1988;

Cushing , 1989; Feder , 1982; Gordon , 1988; Schachter &
Althaus

,

1989).

ties , economic

Bes.ides income and employment opportunivari~bles

migrations , e.g.

,

Snefer (1987) on the effect of agricul-

tural price support
Schlottman (1989)

have been used to explain regional

o~

pol~cies

in Korea; Fox , Herzog , and

the effect of metropolitan fiscal
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structures; Nelson and Wyzan (1989) on public policy and
local labor demand in Sweden; Henderson (1982) on consumer
amenities and interregional welfare differences; Fournier ,
Rasmussen , and Snow (1988) on the elderly responses

t。

economic incentives; Hoenack , Peris , and Weiler (1984) on
general economic incentives on population migration to nonmetropolitan areas; and a multitude of related papers.

Tpe

underlying rationale of all these papers is that economic
。 pportunities

playa major role in migration , especially in

terms of direction similar to the push/pull hypothesis.
In regard to noneconomic conditions , additional
rele、， ant

literature reports on the effect of climate

(Graves , 1979)
1989)

,

,

location-specific amenities (Knapp & Graves ,

amenities and topography (Cushing , 1987a)

,

and

corrν-

parative regional advantages on patterns of migration (e.g.

,

Klaasen , 1973; Sommers & Suits , 1973).
Gravity-type Models.

As has been noted earlier , the

gravity model has been very popular in migration studies
。 ver

time.

Stouffer is specifically credited for his

hypothesis on intervening opportunities.

In recent studies ,

this approach has been taking on different shapes to
modate different factors.

acco~

Gallaway (1967) compares the

influence of income and distance on migration.

Schwartz

(1973) takes this farther by attempting to interpret the
effect of distance in terms of psychic costs and decrease in
distance in terms of information.

Boots and Kanaroglou

50
。n

the other hand ,

atteπpt

to utilize "discrete qhoice

models of migration" by emphasizing the relative location
。f

zones in their study (1988 , p. 495).

papers have also attempted to focus on

But a

n~mber

Stouffer’~

vening opportunities in different ways.

of

inter-

For example ,

Wadycki (1974) emphasized alternative opportunities available to a migrant within a given radius of distance.
In a similar vein , Dunlevy and Gemery (1977) have
focused their study on the "migrant stock" by mak,ing inferences from a variety of papers , e.g.
1970)

,

Vedder and Gallaway (1972)

,

,

Greenwood (1 969 ,

and Levy and Wadycki

(1973) in which the effect of family and friends is
accounted for by the migrant stock variable.

Cushing (1986 ,

p. 66) attributes this variable to "place to plaQe" studies
and further develops more "complex specification of space."
Rogers and Belanger (1990)

,

however , narrow their approach

to the place of birth or "native dependence" and show that
return migration is very significant due to informational
factors and retirement purposes.

Foot and Milne (19814) have

alternatively attempted an extended multiregional gravity
model that they claim to have recently advanced QY

citin 딩

the works of Ballard , Gustely , and Wendling (1980);
Isserman , Deaumont , Plane , and Rogerson (1981); qnd Milne
(198 1).
Human Capital-type Models.

The idea of

has been attributed in most literature to

hum~n c~pital

Theodo~e

Schultz
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and Larry Sjaastad , whom Sahota (1968) referred to as the
"Chicago School."

Indeed , an entire supplementary issue of

the Journal of Political Economy (1962 , Vol. 5) was
specifically compiled to deal with the concept of human
capital.

Schultz (1962) covered some overall reflections on

investments in humanity.

Becker (1962) aimed at estimating

the returns from college and high school education.

Stigler

(1962) covered the costs and returns on information searching for a job.

Mincer (1962) treated "training on the job"

as an investment that employees make in themselves.
(1962) put emphasis on health factors.

Mushkin

And lastly , Weisbrod

(1962) examined the benefits of education.
The most significant contribution to this concept in
understanding of migration , however , was Sjaastad (1962).
In this paper he emphasized differences in earnings in
contexts:

tw。

first , as concerns the direction and magnitude of

the response of migrants to labor earning differentials over
space; and second , as concerns the connection between migration and equalizing of interregional earnings of comparable labor.

This analysis took into consideration private

costs of migration (money and nonmoney costs)

,

private

returns to migration (money and nonmoney returns)

,

and

private versus social costs and returns.
This line of thought has also been attempted by Harris
and Todaro (1970) in their study of developing countries.
Their focus was on a two-sector analysis of migration--
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unemployment and development.!

The thrust of their paper was

the inclusion of expected earnings from migration.
import원 nce

(1970) underscored the

the effects of schooling ,
racial differences on

age~

(1983~ ，

of economic incentives ,

and the significance of

migratiφn.

analysis include Farber

Bowles

Further extensions of this

who analyzed postmigration

earnings profiles through application of human capital and
Similarly~

job search models.

Herzog (1983) focused on

migrant information , job search , and the remigration decision.

One of the most recent!developments in human capital

analysis with regard to migration is Dierx (1988) in his
estimation of a human capital!model of migration in which he
attempts to fill the gap between theoretical analysis and
empirical applications by developing a model that permits
Thi p is accomplished in two ways ,

empirical specification.
i.e.

,

by developing "an index of characteristics that

uniquely define a

sp~cific

"location specific

h~man

location" and by developing

capital" (p. 99).

In essence , the human capital-type models attempt
represent migration

~s

t。

a rational decision based on self-

interest to improve q migrant ,' s own well-being but which
requires some investment at the initial stage.
The Selectivity Approach.
this concept is

ass 。αiated

According to Sahota (1968)

wLth "the Harvard School of

Thought" and attribu t; ed to Simon Kuznet.

The approach

attempted to demonstrate the relationship between internal

,
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migration and economic development in regard to the
selectivity of people by implying that migrants corne from
select groups.

These groups are generally

dynamic risk taking beings , . . . [who] adapt
themselves to the unfamiliar environment.
Their very rootlessness may promote their adjustments to new environments.
(Sahota , 1968 , p. 220)
These select groups may be characterized by their educational level

,

their age , ethnicity , gender , marital status ,

and other individual or family characteristics.
The education variable was used in a large number of
human capital studies.

The educated tend to be more market-

able; they have access to more information about different
。 pportunities;

and they have been acculturated to be more

adaptive to new environments.
The age factor is another differential that has been
widely used in association with migration.

In most demo-

graphic studies , it has been shown that the most active
stage of migration is approximately between ages 15 and 45
together with tied migrants of 5 years old and below.

The

peak age , however , was demonstrated to be age 25 (Ogden ,
1984 , p. 28).
Other studies have focused on how age acts to discourage other workers from changing jobs and therefore induces
their probability to migrate (Gallaway , 1969).

A similar

study attempted to show how age is associated with lagged
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migration , i.e.

,

the friends and relatives effect (Morgan &

Robb , 1981).
A significant amount of literature has been written on
the effect of ethnicity upon migration , especially in the
United States between whites and nonwhites in their response
to growth in income at various destinations (Greenwood ,
1976).

Similarly , Dorkoosh (1982) found that white migrants

paid more attention to the level of expected earnings , while
black migrants were especially concerned with the growth in
income and

employπent

rates.

Stevens (1967) pointed out the

importance of recognizing local industrial composition in
the methods of job search between whites and blacks.

Blacks

tend to go to those firms where they have reason to believe
there are other blacks.

On a regional scale , this has been

evidenced by a trend where , in the 1965-1970 period , the
black migrant flow was towards the Northeast and Midwest and
。 ut

of the South.

The 1975-1980 data , however , have shown

the reverse streams and counterstreams (McHugh , 1987).
In his later study , McHugh (1988) goes farther to show
that the stock measure is the strong determinant of black
migration where the behavioral process channelizes black
migration streams ,

includin 당

information flows through

familial and social networks and return migration.

Some

have focused on the problem of assimilation in metropolitan
areas (Persky & Kain , 1970)

,

while others have attempted

t。
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analyze "a life cycle analysis oflmigration and climate by
race" (Graves , 1979 , p. 135).
Several other studies have focused on gender and
marital status , wherein single women were shown to be more
π 。 bile

and families with children tend to be less mobile

(Krieg , 1990; Maxwell

,

1988;

Minc볕 r ，

1978; Sandell , 1977).

Other studies attempt to characterize migrants by their
recent migration records.

Thus a previous migrant tends
,

t。

be more mobile due to less attachment to the new destination , to have a stronger urge to return to old environments ,
。r

to have a better knowledge of other alternative destina-

tions due to a previous decision-making process (DaVanzo ,
1978 , 1983).
In short , selectivity studies tend to emphasize
personal attributes as significant elements towards the
decision to migrate.

In general , therefore , it has been

evident that confined scope studies tend to focus on certain
limited variables for analysis.

This differs from extended

scope studies , which attempt to be comprehensive.
Extended Scope Approaches
Unlike the confined scope literature , whose focus has
tended to be on limited variables lor specific to a given
problem , the literature in this

s 딩 ction

attempts to provide

a comprehensive theory or explanation of interregional
migration.

Two sources will be explored as a representative
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sample of literature in this

approa~h.

These studies

include behavioral analysis and the qualitYlof life study.
Mueller ’ s (1982)

Mueller's Behavioral Analysis.
interest was to investigate the
population changes , economic
development policy.

int~rrelatibnship among

condit~ons，

and regional

He viewed the process of migration as

an essential key to this

interrelat~onship， land

he therefore

specifically set out to investigate the worker ’ s decision
migrate.

t。

In his survey of the existing literature , he

classified various models into four groups:1

inmigration

models , outmigration models , place to place models , and
mobility models.
Inmigrationmodels included a
models , structural models ,

~et

simultan~ous

and alternative opportunities modelp.
。f

of job-vacancy
equations models ,
The underlying basis

these models is their emphasis op the choice of destina-

tion which is influenced by economic factors.

The outmigra-

tion models , in contrast , attempt to test Lowry ’ s contention
that economic factors at the origin play ani insignificant
role in migration and thus emphasize factors such as outmigration rate and gross outmigration.

He classifies

tw。

groups of models in this category as the propensity models
and the simultaneous equations models.
Mueller ’ s place to place models are also classified
into two groups , i.e.

,

the allocation models , which include

the friends and relatives approach , the alternative
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。 pportunities

approach , and the disaggregate approach; and

the origin-destination models , which mainly focus on the
gravity variables in terms of the human capital approach.
Lastly , his mobility models are subdivided into the behavioral mobility models , mobility and employment status
models , and the mobility and employment status of wives.
For a detailed representation of these individual models and
their pertinent specifications , see Appendices A through C.
Based on this literature , Mueller attempted to formulate a comprehensive theory while at the same time f i. lling
in the two major gaps he had found in the previous literature:

(a) the failure to formalize the behavioral rules of

potential migrants and (b) the small role in interregional
migration studies that potential migrants ’ personal attributes have in their decision to move.
In Mueller's model

,

therefore , he first examines the

potential migrant from a neoclassical perspective--a human
capital approach.

This is done by identifying place-

specific attributes , i.e.
butes of alternatives.

,

the economic and amenity attri-

The potential migrant translates

these attribute into a preference function in the form of a
utility function.
Secondly , given the differences in each migrant's
preferences , Mueller attempted to identify reasons for different migratory choices.

Examples in this case include

differences in lifetime incomes

,

which depend on

c。당nitive
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abilities , training , skills , etc.

Next are the observable

attributes of potential migrants that include (a) nontransport costs and job turnover and (b) nontransport costs and
Thirdly , nonobservable attributes

residential turnover.
。f

potential migrants and alternatives such as nurture ,

experiences , attitudes towards tradition , and other social
ties are considered.

Based on this configuration , Mueller

developed a model to capture all these attributes and used
the regression model to analyze the data.
Liu ’ s Quality of Life Analysis.

Unlike Mueller ,

wh 。

analyzed previous literature in order to accommodate the
various approaches , Liu ’ s set out to define the various
attributes of the quality of life (QOL) that are associated
with an individual ’ s decision to migrate.

Once the attri-

butes were defined , Liu then attempted to quantitatively
measure the variables which he applied in a regression model
to analyze the results.
The variables used to compute the QOL index were very
diverse.

A general overview is given here (see Appendix D

for details).

Nine categories are defined as follows (Liu ,

1975) :
1.

Individual status , including existing opportunity
for self-support , individual capabilities , and
。 pportunity

2.

for individual choices.

Individual equality , including race and sex differentials and socio-economic discrimination.

3.

Living conditions , including general conditions
facilities

,

and social and

,
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environmenta~

conditions.
4.

Agriculture , including farming income , farm value ,
and other farm assets.

5.

Technology , as measured by its promotion and
reso~rces.

encouragement and by general human
6.

Economic status , including income , unemployment
manufacturing , construction , banking ,

,

e 띠 ucation;

technology , and agriculture.
7.

Education , as measured by different

lev~ls ，

expen-

ditures , sizes , etc.
8.

Health and welfare , as measured by medi9al careiand
welfare provisions.

9.

State and local governments , including informed
citizenry , professionalism of

administr려 tion ，

and

performance of administration.
Through the study of Liu ’ s QOL index , it is evidentl
that recent migration studies have attempted to 9apture
ev딴 ry

conceivable variable in every possible quantitative

analysis.

However , it is also evident that

thes딴

analyses

have either explicitly or implicitly and either intentionally or unintentionally been responsive to migrational
principles previously sampled from earlier

studi딴 s.
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ANALYSIS OF LITERATURE
The previous sections traced

throu연h

the early studies

from Ravenstein ’ s writings in the 1870s to the development
。f

various laws and principles of

mi연 ration

by the 1960s.

Further developments included theoretical attempts and
analytical syntheses.

Recent studies from the 1960s to the

present were also covered and a variety of approaches were
noted.

These seemed to stem from attempts to rationalize

various principles advanced earlier as well as follow-up on
recent studies.

However , the overall appearance of these

recent studies seemed to

eπphasizG

their variant objectives

while underplaying any notion of a wholistic approach and
the commonality inherent in their content.
In view of the massive amount of literature heretofore
covered in this chapter and the implicit necessity for a
more structured approach , a heuristic framework such as will
be proposed here is long overdue.
to accomplish three objectives.

This section will attempt
The first one is to posi-

tion migration literature in the context of theoretical
developments in social sciences.

The purpose here would be

to acknowledge the historical trends towards theory while
identifying opportunities for a larger perspective and the
interrelationships between competing approaches.
The second objective is the identification of the
underlying rationale for the heuristic framework.

This is
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assisted by a simplified analogy based on the developments
in the gravity model and the economists ’ classification of
the factors of production.

The third objective is to pro-

vide an intuitive hypothetical basis from which to develop
the framework proposed in this research.
Similarly , an attempt is made to re-examine migration
literature from a wholistic perspective.

Thus , rather than

focusing on individual leaves or branches , the focus starts
with the forest.

This approach accommodates the variant

approaches in recent migration studies while enhancing the
trend in the early studies towards a more concrete straightforward framework of analyzing migration studies.
Elements of Scientific Research
From a historical perspective , the development of
migration principles by Ravenstein and others of that period
was a crucial step in the field of migration studies.

Once

these were explored at length , objective theoretical developments were inevitable.

These theories helped to condense

variant principles into more specific models.
Hypothetical Aspects.

One of the tenets of scientific

research is to focus on the verification of facts.

Unlike

the physical sciences , this tenet is difficult to achieve
in social sciences.

Hence generalizations , norms , and , at

best , frequency have become the closest measures of social
science phenomena.

However , in the face of a strong
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tendency towards quantitative analysis , social scientists
have turned to various means to collect relevant information
through observations , questionnaires , interviews
ing documentation (Moser

&

,

or exist-

Kalton , 1972 , pp. 238-247).

The

information gathered is then transformed into numerical
quantities for statistical analysis (Champion , 1981 , pp.
1-14).

From this numerical information , various frequencies

may be determined from which some hypotheses may be
advanced.
Hypotheses , therefore , become the crucial part of the
scientific approach due to three major reasons:
They are working instruments of theory.
[They] can be tested and shown to be probably true
。 r probably false • . • . [They can] enable man
to get outside himself [because the results stand]
apart from man's values and opinions.
(Kerlinger ,
1973 , p. 20)
In view of this background , it becomes clear from our
historical analysis of migration studies that the main
thrust of the literature by Ravenstein (1885)

,

Lee (1966)

,

and Bogue (1959) was about the principles of migration.
Evidence presented in the previous chapter indicates that
these principles were diverse in nature.

Ravenstein (1885 ,

1889) stated at least 11 hypotheses about migration , Bogue
(1959) accounted for 12 , and Lee's (1966) classification
consisted of at least 19 hypotheses.

These hypotheses ,

among others , have become the general guidelines or
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prin~iples

that have governed the development of theory in

migrption studies.
It is fitting that the next stage in migration literature was the attempt to narrow down the hypotheses into more
comprehensible , yet simple , forms.
인초gration

Theories.

Once the hypotheses were formu-

lated , the next logical step was to organize those hypotheses into theory.

As early as the 1920s these hypotheses

were subjected to some sort of theoretical analysis.
(1924) attempted the application of a gravity model

Young
t。

migration as early as 1924 , and by 1949 Zipf had developed
his Pl·P2/D model on migration.
The gravity model was not initially based on observed
human behavior but on physical science premises.

However ,

with modifications the gravity model has become one of the
major pillars of migration studies.

Its emphasis is on the

relative characteristics between origins and destinations
and the distance between them.

This conceptualization

captures a variety of factors advanced in the previous
hypothesis in a simpler way.
gone to Zipf (1949)

,

Most credit on this work has

Stouffer (1960)

,

and Lowry (1966).

In 1932 Hicks used neoclassical economic theory

t。

express the significance of economic advantages in relation
to migration.

The human capital theory was born with empha-

sis pn differential individual and regional characteristics.
In tnis case , characteristics of individual potential
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migrants were matched with characteristics at destinations.
Among those given credit in this work are Sjaastad (1961 ,
1962)

,

Schultz (1962)

,

and Harris and Todaro (1970).

Variance in Obiectives.

As has been evident , most

researchers in migration studies have a given set of objectives to accomplish.

Some may focus on the effect of

income , employment , climate , education , race , or distance.
Others may focus on a combination of variables to fit a
specific objective , such as verifying a specific previous
study.

A good sample of this analysis is shown in Appen-

dices A through C , adapted from Mueller ’ s attempt

t。

classify various migration models.
Mueller ’ s classification utilized inmigration
。 utmigration

깨。 dels ，

models , place to place migration models , and

mobility models.

By using five categories of independent

variables (economic opportunity , amenity ,· fiscal
structure , and propensity to migrate)

,

,

spatial

Mueller subdivided

inmigration models into three types--job vacancy , structural

,

and simultaneous equations.

It may be observed in

Mueller ’ s table (see Appendix A) that individual groups of
models seem to suit certain categories.
To cite an example of variance in objectives , Mueller ’ s
table shows studies such as those of Glantz (1973) and Mazek
(cited by Mueller , 1982 , p. 24) as emphasizing job vacancy.
Correspondingly , while all of Mazek ’ s variables come from
the economic opportunity category , those of Glantz come from
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both economic opportunity and amenity categories.

None of

them utilized variables from the fiscal

,

spatial structure ,

nor propensity to migrate categories.

As noted earlier ,

such findings are valid in their intent , but the novice user
may simply draw a misleading general conclusion from their
findings.

Similar attributes may be said of his outmigra-

tion models , such as in Trott ’ s (1971) study where all the
variables were of economic opportunity.
Thus by classifying all of Mueller's table of variables
into three groups (amenity , mobility , and spatial) it
becomes evident that inmigration models had little emphasis
。n

mobility factors.

Outmigration models almost totally

ignored spatial factors

,

while the place to place models

used more spatial variables than any other groups but almost
none of the mobility variables.
Need for a Synthesis.

It is not surprising that there

are variant findings and variant objectives in migration
literature.

On the one hand , variation in objectives has

been due to variant principles in

mi 연 ration.

Some studies

have the objective of pursuing individual principles or a
combination.

Others attempt to study an existing phenomenon

that happens to reveal a certain underlying configuration of
principles.

On the other hand , variation in objectives has

been due to recent refinement in specifications that has
itself resulted from the availability and better measurement
。f

data.

In both cases the results have tended to be about
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differences in findings.

In view of such

pro~iferations，

it

is necessary that migration literature have a cornmon base of
reference.

There is need for a focus or synthesis of a more

simple , yet widely , representative structure.
A good example is that of Lowry (1966).
attempted to synthesize the gravity model

In bis work he

obj 원 ctives
~odel.

human capital model objectives into a single
examples include Mueller's and Lee ’ s
been noted.

and the
Other

classifi 띠 atiφns ，

as has

However , the recent proliferation of:models

underscores the need for a more formal cornmon
more representative and yet still simple.

bas 텅

Th~s ，

that is

in order

t。

develop a better theory of migration , this cornrnonibase must
be established and must account for as many of the migration
principles as possible.

Such a cornmon denominator will

serve as a central point of reference from whtch variant
model designs may be developed.
。f

Similarly , interpretation

existing literature is enhanced with such

써

reference

point.
It is therefore vital that migration

stu~ies:attempt t 。

draw analogies from other disciplines to deveJop such a
basis for objective migration theories.
analogies are discussed in Chapter III in
gravity model and the economists ’
"factors of production."

Two puch important
ref~rence

classificat~on

to the

of the
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Maior Themes in the Literature
Three major themes have been observed to run across
most of the literature so far covered.

These include the

role of place specific variables , the role of distance , and
the characteristics of migrants.
Place Specific Variables.

Starting with Ravenstein ’ s

writings , it was clear how the attractive and propulsive
nature of a place may contribute to the push/pull hypothesis
in migration.

These effects are captured in his laws of

migration enumerated earlier as number 3 and numbers 8
through 11.

The gravity models also captured this element

in terms of the size of both the origin and destination
having an effect on the rate of migration flows.

Similarly ,

the human capital hypothesis was found to embrace place
specific variables , especially in terms of actual or
expected earnings of potential migrants at alternative
destinations in comparison to the place of origin.

In the

theoretical synthesis it was noted that Lowry ’ s hypothesis
included the income and unemployment variables at both
。 rigin

and destination in his gravity model

,

while Lee ’ s

volume of migration and streams and counterstreams stressed
。 rigin
。f

and destination variables.

Similarly , the typologies

Peterson , Mabogunje , and Bouvier underscored the signifi-

cance of these regional differences.
Am ong

recent studies , the gravity model , the human

capital model

,

and economic and noneconomic conditions
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approaches utilize plaGe specific variables extensively.
The selectivity

approa다 h

Even in the two

sample혀

have been reviewed ,
be dominant.

stands alone in not employing them.
。 fl

pl~ce

specific variables were found

app~iesl

This

the extended scope analysis that
t。

to Mueller's behavioral analysis

and even more so to Liu ’ s QOL index.
The Role of Distafice.1

The effect of distance was

covered by Ravenstein through the early studies and remains
tod타 y.

an important issue
migration.

Indeed ,

th~

I

Distance was used to explain

central logic of the various gravity

models is the role of 4istance.
ment in miles.

Some take direct measure-

Others use Stouffer ’ s approach of inter-

vening opportunities , which may include friends and
relatives , cultural
and other similar

si~ilarities，

indi다 ators.

included the cost of

t~avel

information availability ,

Other proxy variables have

and frequency of interaction ,

among others.
Mi 다 rant

Character:\.sties.

young individuals

wh。 혀 re

Kuznet ’ s identification of

rootless , dynamic , and risk taking

exemplifies the selectivity hypothesis.

Indeed , from Raven-

stein to the present literature , among the major variables
in migration have been age , gender , and educational level.
As we have seen with
differentials have

m다 st

of the recent works , other related

inc~uded

family size , previous

ethnicity , marital status ,

~igration

history , etc.

These
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variables are dominant in the selectivity literature and in
the human capital and behavioral analysis approaches.
Theoretical Developments
The theoretical developments that we have so far
。 bserved
。f

may be analyzed in two approaches:

first , in terms

the historical context and , second , in terms of the model

proliferations.
Historical Context.

From a historical perspective we

have seen the development of the laws of migration from as
early as 1885 with Ravenstein ’ s writings.
。f

The main thrust

this literature was aimed at capturing the underlying

principles that govern people ’ s decisions to migrate , the
direction of migration , and the associated process of
migration.

By the time of Young ’ s (1924) empirical applica-

tions of the gravity model to migration , the thrust of the
literature had become one of objective analysis and the
application of physical sciences ’ approach to the social
science phenomena.

During this period , distance and factors

associated with distance were easily amenable to this sort
。f

application , such as Stouffer ’ s (1940 , 1960) intervening

。 pportunities.

But starting in the late 1960s the litera-

ture has tended to emphasize specification issues , such as
choice of variables and model design.

Some have focused on

a limited scope approach , while others have attempted a more
comprehensive approach to modeling.
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In short , the historical analysis of migration literature runs from formulation of principles to scientific

I

approach and then to specification issues.
Model Proliferations.

Some variables are widely

utilized in migration studies.

Similarly ,

theoretic~l

approaches and model specifications have become more
diverse
In reference to the historical perspective , one may
infer that Ravenstein ’ s laws offered a multitude of
tial models.

~oten-

However , by the time of quantitative analysis ,

such as the introduction of the gravity model

,

most migra-

tion studies seemed to have narrowed down the number of :
potential alternative models.

But over time , new

mo~els

have appeared to fill the gaps left by the gravity

m띠 de l.

Among them are the human capital and selectivity approaches.
Within each of these various models further
have been and are taking shape.

prolifer~tions

This is due partly to

inherent differences in principles of migration
earlier)

,

partly to refinement of model

I

(refξrred t 。

specificatio~1s，

,

and

partly to different applicational situations.
Interpretational Aspects
In view of the variant principles inherent in

m~gration

studies , as in other sciences , it is not surprising that
different studies have corne up with differing findin9s.

~

This has been due mainly to differences in each study ’ s '
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。 bjectives

and hence differing model specifications.

How-

ever , the nature and content of these studies have stemmed
from a common point of reference without being so explicit.
It is from this point of reference that the need for a
synthesis is underscored here.
variance in Specifications.

A novice reader or user of

migration studies may find the literature very conflicting
in its findings.

Some of the literature may seem to imply

that the main factor associated with migration has to
with regional differential wages (e.g.
Greenwood , 1969; Olivey , 1970).

,

d。

Feder , 1982;

For others it may be inter-

preted as being due to differential regional unemployment
rates (e.g.

,

Greenwood

&

Hunt , 1986; Haurin

&

Haurin , 1988;

Jun , 1986; Muth , 1971) or even regional differences in
climate (e.g.

,

Cushing , 1987b; Graves , 1979; Liu , 1975).

Similarly , some studies at one extreme may seem

t。

emphasize distance as the most critical factor rather than
regional differentials (e.g.

,

Cushing , 1986; Gallaway , 1967;

Schwartz , 1973; Stouffer , 1960; Zipf , 1949).

At another

extreme , one may likely interpret some of the literature as
emphasizing an individual migrant ’ 5 characteristics as the
most significant determinants of migration , characteristics
that include education (Bouvier et al.
1976 , 1976; 01ivey , 1970)
1981)

,

,

,

1976; Greenwood ,

age (Gallaway , 1969; Morgan ,

race (Doorkoosh , 1982; Greenwood , 1976; McHugh ,
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1987)

,

as well as several other individual related

variables.
The significance of these samples is the supposed
variance among the different findings and the potential
Thus , is it income differentials versus

conclusions.

unemployment differentials between regions that influence
migration flows?
differentials?

Or is it education versus age or race
Even in a less precise specification , should

we compare distance related variables and regional differentials or even the individual differentials?

This is the

dilemma of a novice user of migration literature.

Each

finding seems to emphasize the significance of certain
variables and therefore differs from one finding to another.
But does this mean that variant findings imply unreliability
。f

these studies?

On the contrary , most of these studies

are valid in their own configuration.

The problem is not

about variance in findings , but in the novice user's attempt
to generalize from individual findings.

Given that most of

these findings are specific to individual objectives of
those studies

,

one has to consider those individual objec-

tives first and interpret them in that specific configuration.

Or better yet , the author and user of such literature

may use a common reference point such as the one to be
advanced in this study.
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SUMMARY
This analysis of migration literature has identified a
pattern towards theoretical analysis of migration.

Starting

with William Farr ’ s (1876) challenge that migration appeared
to have no definite laws , this survey has identified an
evolution of trends in the development of migration theory.
Two stages were identified in this survey.

The first stage

focused on the development of principles governing the process of migration and spanned
。f

fr。π

Ravenstein ’ s (188S) laws

migration to the human capital theory attributed

t。

Sjaastad (l 962).
The second stage focused on the development of models
and variable specifications.

These studies attempted

t。

capture as much of what was implied in the migration principles as possible.

However , without a common reference

point it was evident that the proliferation of these
studies , along with their more detailed specific nature ,
created a fuzzy integration of all the pieces.

It was from

this perspective that this study was conceived and designed
in order to identify the underlying similarity between
different studies and across different stages.
In the analysis of literature , therefore , and with a
perspective of the nature of scientific research , three
structures were hypothesized as providing common reference
points from which the analysis of migration literature may
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commonly be analyzed.

These structures were identified as

place specific variables , the role of distance , and the
characteristics of migrants.

These "rule of thumb" cornmon

reference points are discussed further in the
chapters.

followin당

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
OVERVIEW
In this chapter , alternative and pertinent analytical
models associated with migration studies are explored.
initial step involves a conceptual analysis.

The

Three cases

are used to demonstrate the significance of previous or
existing hypotheses in other fields.

These include concep-

tual analogies , the gravity model analogy , and an analogy
from economists.

Based on these conceptual analogies , a

research hypothesis is developed.

In this case , the migra-

tion phenomena are conceptualized in a logical configuration
that would be more suitable for formulating research
hypotheses.
The next step is to focus on the alternative application models.
discussed.

Similarly , a factor analytic model will be
Further models that may benefit from factor

analytic results will also be discussed.

A proposed meta-

analytic model will be discussed in terms of further devel。 pment

of theory in migration studies.

In developing this heuristic framework , therefore , four
major phases may be identified.

First will be a conceptual
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analysis that will emphasize simplicity and comprehensiveness in the selection of variables.

Phase 2 of this frame-

work will constitute a tabular analysis of previous studies.
Specifically , it will involve identification and frequency
count of variables used in previous studies.

Phase 3 will

translate the logic inherent in phase I and the criteria
established in phase 2 to develop a more objective method
for specifying variables.
。f

This will rely on the application

the factor analytic model in the selection of variables

for further analysis.

The fourth phase , which is a continu-

ation of phase 3 , will suggest and explain the use of metaanalytic procedures for the final development of migration
theory.
Overall , an attempt is made to re-examine migration
literature from a wholistic perspective.

Thus , rather than

focusing on individual leaves or branches , the focus starts
from the forest.

This approach accommodates the recent

variant approaches in migration studies while enhancing the
trend evidenced in the early studies towards a more
concrete , straightforward framework of analyzing migration
studies.

Therefore , this analysis will emphasize develop-

ments in both theory and formulation of migration principIes.

Similarly , it will underscore the variance in

research findings and variances in objectives.
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CONCEPTUAL ANALOGY
Conceptualization by analogy is not a new phenomenon.
t。

It is vital in a field such as migration that needs
S~veral

undergo some streamlining transformations.
prevail in support of this line of approach.

cases

For example ,

in some cases certain institutional and sometimes physical
transformations have been better explained by analogies.
For example , Rostow's explanation of the

stag~s

of develop-

ment was presented as being associated with an airplane's
process from taking off to being airborne

(R。혀 tow ，

Similarly , Brinkman (1981) has used logistic

1971).

딩 urges t 。

explain the transformation of cultural elements and therefore changes in societal culture.
THE GRAVITY MODEL ANALOGY
The gravity model serves as an effective example of how
analogical translations may become central to an adopting
field.

This model has become a classic tool

migration since its adoption from the
sciences.

~or

Newtoni려 n

analysis in
physical

It is undisputed among students of migration

that there is an inverse relationship between distance and
the rate of migration.

It is also undisputed that the rate

。f

migration tends to vary directly with the

。f

origin and size of destination.

딩 ize

of place
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The only snag in this translation has been in the
tailoring of exponents to individuall situations.

Being a

social science phenomenon as it is , no single specific level
。f

measurement is assured to be

~ore:

correct than others.

However , the available estimates are: usually reasonable
enough so that valid conclusions mayl be drawn.

The major

lesson from this gravity model analogy and the other preceding analogies is that sometimes al discipline may be
enriched by drawing analogies from other disciplines and
improvising them into its own context.

This research will

utilize such opportunities by redefihing some of the concepts that will be applied in the framework.
Like their counterparts in economics

,

students in

migration literature , too , have defined principles and laws ,
as stated in Chapter II.

However , our survey of literature

has shown that no definite specification-of factors has
prevailed.

without such a specification , the tendency for

proliferation of studies , and tnus their findings
itable.
。f

is inev-

Consequently , any effort towards a general theory

migration is likely to be

fr~strated.

Economists have generally
。f

,

production:

~mphasized

land , labor , anq capital.

extent , the entrepreneur and

teαhnology

further factors of production.

three main factors
To a greater

have been offered as

The essence of such classi-

fication is to simplify the analysis by narrowing down the
number of potential variables

f 디r

consideration.

For
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example , instead of consideting each individual ’ s contribution to a firm ’ s productivity , or a given classification
such as the loading crew , the female workers , or by race ,
economists usually assign these groupings to the labor factor of production.

From here related research may then be

carried out to determine each component ’ s contribution
productivity.

t。

The vital link to each of these individual

studies , however , is that they branch from a cornmon set of
criteria , that of q labor factor.
Similarly ,

th~

capitall factor and land factors of

production are so qefined.

I

For example , the capital factor ,

as the physical faqtor , includes infrastructure , machinery ,
and furniture

,

amo~g

othersl, while reserving the concept of

liquid capital for financial assets.

The land factor of

production ranges from the physical land to the natural
resources on land , in water , and in the air.

Regardless of

unavoidable overlags , withopt any reasonable rules governing
the classification of such factors , there would be a variety
。f

potential specifications for a production function.

Each

specification woulq be valid in its own configuration , but
the findings would be conflicting at a general level.
example , whereas

s 디 me

significance of a
(e.g.

,

a computer)

tation network

researchers would emphasize the

~pecific

,

tha~

For

machine ’ s effect on productivity

others may find that it is the transporaffects productivity.

At the other

extreme some would attempt to compare the capital and labor
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factors.

As the case may be , each of these scenarios is not

a complete representation of a production function in that
either the comparison has been made within one factor (capital) or between only two factors (labor and capital) to the
Hence , at best ,

exclusion of other potential variables.

consequent findings from such studies can only be interpreted within that context without major generalizations on
productivity.
Since this factor classification is generally accepted
by economists , it makes it easier to design and verify a
production model.

It also enhances interpretation of find-

ings and thus policy-making decisions.
。f

A similar assessment

the migration function is likely to enhance migration

studies design , verification , and interpretation of
pertinent functions as well as contingent policy-making
decisions.
In so doing , this will provide a common reference point
from which individual studies may take their cue.

For

example , an examination of unemployment levels or the wage
rates or distance by themselves as determinants of migration
are too partial to utilize for the purpose of a general
theory in migration.

Similarly , further consideration of

each individual partial study to generate a general theory
will be too complicated.

Hence , there is need for a more

simplified approach in migration studies.

The next section ,

therefore , will attempt to apply the logic in this analogy
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to conceptualize migration phenomena into a simpler but
comprehensive hypothetical configuration.
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
In attempting to examine the framework ’ s variable
specifications , relevant research questions and hypothetical
statements need to be identified.

Similarly , the rationale

for such hypothetical statements needs to be identified.
The starting point for such hypotheses may be obtained from
previous literature.
In the early studies (see Table I) several hypotheses
were identified.

Few similar attempts were identified among

the more recent studies , especially in Mueller (1982) and
Liu (1975)

(see Figure 3).

From these earlier studies

(e.g.

,

Lee , 1966) and from recent studies (e.g.

,

Mueller ,

1982)

,

it is evident that classifications may be more

simplistic but still fairly representative of the other
similar hypotheses in their categories.

However , since

Mueller's analysis was confined to labor related factors

,

it

is limited in terms of comprehensiveness , especially in
comparison with Lee's hypothesis.
In his analysis , Lee isolated four factors that underlie the decision to migrate:
the place of destination;
。 rigin

(a) the place of origin; (b)

(c) intervening obstacles between

and destination; and (d) a variety of personal

factors.

With slight modification of Lee's hypothesis
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(i.e.

,

combining Qrigin anp destination attributes into a

general amenity

f 혀 ctor) ，

classifications

a~

framework.
factors

,

the sta+ting point for the heuristic

These include mobility , amenity , and spatial
i 겐 entifiedl

as are

Research Questions and
thetical Statements
The primary
uration may be
ably similar

tpis studYi will hypothesize three

form~

question here is whether a config-

from migration studies in a compar-

such as the economist ’ s specification of

factors of production.
tural basis on

Hyp띠

~esearch

de~ived

in Figure 5.

Th찌 s ，

is there any logical or struc-

wh~ch varia페 les

used. in migration studies may

be conceptualized and categorized in a less clustered and

카 Interre덴ional Mi휩tion

-매._-------~-----------

Friction

뇨1 Moving

--~--------------------커Attractiveness of Area

-~--------~--------“----혀Propensity t。 야Jve
Fiqure 5.

Migrat~on

elements and effects.
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more coherent form?

It is the contention of this work that
pr~vious

this is not only possible but also that
inadvertently utilized or implied

utilizat~on

configuration without realizing it.

The

wmrks have

of trois

r~search

hypotheses

to be explored , therefore , are as follows:
1.

Migration variables may be categorized into fewer
factors

,

but remain

representativ띤

enough of the
,

migrational phenomena.
2.

This classification will

accommod뻐 te

large share of all the possible

a reasonably

v려 riables ， affecting

population migration.
3.

Each category of factors has a

di~tinctive

significant variable that form

cl~sters

core of

atound

mobility , amenity , and spatial aspects , but with
some overlap.
Explanatory Rationale
In Figure 5 interregional migration

i~

shown to be

responsive to both specified factorial elements and the
consequential effects.
Spatial Factors (Friction).
tend to be distance oriented.

Variable원

The major

element include physical distance (in
(in terms of network links)

,

c띠mponents

mile띨

and social

in this category

),

of this

accessibility

di 웹 tance

(때hich

refers to cultural differences and the absence of relatives
and acquaintances).

The consequential

eff원 ct

of such an
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element is the friction caused in the migration process.
The implication is that migration is discouraged by long
distances

,

inaccessible alternatives , and alien

destinations.
Whereas the distance variable is the core of this
factor , lack of network links means a higher cost of transportation in terms of time and/or money.
information about available opportunities.

It also means less
From the human

capital perspective this implies lower estimated returns
from migration.
。f

Social distance may be reflected in terms

isolation hardship and negative feedback as reflected

from return migrants (see Mabogunje ’ s systems approach ,
Figure 2).
In essence interpretation of spatial factors should be
limited to the questions of feasibility.

Thus , is it feasi-

ble to go to region "j ," and is it feasible to stay in
region "j" (i. e.

,

to feel at horne)?

Models that rely

strictly on distance variables alone , such as Losch ’ s system
。f

markets (cited by Haynes

&

Fotheringham , 1985 , p. 35)

will tend to map out spheres of influence.

,

For our case , as

migrants move farther away from their region , social distance tends to increase.

Also , social distance increases

faster the smaller the region of origin and , especially ,
destination.

Similarly , from an infrastructural perspec-

tive , accessibility tends to decrease with the size of the
region (density).
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m디 st

Distance hap playedl a major role in
models , and in spme cases it has been
cipal variable.
gravity model

Am ong

ad~pted

trea~ed

as the prin-

the related models i, s the now popular
from Newtonian scienqe.

social distance as a variable.

Further

d딩 finitions

applications in this field have included
。f

migrational

and use

Thus , iq his 1959 paper ,

Nelson emphasized the value of information from friends and
relatives in cities as well as in their "welcome arms" as a
social distance variable.

Masser (1975)

,

i, n his analysis of

interregional migration in Uganda , underscqred the importance of both the physical and social
migrational streams.

dist~nce

(tribal) in

Haynes and Fothering J:lam (1985) have

shown that gravity models could be applied alongside
Stouffer ’ s (1940) intervening

opportunitie~，

related factor for consideration.

Hence

as a distance

t~e

spatial factor

encompasses variables that are critical to migrational
friction.
Amenity Factors
(Attractiveness)
variables in this category tend to emphasize specific
conditions at

r~gions

peopl~’ s

influence

variables may

b~

of origin and

destin려 tion

decisions to migrate.

categorized in terms of

that

Amenity specific
n 려 tural

resources ,

such as mineral and climatic resources; investment
resources

,

such as an irrigation project or

lation; or institutional resources , such

a~

I

milita~y

instal-

regional tax
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structures or labor laws.

Some studies have emphasized

the influence of these factors on the migration process
(Graves

,

1979; Greenwood & Hunt , 1984; K1aasen , 1973;

Sommers & Suits , 1973; Webber , 1984).
From a strictly amenity perspective , interpretation of
variables in this category is only relevant in determining
local characteristics.

Their significance lies in their

determination of a region ’ s relative advantage.

Findings

from such a study would be useful for administrative
purposes for individual organizations such as government ,
business and other institutions , or for individuals.

The

intent here would be to determine the strengths and weaknesses of a particular region and the consequent impact.
Here comparison between regions is possible only in aggregate terms , such as by use of hedonic models , rather than on
the basis of individual variables (i.e.

,

it is not possible

to isolate individual variable effects from the whole).
The inherent assumption is that people aim at maximizing
their welfare by migrating to regions that will benefit them
most.

In this case migration is treated as an investment

expenditure that is expected to yield a higher return in the
future (Barnum & Sabot , 1976; Caldwell , 1969; Cummings ,
1985; Harris & Todaro , 1970; Orn inde , 1968; Ravenstein , 1885;
Schultz , 1962; Sjaastad , 1962).

Hence the amenity factor

constitutes variables that affect a migrant ’ s choice of
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destination (enticing/attractive variables) and decision

t。

depart (propulsive variables).
Mobility Factors (Propensity
to Move)
In this category the variables focus on the characteristics of individuals as determinants of their propensity
migrate.

t。

Here individual differentials are used to deter-

mine the likelihood of an individual ’ s decision to move.
Pertinent models in this category attempt to measure the
probability of an individual ’ s mobility as characterized by
the level of education , age , gender , marital status , race ,
family size , etc.
From a purely selectivity perspective , variables in
this category , if applied alone , attempt to explain the
migrational elasticities with respect to changes in spatial
environmental conditions.

Regions exemplifying populations

that are very mobile , such as the young and educated , are
likely to experience population instability.

This may apply

both in response to either a growing or declining economy
within the region or other similar factors.
Among some of the examples emphasizing the mobility
factor are Lee ’ s (1966) work on volumes of migration and on
development of streams and counterstreams , with major emphasis on the characteristics of migrants.

And Bogue (1959)

has argued that only the age differential has withstood the
test of general applicability.

In his 1976 dissertation ,
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Maamary emphasized the importance of the individual
decision-making process in migration by emphasizing the
migrant ’ s characteristics and distance related factors.
Both Bouvier et al. (1976)
(1976)

,

,

in general , and Barnum and Sabot

specifically on Tanzania , echoed the significance of

the education variable on migration.

In essence the mobil-

ity factor encompasses all the variables that measure an
individual ’ s probability to migrate holding the spatial and
amenity factors constant.
Allowance for Multiple
Association
Whereas the hypothesized classification attempts

t。

emphasize three main underlying structures , some individual
constituent variables may have multiple associations with
several other factors.

For example , the variable "migrant

stock , which denotes the proportion of recent migrants
the destination I ’ j

,"

may variously be representative of a

spatial factor (cultural distance)
(migrational probability)
(attractive force).

t。

,

,

a mobility factor

or/and an amenity factor

In such cases , therefore , an educated

rationale based on the nature of the research question
should influence the treatment of such variables.

However ,

such multiple associations may become apparent only with the
help of a framework such as this one which , by taking a
wholistic approach , enables a researcher to observe variables from differing perspectives.

In so doing , misuse of
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partial findings as if they were representative of comprehensive studies is minimized.
In view of this potential for

깨 ultiple

association , an

effort will be made to explain any such inconsistencies
should they appear.

Such an effort is consistent with

standard procedures for a factor analytic approach , which is
one of the models that would usually be applied in similar
studies and will be utilized in this study.
ALTERNATIVE APPLICATIONAL MODELS
In this section , five potential applicational models
will be evaluated:

factor analysis , Markov chain analysis ,

,

regression analysis , and a meta-analytic

1the gravity model
ITIodel.

It is anticipated that a more objective development

of a comprehensive theory in migration studies will require
a combination of these models.

’

Factor Analysis
This section identifies the factor-analytic model as

the next step that
studies.

πay

enhance objectivity in migration

Because of its anticipated significance in this

study , a fairly elaborate review of this model is made here.
Factor analysis will attempt to scientifically identify
inherent variable configuration in migration studies.
Unlike the intuitive conceptualization and hypothesis proposed earlier (based on previous literature and logical
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associations)

,

this approach is based on objective analysis.

Whereas the former approach is useful in ensuring basic
representativeness , the latter is more technical.

The theo-

retical premises of factor analysis will be explained here ,
while its application will follow in the next chapter.
In order to understand the link between this model and
the framework being developed here , a short background of
the factor analytic model is necessary.

Four areas to be

covered include an introductory note to factor analysis

,

the historical development of factor analysis , some basic
principles or foundations of factor analysis , and the process of obtaining factor analysis solutions.
Introductory Note to Factor Analysis.

Factor analysis

refers to a variety of statistical techniques whose cornmon
。 bjective

is to represent a set of variables in terms of a

smaller number of hypothetical variables (Kim
1986 , p. 9).

&

Mueller ,

This is based on the assumption that some

underlying factors , which are smaller in number than the
number of observed variables , are responsible for the
covariation among the observed variables (Kim
1986 , p. 12).

&

Mueller ,

Hence an examination of the interrelation-

ships among the variables is called for.

A factor analytic

approach may then be used to determine whether these
。 bserved

correlations can be explained by the existence of a

small number of hypothetical variables.
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The two main approaches are exploratory and confirmaIn the former , factor analysis may be

tory factor analysis.

used as an expeqient way of ascertaining the minimum number
。f

hypothetical factors that can account for the observed
IQ the latter , a researcher may anticipate or

covariation.
hypothesize

tha~

there is a given number of underlying
t。

dimensions and further hypothesize which variables belong
which dimension (Kim & Mueller , 1986 , p. 9).

In some cases ,

both approaches are used together , specifying the number of
factors

(dimens~ons)

without anticipating which variables

represent each.
Besides
"factor

as 다 er~aining

analysi~

. based on

the underlying factor structure ,

is also often used as a heuristic device

pre~ious

research or strong theory" about the

underlying dimensiqns" (Kim
In this
utilized for
tions of

st~dy
th~

variou~

confirmatory

purpose of identifying the various correlaHowever , some elements of

variables.

faψton

analysis will prevail in the form of

~el 리 tionship

able structure

터 nd

differ퍼

Mueller , 1986 , p. 10).

Ian exploratory factor analysis will be

explaining the

analysis

&

between the hypothesized vari-

Ithe factor configurations.

Factor

f l:j om other statistical methods in that "it

goes further , b9th Ito determine the degree of association
and to pick out essential wholes among the influences at
work" (Cattell , 1952 , p. 11).

Thus

,

according to Cattell

,
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factor analysis is a wholistic method in that it
aims to discover and deal with the more massive
functional and organic whole instead of losing
research perspective in a mass of atomistically
conceived variables . . . . and in the role of an
explanatory method • . . like a radar turned upon
fog [factor analysis] necessarily reveals to us
whatever organization or structure is present.
[And starting with measurements on several
variables] a factor analyst can thus . . . arrive
at a highly structured answer that there are say ,
five factors at work.
(pp. 18-21)
Development of Factor Analysis .

Factor analysis

stemmed from earlier studies by psychologists in their
attempt to find functionally unitary traits in mental
testing.

Thus it became apparent that their attempt for

discovering functional unities in mental testing , in which a
multitude of tests for alleged special abilities were used ,
was met by an opposing hypothesis that most of these tests
were measuring much the same thing , namely , general intelligence.

According to Cattell , the first formal and adequate

statement of factor analysis was presented by Charles
Spearman in 1904 (cited by Cattell , 1952 , p. 24)

,

wherein he

demonstrated that a single factor could be found running
through most mental tests , i.e.

,

intelligence , as a single

general factor among all tests of cognitive ability.
But in the 1920s Thurstone went a step farther.
Instead of concentrating on a single factor , he focused on
searching for as many factors as might exist and thus
inaugurated multifactor analysis (cited by Cattell
p. 49).

The significance of this procedure is its

,

1952 ,
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parsimony.

First , it represents many variables through a

handful of common factors.

Secondly , it distributes these

factors to give the simplest explanation (Cattell
p. 51).

,

1952 ,

In recent years factor analysis has become acces-

sible to a wider circle of researchers primarily due to the
development of high speed computers and packaged programs
such as SPSS (Kim & Mueller , 1986 , p. 7).
Foundations of Factor Analysis.

Factor analysis

attempts to specify a number of dimensions inherent in a
given cluster of variables.
。 ne

Three possibilities include a

common factor dimension with many variables , a two

common factor dimension (the orthogonal case)

,

and simi-

larly , a two common factor dimension (the oblique case).
In a one common factor dimension , all variable correlations have one factor in common.

Thus , for each X variable

there is only one unique factor U and one

COIT~on

factor F ,

as shown in Figure 6.
In a two common factors dimension (an orthogonal case)
the covariance in the observed variables is accounted for by
two common factors that are uncorrelated , as shown in Figure
7.

As can be seen , Fl and F2 account for the covariance

across all Xs , but Fl and F2 are uncorrelated.
Unlike the orthogonal case above , in a two common
factors (oblique case) dimension , both Fl and F2 are correlated , as shown in Figure 8.

---「
4

X2

펙
꽉

Xl
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F

xm--------------U m
vlhere
F

=

a common

fqcto~

to all Xl' X2 ••.•.• Xm

Ul

=

a unique

fqcto~

to Xl and so on.

Or in other words
Xl

=

a weighted sumiof F and Ul

X2

=

a weighted sumlof F and U2' etc.

E과요브re느-흐.
F~om

Basic pa~h-analytic causal diagram.
Kim and Mueller , 1986 , p. 23.

E’ l
X

A냥

F2

「j

X

X ’3

팍요브E흐-2.

Orthogonal path4analytic causal diagram.
FromKim and Mueller , ~986 ， p. 25.
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Xl
~

E2

~

그>7' X2

특누--유~
〉걱 X4

Fiqure 8. Oblique path-analytic causal diagram.
From Kim and Mueller , 1986 , p. 29.

Obtaininq Factor Analysis Solutions.

There are four

major steps in applying exploratory factor analysis
actual data:

t。

(a) data collection and preparation of a

covariance matrix;

(b) extraction of the initial factors;

(c) rotation to a terminal solution; and (d) interpretation
and construction of factor scales and their use and further
analysis.

Confirmatory factor analysis is similarly

applied , except that in this case the researcher must
specify the number of anticipated factors based on previous
knowledge or hypothesis.

The various steps , which will be

applied in the next chapter , are therefore detailed here.
The first step is to collect the relevant data on a
subject of study.

A covariance matrix is then derived that

represents an entity mode (objects of cases) arranged in a
row and the variable mode represented by different columns.
For exploratory analysis , the process of extracting
initial factors attempts to find the number of factors that
can adequately explain the observed correlations
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(covariations) among the observed variables.

However , for

confirmatory analysis this process attempts to confirm the
hypothesized number of factors.
。 ne

By using computer programs ,

of the several methods may be chosen , such as maximum

likelihood or least squares.
Rotation to a terminal solution is also handled by the
computer with the researcher's specifications about the
particular desired rotation method.

Generally in any given

rotation the first factor accounts for as much variance as
possible , the second factor accounts for as much as possible
。f

the residual variance left unexplained by the first

factor , and so on.

Up to a certain point , at the scree , the

variance diminishes to zero.
The main motivation behind the use of factor analysis
is in achieving data reduction and obtaining factor scales
that can be used as variables in a different study (Kim &
Mueller , 1986 , p. 50).

Most programs produce coefficients

(weights) to represent the underlying factor.

Most of these

may be identified from the computer output.
In view of this background , the next logical step would
be the application of factor analysis and the interpretation
。f

the model.

In this study a framework will be developed

to utilize findings from such an analysis in the selection
and specification of variables in migration models.

Some of

the beneficiary models include Markov chain models , gravity
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models , and the regression models.

These models are

explained next.
Markov Chain Model
The Markov chain model in migration studies has been
described as a demographic accounting model (Clark , 1986 r
p. 61)
。f

,

which is discussed as a description of the

change.

purposes.

proce~s

This model is usually used for predictive
Thus , by preparing a table representing a certain

category of migrants , a transition probability matrix may be.
developed for use in the prediction process.

A typical

equation is of the form
Pt+l

=

M . Pt

Where
M

=

a square transition matrix , the elements

o~

which constitute probabilities of moving
between discrete regions
Pt

=

an initial column probability vector , the
elements of which represent the probability of
being in each of the regions at the
。f

Pt+l

=

beginn~ng

the period

the derived probability vector , the elements
。f

which represent the probability of being in

each of the regions at the end of the period

I

,
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An example of the type of questions that might be
addressed by such a model is "To what extent will individuals born in one region redistribute themselves across other
regions?"

This model is therefore a significant tool for

demographers in analyzing the changing patterns of populaHowever , a step further is the explana-

tion distribution.

tion of the motives that underlie these migrational flows.
Given the multitude of competing potential alternative
migrational variables

,

the framework proposed in this study

would be a handy tool to rely on for determining the underlying variables.

Such underlying variables may be used as

corresponding weights for particular locations of particular
migrant cohorts in order to strengthen the model ’ s predictive power.
The shortcoming of this combination , however , is that
the proposed framework may sometimes have to be applied
either after or concurrently with the application of the
Markov chain model.

Hence , in such cases , the framework ’ s

utility may not be as high towards a comprehensive theory.
The Gravity Model
The evolution of the gravity model was accounted for in
Chapter II.
P
‘

--P‘

/
. / n
u
ι

l

--,
·「 」

-

」

l

「

--.

「

T

The basic model is of the form

Where
·「 」

T --

l

=

interaction between two regions , i and j
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P;l

-

population of region i

P.;]

=

population of region j

D;1. J

-

distance between regions i and j

Further modifications on this model help to represent
the propulsive power of the origin , the attractive power of
the destination , and the power of intervening opportunities.
Hence the expanded model estimates interaction , Tij' with

a

set of three vectors:

,

,

Tij

=

Tij

-

interaction between two regions , i and j

V;l

vector of origin attributes

Wj

=
=

Si j

-

vector of separation attributes

f(Vi

Wj

Sij)

Where

vector of destination attributes

Unlike the Markov chain model , which may sometimes precede
。r

concurrently be applied with the proposed framework , the

gravity model can directly utilize the results of this
framework.

The applicable variables in this case are the

amenity and spatial factors.

The amenity factors represent

either the propulsive forces (vector of origin attributes)
。r

the attractive forces (vector of destination attributes)

,

while the spatial factors represent the intervening opportunities (vector of separation attributes).

Thus this
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framework assists in terms of efficient and objective process of selecting the relevant variables for the model.
The main problem with this combination , however , is
that a major factor (mobility factor) will not be accounted
for

,

which is normal for gravity models.

This shortcoming

is , however , addressed by the proposed framework , which
helps to identify a set of variables that are similarly
crucial to the migration process but are not accounted for
Thus , whereas there may be compelling

by the gravity model.

reasons (propulsive and attractive forces) for a migrant

t。

choose one point (destination) over the other (origin or
。 ther

alternatives)

。 pportunities

,

in the face of minimal intervening

(destination)

,

migration is not guaranteed.

In this case , the identification of certain individual
characteristics is vital for a better explanation of the
migration process.

This framework not only helps

t。

identify such a shortcoming but also cautions any interpretation of the gravity model beyond amenity and spatial
factors.
Reqression Analysis
The regression model attempts to explain the relationship between a dependent variable , such as migration , and
independent variables , such as income.
。f

the following form:

A typical model is
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,

Mij

=

MiJ. J

-

the number 9f migrants from i to j

Xl

-

the value

ot

the first independent variable

X2

-

the value

ot

the second independent variable

Xn

=

the value

o~

the nth independent variable

e

=

the error t l= rm

f(Xl

X2' ....

p ••••

Xn ' e)

Where

In view of the
crucial that a few

mult~tude

of potential variables , it is

repre~entative

variables are used.

may save time by avoiding redundancy.
tions (i.e.

,

This

Under certain condi-

with a small sample) it also helps in terms of

degrees of freedom.
multicollinearity.

Another potential problem would be
Consequently , there is need for an effi-

cient yet systematic way of selecting appropriate variables.
Such a system is the heuristic framework being proposed
here.

By identifying various variable associations , it

becomes possible to identify and include all facets of
variable configurations.

It also becomes possible

t。

explain why some variables are dropped from the model and ,
where there is multicollinearity , it makes it possible

t。

explain such outcomes.
It will therefore be evident in this study that this
heuristic framework is q valuable supplement to a number
。f

existing migration

m 디dels.

The framework provides
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。 bjectivi~y
。f

result~

in both variable selection and interpretation

from models being applied.

Meta-analytic 'Procedure
In Chapter II the fundamentals of scientific research
towards theory were developed.

It was evident that social

sciences nave :generally been constrained in terms of
enhancing and:developing objectivity.
van's editorial (cited by Wolf , 1986)
。r

studie딪

definitivE엽

According to sulli-

,

"single experiments

in:social or behavioral sciences rarely provide
answers to research questions" (p. 5).

Hunter

and Schmiqt (1990 , p. 13) have argued that the two steps of
accumulat~ng

knowledge are through accumulation of results

across stqdies to establish facts and formation of theories
to

organi~e

facts into a coherent and useful form.

due to

th~

social

sc~ences ，

However ,

previously limited number of similar studies in

Schmidt , p. 13).

few facts could be established (Hunter &
It has been shown in this framework that

now it is not only possible to obtain objectivity but
,

als 。

that , by qpplying a meta-analytic procedure on this framework ’ s

pr 디ducts ，

it is possible to develop a strong theory

in social sciences.
Meta까 analysis

analysis

qsin단

is a quantitative method for research

statistical procedures and collections of

empirical findings from individual studies for the purpose
。f

integrgting , synthesizing , and making sense of them
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(Wolf

,

1986 , p. 5).

The first journal article on meta-

analysis was published in 1976 by Gene V. Glass (cited by
Hunter

&

Schmidt , 1990 , p. 16).

Glass is similarly credited

for coining the term "meta-analysis."
Glass

,

In their 1981 edition

McGaw , and Smith account for weaknesses in previous

methods of reviewing social sciences literature (Glass ,
McGaw , & Smith , 1981 , p. 13).

The underlying weakness that

they have underscored in this instance is lack of
。 bjectivity.

A meta-analytic research compiles findings from various
studies on a specific question from which , through statistical configurations , the basis for an objective theory is
established with regard to the study question.

Usually the

preceding studies on which meta-analysis has to be applied
。 riginate

from findings of other models , such as regression

analysis.
It is therefore emphasized that , by utilizing the
framework proposed here , consistent studies utilizing the
regression model , for example , will make it possible

t。

apply meta-analysis as a means of testing the reliability of
separate studies and thus developing a theory.
RESEARCH DESIGN
Explaininq the Framework
The heuristic framework proposed n this study is
explained in detail in Chapter IV.

The various components
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to note in this section include a conceptual analysis ,
variable identification , factor analysis , and meta-analysis.
The conceptual analysis involved in this framework has
already been covered in this chapter.

Follow-up chapters

will concentrate on the later phases of this framework.
Thus the second phase in designing the heuristic framework
would be to list all the variables identified in previous
studies , as covered in Chapter II.

The purpose of doing

this is to contrast the early studies with the recent ones
in terms of growing proliferation and refinement of migration studies.

It will also reflect the problem of choosing

variables.
The next step is to take a large sample of these previ。 us

studies so as to identify the types of variables that

were used.

The purpose is to rank variables by frequency.

In this case , a frequency table will be designed in a matrix
form consisting of 49 types of variables extracted from 72
separate studies.

This frequency table will then serve as a

guideline in the determination of which variable to choose
as a proxy for other alternative variables.

This includes

the initial model specification as well as use of the factor
analysis results in the specification of the follow-up
regression model.
The third phase of the heuristic framework involves the
application of a factor-analytic model that will use the
1980 county to country migration data in the state of
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Oregon.
。f

The purpose!here is to visualize the

migration variables.

config~ration

Unlike the classification attempted

in phase 1 as a rule of thumb , this method is more oqjec7
Rather than being simplistic and intuitive , tDis

tive.

analysis involves an!iterative variable interaction.
ever , it is!important to note that the success in

I

How-

th딩

specification of this model and further analysis as well las
its subsequent interpretation depends a great deal on the
comprehensiveness of!the hypothesis in phase 1.

The less

representative and less wholistic the hypothesis ,

th~

less

the utility!derived from factor analysis.
Once factor analysis creates variable

classific~tions，

further analysis such as regression analysis may be Qsed!
。 nly

as farlas the interpretation of factor analysis would

allow.

For example , if variables applied in regression
,

analysis may be

,

inte~preted

in factor analysis as mobiliny

related , nointerpretation of the regression results
beyond analyzing

~obility.

may!g。

The final product should there-

fore be seen as a partial analysis , consequently leaqing
a partial theory.
。f

all

t~e

It 。

If variables selected are representative

facets of migration process , then the analysis

would be comprehensive.
The last phase of this heuristic framework
meta-analytic analysis.

requ~res

a

This process involves use of pre-

vious studies that have applied the above process.

The

!
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results of such analysis are expected to yield a strong
theoretical foundation in migration studies.
In short , phase 1 involves conceptual analysis from
past literature , and other scientific approaches , and mandates that an encompassing hypothesis be stated.

In order

to go to phase 2 , it must be fairly satisfied that a simple
and fair classification of all variables is prepared as a
checklist for representativeness.

Phase 2 involves the

enumeration of several variables that affect the migration
process.

In this study these will be collected from some of

the studies identified in this research.

If such a list of

variables is fairly representative of all the classifications hypothesized in phase 1 , then the next step is

t。

apply factor analysis to a sample of representative variabIes.

Previous studies or hypotheses may be useful in

making this sample.

In this research , the frequency deter-

mined in phase 2 will influence the choice of variables.
Factor analysis will therefore objectively identify
clusters of variables that are closely related to certain
aspects of the migration process.

The main thrust of this

research , therefore , is that any selection of variables that
does not cover all the aspects identified by a factor
analytic procedure (given a wholistic approach in the first
two phases above)

,

should be considered to be partial , with

interpretation limited to those aspects that the variables
accrue from.

A comprehensive analysis is only possible if
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variables used are representative of all the aspects identif ied in factor analysis.

I

Phase 4 of this research involves a proposal for the
collection of studies that have done a similar analysis
stati~tical

form data for a

meta-analytic procedure.

t。

This

should provide a strong foundation for a partial or comprehensive theory in migration studies (depending on whether
the analysis was

repr띤 sentative

of all aspects of factor

analysis) .
REMARKS

仁 ONCLUDING

As identified in Chapter I
sive theory in

,

migrat~on:studies

attempted to present

~eruain

the need for a comprehenis vital.

Chapter II

trends towards theory but

equally revealed a certain potential for diversion towards
partial theories in migration studies.

In this chapter ,

attempts were made to present methodologies that may be
combined to provide a

pe~spective

that may not only lead

towards a comprehensive uheory in migration but may also be
used to analyze other studies that represent a partial
theory.

It is this line :of analysis that is presented in

this study as a "heurist i. c framework ," through which the
development of a

consist 당 nt

be established.

This heuristic framework is discussed in

theory in migration studies may

the next chapter , inc}ud±ng the application of a factor
analytic model.

CHAPTER IV
THE HEURISTIC FRAMEWORK
The Random House Dictionary (1987) defines the word
heuristic in the following way:
A means of furthering investigation , encouraging a
person to learn , discover , understand or solve
problems. . . by experimenting , evaluating possible answers or solutions , . . . teaching method ,
. method of argument.
(p. 898)
In this study , this concept is used to identify governing
guidelines or a teaching tool.

A heuristic framework ,

therefore , will refer to an analytical structure , i.e.

,

a

guided or organized process of analysis.
In this chapter , four main areas of the heuristic
framework will be explored.

These include a layout of the

heuristic framework itself , analysis of variable specification , application of a factor analytic model , and an examination of prospects for further development.
First , the framework ’ s layout will attempt to give an
。 verview

of various components that make up the proposed

heuristic framework and their inherent interrelationships.
Secondly , the analysis of variable specification will
involve the enumeration , coding procedure , and comparison of
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variable specifications across various previous studies in
the field.
Thirdly , a

f 려 ctor

analytic procedure will be applied

t。

provide the framework with a more objective classification
。f

factors inherent in the migration process.

The final

section that covers prospects for further developments will
explain the utility of this framework in terms of applying a
statistical meta-analytic procedure toward the final devel。 pment

of theory in migration.
COMPONENTS OF THE FRAMEWORK

E’ igure 9 is a flow chart of the heuristic framework.
As already indicated , this consists of four critical components.
。f

These four components include the identification

the determinants in the migration process which is

subjective but based on the survey of existing literature.
The other components to be elaborated on include variable
enumeration , factor analysis , and meta-analysis.

The other

components include decision nodes and subsequent outcomes.
The four alternative outcome scenarios may be paired
first in terms of comprehensive versus partial theory devel。 ped

from their respective analyses.

Second is the academic

exercise versus explanation of the migration process depending on whether

re~l

or generated data are applied.

The

decision node components provide for a systematic assessment
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Ph압e

I

Hypothesis and
cone다ltual analysis

Ph 압e2

Variable idcn니 lie핑 ion
No

Do we havc enough
variablcs 011 IC:lSI
•
Crom 다ch cI 01.~si Ii C:llion.·

Ph압e3

Faaor analysis

Ph혀e4

Mela· ani\l ys i.~

Fiqure 9.

The heuristic framework.
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。f

transitions between the framework ’ s components (main and

auxiliary).
is shown
A

A schematic overview of the heuristic framework

~n

Schemat~c

Figure 9.
Overview

Figure 9 represents a schematic overview of the comprehensive framework proposed in this study.
top , the

~ain

Starting at the

objective here is the explanation of the

migration process.
Explaining the Framework
In

p~ase

1 a conceptual analysis from past literature

and other scientific approaches mandates that an encompassing hypothesis be stated.
must be

f~irly

In order to go to phase 2 , it

satisfied that a simple and fair classifica-

tion of all variables is prepared as a checklist for
represent~tiveness.

i.e.

,

res~arch

This procedure was done in Chapter III ,

hypothesis in terms of mobility , amenity , and

spatial f Fi ctors.
Phas~

2 involves the enumeration of several variables

that affect the

mi 연 ration

process.

In this study

thes~

variables will beenumerated in this chapter as obtain El d
from some of the studies identified in this research.
such a list of variables is fairly representative of

If
a~l

classific Fi tions hypothesized in phase 1 , the next step is
apply factor analysis.

the
t。
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In phase 3 factor analysis is applied to objectively
id~ntify

clusters of variables that are closely related

certain aspects of the migration process.
。r

t。

Previous studies

hypotheses may be useful in the interpretation of subse-

qu~nt

factors.

This procedure is similarly done in this

chapter bylutilizing county to county migration data in the
state of Oregon.

Also in this phase a preliminary meta-

analytic procedure will be applied on appropriate models
determine the suitable model for further analysis.
c~oice

t。

The

of variables will be determined by the findings from

frequencies of variables identified in phase 2.

The main

thrust of this phase , therefore , is that any specification
。f

variables that does not cover all the aspects identified

iq factor analytic procedure (given a wholistic approach in
tqe first two phases above)
pqrtial.

,

should be considered to be

Subsequent interpretations of such specifications

sqould be limited to those aspects from which the variables
a 다 crue.

A comprehensive analysis is only possible if vari-

aqles specified are representative of all aspects identified
in factoranalysis.
Phase 4 of this research involves a proposal for the
cqllection of studies that have done a similar analysis
(~.e. ，

benefiting from factors identified).

These studies

wquld constitute data for a statistically oriented
analytic Rrocedure.

πeta

This should provide a strong foundation

f9r a partial or comprehensive theory in migration studies ,
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dependin댄 。 n

whether the analysis was

repre~entative

of all

aspects of factor analysis.
OPERATION OF THE FRAMEWORK
The basic objective of this framework
developm띤 nt

~s

of theory in migration stuclies.

application , this is conceptualized aSlthe
the migration process.

to enhance the
For purposes of

원 xpl Gl nation

of

As explained in the metbodology

section , the four phases are identified on the tlow chart.
Gi ven bQ'th the main and a uxi 1 iary
is to determine whether the
simple enough but fairly
process.

compφnent~，

hypothesiz당 d

representativ송

t~e

first step

determinants are
。f

the migration

If this is satisfied , an enumerat ‘:i. on

φf

individual

variables affecting migration will follow up with emphasis
。n

fair representation between determinants.

。f

this condition lends to the application pf f ctor

Satisfaction

,

analysis.
The subsequent step here is the
migration variables are used in the
migration model.

determ~nation

sp띤 cifi~atiφn

of which

of a

The rule of thumb is that if variables

from certain factors generated through: factpr analysis are
not included in the specification , then the analysis is
partial and so is the subsequent theory.
variables are representative of all the

If the specified
factors~

then a

comprehensive analysis is achieved alohg with the subsequent
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theory.
。r

This step may be useful when designing a new study

evaluating a previous study.
If there is a fairly large sample of studies that have

accommodated such specifications , then a statistical metaanalytic procedure may be applied.
produce any consistent findings

,

Should this procedure

the conclusion from the

framework would be that there is a strong basis for theory.
The subsequent theory is anticipated to fairly explain the
migration process (if real data were used) or to fairly
provide a satisfactory academic exercise (if data are
randomly generated).
VARIABLE SPECIFICATION ANALYSIS
Enumeration of Research
Variables
In this section a sample of research variables so far
identified in the present survey of literature is to be
enumerated.

Evan a casual reading of the literature reveals

that several variables influence the migration process.

A

tabular procedure will therefore be used to quantify this
phenomenon.

A composite list of variables from previous

works and reviewed in this research is therefore presented
in Table V to reflect the inherent potential for varied
specifications.

It should be noted that Table V only

attempts to identify a partial list from a range of potential variables that one is likely to identify from other
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TABLE V
COMPOSITE LIST OF POTENTIAL VARIABLES
AFFECTING MIGRATION
Fami ly size

Ad jacent state
Age
As sets
Climate
- ∞。 1 days
- heat days
- humidity
- seasons
- sunshine
- taφerature
- mean
- January
- July

Gender
Q:>vernrrent 앙~itures

- w=lfare exper년itures
Housing
- age of house
- housing starts
Incαre

- gr대납1
- mean
- median
- per capita
- wage rate
Industrial similarity
Invest.rn:표lt resources
Mari tal status
Migration rate
- return migration
- 1m따gration
- outmigration

- 32
- 90
-w뇨ld speed
Cost of living
- house cost
- rent
Crime level
- violence
Cu I tural ties
- friends
- relatives
Distance
E바lcation level
- enrollment
- percent literate
- per∞nt cαnplet려 :
- high school
- 2 Y명rs ∞ lIege
- 4 years college
- graduate scb∞1
- X number school
Einp loyment
- unemployr뾰nt rate
- labor force

OOI'E:

-migr라lt st∞k

- migration history
Natural resources
OCcup:itional status
Po llution level
Populati∞

- population density
-ur벼nization

y려rs

Physical assets αmed
Physicians per X patients
Poverty level
Ra ce
- black
- nonwhite
- white
Regional durnrcy variables
Ta xes

These variables were ∞Hected fran the literature cited
in 납ris res명rch. sane were part of research m여els.
Others had been cited as 앙정mples.
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related studies that attempt to explain the mig+ation
process.

The problem , therefore , is that

o~ ch9ice~

Thus , given a research problem such as

,

determinants of migration between i and j

fin~ing!the
~nd 띤 iven

Tab~e

list of potential variables as shown in

V

, the

a long
problem

now is discovering which variables are more rep+esentative.
How can consistency between separate studiep be maintained?
spepifi~ations，

These are problems of proliferations in

have already been made evident in Chapter

I~.

problems to which this framework attempts

t띠

as

rheylare the
re 엽 pond.

are real problems , especially in attempting to

They

f. orm비 late

a

consistent procedure towards the development of theory.
~nce

The above variables were encountered at least
the literature surveyed by this study.

In

~pit~

in

of the

comprehensive coverage attempted by this stvdy , several
。 ther

variables , most of them in different

same , may be encountered in the literature.

Vεrs :j. ons
Th 웹

versions of such variables , the greater is the
confusion.

more

젠。 tential

study from 72 separate studies.

The

involved representation of all three

identifi띤 d

select~on

model were selected.

In some cases ,

by this

f. irst

catego~ies.

each category those variables that had been

use~

prpxieβ

Then from
at: least in
were used ,

such as mean temperature to represent different levels of
temperature.

for

The next step will therefore attempt tOisort and

minimize such versions to 49 variables

。 ne

of the

-

-

-

-m
-

빼

‘a

FL -·14

야

떼
-벨

r·二

:b
-

뾰따

E

v
--
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In this section 49 different variables are identified
from those enumerated in Table V.

All of these variables

were used in previous research , some more frequently than
。 thers.

To compile a frequency matrix , a composite list of

these variables was coded (see Table VI).

Similarly , 72

separate studies were sampled for determining the frequency
。f

individual variable utilization.

The authors identified

in this literature review are enumerated and alphabetically
coded (see Table VII).
From Tables VI and VII , a tabular representation of the
frequency for each variable ’ s specification by the authors
is derived by a frequency distribution table.

Even though

the listing in Table VI is more condensed than in Table V ,
the variables are still too many and may require further
sorting.

One way of doing so is to determine how frequently

they are used.

On the one hand , this prevents the

researcher from falling into strong subjectivity.
。 ther

On the

hand , it is a hint (given two or more proxies for a

variable) as to which proxy of a variable is readily available or tends to be more appealing.
Frequency Distribution.

With reference to Tables VI

and VII , a frequency table may be designed to show which
variables were frequently used.

Thus , by listing the codes

for variables on the vertical axis and the codes for authors
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TABLE VI
CODING OF SAMPLED VARIABLES
Cl i.rcate
Cool days
Heat days
Humidity
Seasons

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Sunshine
ture mean

Crime
Violence

31. Cu lture
32. Friends
33. Population size
34. Ur벼n/density
35. Age

14.
15.

Cost of liv뇨19
Rent
&uployrnent
Unemployment
Labor force

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Government expenditure
Welfare
House age
New house
Per capita inα::me

41. Return migration
42. Oubnigration
43. Migrant stock
44. Mi gration history
45. Clccu며tional status

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

income
Inccrne gro.vth
Wages
Natural resources
Pollution

46.
47.
48.
49.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

T낱m야=ra

W뇨ld

Med퍼n

Physicians
Poverty level
Tax
Adja∞nt state
Distana근

Ed ucation

Family size
Ge nder

Housing
Mi gration

rate

Nonwhite
Race
Industrial
Regional factor

NOTE: Numbers here natch with the vertical axis in Table VIII
(pp. 121-122) and Table X (pp. 125-126).
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TABLE VII
SAMPLED STUDIES CODED BY AUTHOR
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35 .
36.

Arora & Brown

(1971)
Al p:rovich et a l. ( 1977 )
Ba rber & Mi lne (1988)
Be als r Levy , & Moses (1967)
Boots & 없naroglou (1988)
Bo venter (1969)
Ba시les (1970)
Cebula & Vedder (1973)
CUs hing (1986)
Cu shing (1987)
CUs hing (1989)
DaVanzo (1983)
∞rk∞sh (1 982)
Du nlevy & 앉=me다， (1977)
Farber (1983)
Fields (1971)
FI∞t & Mi lne (1984)
Fournier (1 989)
Fox , Herz여， & Schlottman
(1 989 )
Galla‘시ay (1 967)
Ga llaway et al. (1968)
Ga llaway (1969)
Glantz (1973)
Gordon (1988)
Go ss & Chang (1983)
Grant et al. (1976)
Graves (1979)
Graves (1983)
Greenwood (1969)
Greenv.u oo (1970)
Gr않nwαxl et a l. (1971)
Green'때。d & Swe etland (1972)
Greenwcx:피 (1 973)
Greenv.DOO (1973)
Greenwcx:펴 (1 975)
Green'뻐。d (1 976)

37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42 •
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.

Green때。d

(1 978)
et a l. (1972)
Haurin & Haurin (1 988)
He nderson (1982)
Herzog (1983)
Hoenack , Peris , & 뻐iler
(1 984)
Jun & α'lang (1986)
Kau & Sirmans (1976)
Ka u (1979)
Kleiner (1984)
Le vy & 뼈dycki (1974)
Mazek (1966)
McHugh (1988)
Mi ller (1973)
Mo lho (1984)
야)rrison et a l. (1 975)
Navrath & ∞，yle (1977)
Ne lson (1959)
Nelson & Wy zan (1989)
01ivey (1970)
Pac!ζ ( 1973)
Persl연 & Kain (1 970)
Ra bianski (1 971)
Renas & Kumar (1982)
Renshaw (1970)
Rogers (196 7)
sahota (1968)
S하1dell (1 977)
Schachter & Althaus (1989)
Schultz (1971)
Shefer (1987)
Sammers & suits (1973)
Trott (1971)
wadycki (1974a)
Wadycki (1974b)
Greenwcx:녕

NlITl1bers here rratch wi납1 납1e horizontal axis in Table VIII (pp.
121-122) and Table X (pp. 125-126).

NO!’E:
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the horizontal axis , a cross check is indicated for every

time a variable is used.
in the right-hand column.

A tally of these checks is shown
This shows the frequency of each

individual variable , as shown in Table VIII on the following
two pages.
Analysis of the Frequency Table.

As can be seen in

Table VIII , out of the 49 variables from the 72 studies ,
15 variables were used more than 10 times.

。 nly

The most

frequently used variables include distance (40 times , or a
56 웅

chance of being applied)

46%)

,

,

unemployment (33 times , or

per capita income (29 times

,

or 40%)

,

etc.

Table IX

shows the first 15 most frequently used variables in this
sample in their order of frequency.
There are three implications of this analysis.

First ,

the above variables may be used frequently because of their
effective reliability in explaining migration behavior.
Secondly , they may be used frequently because some
researchers utilize the same variables for the purpose of
reviewing previous research.

And thirdly , these variables

may be used frequently simply because they are easily available.

This framework therefore attempts to enhance the

first option , reliability , and to suppress the later option ,
easily available.

It also advocates and suggests a system-

atic analytical procedure.

Given such a predetermined

structure , as identified in the methodology section , a
researcher is forced to select variables that are more
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TABLE VIII
UNSORTED VARIABLE FREOUENCIES
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TABLE VIII
UNSORTED VARIABLE FREQUENCIES
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TABLE IX
MOST FREQUENTLY USED VARIABLES
Variable
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representative of the migrational phenomena or else justify
why certain expected variables have been excluded.
Based on the classification elaborated on in the
methodology section , especially with reference to Lee ’ s
approach , migration variables may therefore be classified
into three broad categories.

First are the mobility vari-

ables , such as education and age , which attempt to identify
a probably migrant based on the potential migrant ’ s characteristics.

Second are the amenity variables , such as income

and unemployment , which attempt to identify the attractive
and propulsive forces at destination and origin , respectively.

Third are the spatial variables , such as distance
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and migrant stock , which attempt to explain frictional
deterrents to a migrational process.

Whereas it will be

attempted to rationalize that such a classification constitutes a more distinctive grouping of migrational variables ,
some overlaps and the potential for subcategories may not be
ruled out.

The primary essence of such a classification is

therefore to attempt to force researchers to recognize such
groupings so as to design more representative variable
specifications for their studies.
A classification of the 49 variables into three categories , i.e. mobility , amenity , and spatial
research studies , is shown in Table X.

,

based on the 72

Eight of these

studies utilized variables exclusively associated with the
amenity factors; 18 studies were associated with both the
amenity and spatial factors; 31 studies utilized a combination of variables spanning over all three factor categories
--spatial

,

amenity , and mobility; 14 studies were associ-

ated with both the amenity and mobility factors; and 2
studies utilized a combination of variables exclusively
associated with both the spatial and mobility factors.
Whereas the majority of the studies in our sample (31 ,
。r

about

43 용)

evident that

utilized all three variable categories , it is
55 옹

。f

the studies focused on a limited spread.

In this case , it is the intention of this framework that
interpretation of such studies be limited to only the context within which those variables appear without any
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implication for any other contexts not represented.

In

words , these studies may not be relied upon to explain

。 ther

As such , it will be

the migration process in its entirety.

hypothesized that the more representative the distribution
。f

variables , the more comprehensive would be the theory

derived.
The main objective of this framework is to provide such
a common basis from which independent regional migration
studies may constitute a similar content and therefore be
amenable for comparison between regions
and over time.

,

between studies ,

These three groups of variables are advanced

as a fair representation of the migration process since they
measure the effect of spatial conditions , amenity effects ,
and potential mobility.
FACTOR ANALYTIC APPLICATION
In this section , three steps will be undertaken in the
application of factor analysis , i.e.
model

,

specification of the

manipulation of the data , and explanation of the

results.
dent.

,

All variables in the model are considered indepen-

Eventually a subset of them will be used to explain

migration , the implied dependent variable.

As the purpose

here is to identify redundancies among independent variables , this implied dependent variable is not included in
the factor model.

The data manipulation process will

consist of factor extraction and rotation.

The extraction
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techniques are used for the purpose of deriving the initial
statistics and very from principal component analysis
factor analysis.

t。

The rotation technique is used to enhance

the interpretation process.

Explanation of results would

involve subjective analysis based on the factor scores
derived.
Variable Input
In the review of literature along with the previous
analysis in this chapter , it is evident that certain variabIes are more in the analysis of migration than others.
The selection of variables was made based on three criteria.
First , variables with high frequencies

,

such as those in

Table IX , should be included in the specification.

However

,

and second , some variables such as per capita income , median
income , and wage rate are so correlated that only median
income was used as a proxy for others of similar characteristics.

Inclusion of all three would overload the model and

may stifle the emergence of lower eigenvalue factors.
Third , since intrastate moves in Oregon were at issue
here , and climate distinctions are much more varied than
county aggregates or averages could portray , variables such
as this were excluded.

The 25 variables enumerated below

were thus deemed the distillation of the 49 established
earlier that was both feasible and representative.
The implication here is that , by identifying the most
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frequently used variables and using proxies where there was
correlation as well as restructuring the variables to provide for representativeness in all aspects of migration , it
will be possible to

r 면 duce

the number of variables without

losing the supstance of the study.

Thus , factor analysis

involves:
Factor Vpriablesl

=

CRIMES to YNGAGE

Where
CRIMES

-

recorded crime rate per 100 , 000

CSTHSE

-

median monthly cost of a house

CSTRNT

’-

median gross rent

DISTAV

F

EDUCTN

average straight line distance from origin
county seat to destination county seat in
miles
percent with 16 years or more of education

ESTABS

-

per capita establishments (total of manufacturing , wholesale , retail , and service
industries

FARMNG

-

percent of farms with more than 500 acres

GENDER

-

number of males per 100 females

HSEGRW
INCMDN

i

‘

INCPVT

percent change of housing stock between 1970
and 1980
median income
percent of persons with income below poverty
level

MARIED

다:

percent of married couples

MOVERS

:;:

percent of recent immigrants to the county
in pre‘ vious 5 years (i.e. , migrant stock)

NWHITE

:;:

percent of population that is nonwhite
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OLDAGE

=

percent of population aged 65 years and over

PHYSCN

=

rate of active physicians per 1 , 000

POPULN

=

population in the county

SINGLE

=

percent of population
household

SSCRTY

=

average monthly supplemental security income

TAXPRT

=

per capita property tax

UNEMPL

=

percent of civilian labor force unemployed

URBANN

=

percent of population in urban setting

WHITTE

=

percent of population that is white

WLFARE

=

per capita transfer payments

YNGAGE

=

percent of population aged between 5 and 17
years

Data Sources and Substitutions.

Ii、ling

in a single

The application for

this study relied on the 1980 cross section data.
were three main sources of data.

There

The 1980 county to county

migration data were obtained from Area to Area Miqration and
으으브므효v

Income Data for 1980 (IRS , 1990)

,

by the IRS Statistics of Income Division.

which is compiled
The other major

source of data for other variables identified above was the
으초프Land

County Data Book (U.S. Bureau of Census , 1983).

Further related data for use as well as crosschecking were
。 btained

from the 1980 Census of Population (U.S. Bureau of

Census (1980).
Unfortunately , some of the variables were missing data ,
i.e.

,

the data on HSEGRW for Wheeler County , the data on
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PHYSCN for Gilliam and Sherman Counties , and the data URBANN
for Gilliam , Grant , Jefferson , Wallowa , and Wheeler CounIn this particular case , the "meansub" command was

ties.

used to replace missing values with the mean value.
Data Manipulation
rable XI shows the mean and standard deviations of the
varia~les

after the substitutions.

원 xtraction

(Principal Component Technique).

The prin-

cipal component technique was used for variable extraction.
Table XII shows the configuration of factors with their
respe9tive eigen values , their percentages and their cumulative values.

+ may

than

In general , factors with eigen values greater

be retained since they tend to give consistent

results with the researcher ’ s expectations (Kim , 1978 ,
p. 43).

In this case , seven factors are identified with

eigen values greater than 1 (i.e.
The first factor accounts for
by l7¥; through

4웅

,

29 웅

ranging from 1.1 to 7.3).
。f

the variables , followed

for the seventh factor.

effect for the seven factors is

The cumulative

84 웅.

rhe implication of this principal component extraction
is

th 려 t

all of the variables applied in this model may

reasonably be clustered in seven groups
the

c~mulative

,

with about

84 옹

。f

variance explained.

rhe scree test is a test advocated by Cattel (cited by
Kim

&

Mueller , 1978 , p. 44).

It is a graphic representation
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TABLE XI
MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS BY MEANSUB COMMAND
Variable

Mean

Std. Dev.

Cases

CRIMES
CSTHSE
CSTRNT
DISTAV
EDUCTN

4828.94
329.06
230.61
176.67
14.53

1876.62
43.64
28.37
32.78
5.31

36
36
36
36
36

ESTABS
FARMNG
GENDER
HSEGRW
INCMDN

20.14
2 1. 30
99.50
46.84
1840 1. 03

3.03
22.78
3.09
28.26
2313.53

36
36
36
36
36

INCPVT
MARIED
MOVERS
NWHITE
OLDAGE

11.11
34.03
15.37
4.34
12.33

3.05
5.10
4.02
2.45

36
36
36
36
36

PHYSCN
POPULN
SINGLE
SSCRTY
TAXPRT

108.95
73142.19
8.02
15 1. 97
382.05

70.44
11087.37
1. 33
27.05
108.93

36
36
36
36
36

UNEMPL
URBANN
WHITTE
WLFARE
YNGAGE

9.56
39.87
95.81
1557.30
20.73

3.05
34.68
4.01
233.17
1. 77

36
36
36
36
36

1. 64
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TABLE XII
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT EXTRACTION
variable

Communality

CRIMES
CSTHSE
CSTRNT
DISTAV
EDUCTN
ESTABS
FARMNG

1. 00000
1. 00000

。f

Factor

1.00000
1.00000
1. 00000
1. 00000

。f

Var.

7.27
4.40
2.67
2.51
1. 80
1. 26
1. 10

29.1
17.6
10.7
10.1
7.2
5.1
4.4

l
2
3
4
5
6
7

1. 00000

the spread

Eigen
Value

form a straight line.

The scree test

The graph

l. S

1. 108

,

t。

purposes.

tw。

On

The visual

the tabular form.

level

t。

。 ff

and

different alternative ways

。f

thereafter.

。 ff

what was

。f

。 ne

hand , it

l. mage

On the

l. S

eas l. er

。 ther
l. •

e.

a

l. S

t。

l. S

good
grasp

hand , the scree

,

t。

show

presenting the results.

Table XIII shows the factor loading matrix.
t。

。 bserved

Therefore , this test

test was used for tautological reasons ,

pattern seems

29.1
46.7
57.4
67.4
74.7
79.7
84.2

Figure 10 starts at the

a visual confirmation

l. S

illustrative tool.
compared

l. n

and levels

the initial statistic above.

used here for

똥

7.269 , drops steeply until the seventh factor

。f

when the e l. gen value

l. n

Cum.

。f

-e l. gen values and m q u m s that factoring be

stopped at a point where e l. gen values begin

e l. gen value

용

be easily identifiable.

Visually a

In essence , the

principal component ’ s extraction here has produced a factor
matrix with identifiable distribution

。f

variables that may
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TABLE XIII
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT FACTORS
Variable

Fet. 1

Fet. 2

CRIMES
POPULN

.87690
.83747
-.76438
.73677
-.69809
.58535

.32666

G때D많

PHYSCN
FARMN3
CSTRNT

IN。이DN

.39750
.75535
.57422
.67461
-.51545 -.62273
.52542
.39040

URBANN
wi표T’IE

-.30283

.41224

.40246
.45536
.41348
.35908
.43202
- .50653

-.90505
.77236

.37536
-.33421

INCPVT
DISTAV
sse없’Y

-.32180

FSl'ABS

.50109

.78000
.67923 -.31953
.63008
.55129

TAXPRT
HS EX:꼬RW

-.46494

.31564

.91125
-.68475

-.38057

UN많1PL

MJVERS

Fet. 6 Fet. 7

-.97335
.96936

NWl묘TE

YNGAGE
SINGLE

Fet. 5

.43158
-.82838
.81714
- .81556

MARIED

Fet. 4

.35485

WLFARE
ED laN
OLDAGE
CSTHSE

Fet. 3

-.50011

.88149
.56683
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be associated

t。

each fac1tor.

distributions

1S

left for the section entitled

。f

The in terpre1:a tion

。f

these

Explanati。 ηs

the Results.
Table XIV shows the final statistios from the principal

component analysis.

It

actually similar

15

,

statistics analysis ('rable XII)
includes values pertaining
identified by the rule

。f

I

t。

I

the initial

t。

except that: it

。 nly

the first seven factors as

thumb

(i. e.

with e1gen values gre iSt terlthan l are
Rotation (Varima ;K Technique).

,

that only factors
,

us~d).

:

The ini t:ial factoring

step usually determin t;= s the minimum number cof factors that
can adequately account for

。 bserved

process determine the communalities
rotation step

atteπptp

correlations and 1n the
。f

eachlvariable.

tOlfind simpler and more easily

interpretable factors while keeping the number
and communalities

。f

The

~achlvariable

~mBLE
FIN1~L

Communal;i ty

CRIMES
CSTHSE
CSTRNT
DISTAV
EDUCTN

.89875
.92978
.82460
.74908
.92769

ESTABS
FARMNG

.73433
.79803

'I'he

factors

var1max

XIV

STATISTICS
Eigen
Value

% of
Var.

Cum.

“

7.27
4.40
2.67
2.52
1. 81

29.1
17.6
10.7
10.1
7.2

29.1
46.7
57.4
67.4
74.7

6
7

1. 27
1. 11

5.1
4.4

79.7
84.2

Factor
14

?‘
1
A잉 ζ」

Variable

fixed.

。f

옹
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rotation technique attempts to accomplish this by maximizing
variance of the squared loadings for each factor.
Table XV shows the results obtained from varimax rotation.

Convergence in varimax occurred after 14 iterations.

As may be observed visually , rotated factors are more
defined in Table XV than for the initial factoring as seen
TABLE XV
VARlMAX ROTATED FACTORS
Variable
CSTHSE
MARIED
PHYSαJ
POP(표JN

CRIMES
ING1DN
F파~

EDUCTN
CSTRNl'
URB뻐N
G핍D많

WLFARE

SINGLE
OL마\GE

~GE

ESTABS

Fct. 1

Fct. 2

Fct. 3

Fct. 4

Fct. 5

Fct. 6

Fct. 7

.91817
-.84501
.77156
.75881
.75220
.75210
-.72521
.70636
.66003
.62885
-.51514 -.50771
.82884
.79877
-.52847
.70898
-.67695
.61881
.75667
-.75630

WHI T'IE

NWHITE

-.68734
.67346

TAXPRI’
UNEMPL
-.57470

INCPvr
SS다n'y

.61083
.54349

DIS’I‘AV

.63067

HSEX깅RW
rVY:N많S

-.52354

.52543

- .56753
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in

Tab~e

X]II.

Thus the factror loadings are much more
For example , in factor

identifiab]e to particular factors.

1 , the high factor loadings pertain to the first 12 variabIes in the table , with the gender variable almost equally
divide~

with the second factor.

s~ope

ward

Following a diagonal down-

Ito the right , this pattern of high factor

loadings is repeated until tHe seventh factor (MOVERS) with
three
cant

~oad±ngs

but only one

~n

factor 7 showing a signifi-

Similarly , there is little scattering of factor

v~lue.1

loadings , therefore reinforcing more precise clusters than
those in Table XIII which had not been rotated.
。f

factors
T~is

,
1

however , has remained the same , i. e.

The number

,

seven.

process involves some subjectivity in analyzing

the configuration of individual factors.
variab~es

are dominant within a given factor while others

contri~ute :little.

theref~re ，

In most cases some

It is incumbent upon the researcher ,

Ito identify the representation of each individual

In this research , this process will be determined

factor.

in the next section , Explanation of the Results.
Aψcordling

psychometr~c

used

m~re

indicated
。 nly

,

literature , factor analysis seems to have been

Qften for further studies.
~n

with the exception of

As has been previously

this study , factor analysis is being used here

a$ one of the pieces in Ithe heuristic framework.

result원

。f

to Kim (1978 , p. 60)

。f

Ifactor ana lysis

w~ 11

The

be used in the specification

the regression model that Iwill follow.
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Explanations of the Results
The two rotation options , i.e.

,

principal component and

varimax , extracted seven factors each.

The results are

shown in Table XVI.
By observation , factor 1 variables may be characterized
as urban.

This association is further strengthened by the

fact that , except for gender , all the variables belong
the amenity variable structure.

t。

One explanation to this

exception may be that , since the gender ratio within counties is almost the same , it will be closely correlated with
the population variable , which is closely associated with
urbanization and thus will have the same effect.

Further-

more , possibilities for its classification as a mobility
variable are usually based on literature that is overwhelmingly about developing countries where gender plays a major
role in migration and thus short of a homogeneous variable.
The second factor exhibits low mobility characteristics , i.e.

,

to migrate.

variables that constrain or enhance the ability
The WLFARE variable was hypothesized as an

amenity variable , but was found in this analysis to be
associated with the mobility variables.

An explanation of

this phenomenon may be that welfare recipients tend to be
tied down to one place rather than risking to continually
migrate (especially given their low income).

Similarly , the

income variable may be considered a mobility variable in
view of the fact that low-income groups tend to be less
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TABLE XVI
EXTRACTION RESULTS

Factor
Urban Arnenity

Princip:l1
Corrponent

Varimax

Frequency

CRIMES( .9)

2

CSI'RNT (. 6)

4

FARM'입 (-.7)

FARMNG(-.7)

GENOER(-.S)
INCMDN (.8)

G많IDER(-.8)

1
3

PHYSCN (.7)
POPULN (.8)

l
l

CRIMES (.8)
CSTHSE (.9)
CST뾰I’ ( .7)
EαJCTN (.7)

M없IED(-.8)

PHYOCN (.7)
(.7)
ORB뼈N (.6)
POP(江.N

μ)w M:Jbility

CSπ1SE

(.7)
(.8)

l
22

(.8)
6)
OIDAGE(-.8)

13
l
IS

E다JCTN
E얹'ABS

(.6)

nn1DN

뼈RIED( -.

OLDAGE (.7)
SINGLE (.7)

OR없NN

(.5)

10

따FARE( -.8)

11

N따UTE(-.8)

뻐H I'!’E(-.9)

따U TrE

(.8)

we표τ’I’E

(.9)

5
5

TAXPRT(-.7)
UNEMPL (.6)

TAX뽀I’

( .9)

DIS!’'AV (.4)

DISTAV
ESI'ABS
INC PIll'
SOCRTY

(.7)
(.6)
(.8)
(.6)

40
2
2

HSEX:꾀RW

(.9)

1

MOJERS (.6)
S 끄윈LE (.8)
YNGAGE(-.9)

10
l
15

WLFARE (.8)
YNGAGE(-.7)
Individual M:Jbility
Negative Amenity
Low Spatial Arre nity

Ame nity

M:J bility

I NCP\π’

( .6)

SSC따"f

(.5)

HSE'않쩨 (

UN마1PL( -.7)

6
33

11

.6)

MOVERS(-.6)
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mobile , while high-income groups tend to be more mobile.
Since median income was used rather than expected income
differential

,

the amenity element was watered down by the

mobility elements.
The third factor is defined by mobility variables ,
specifically in terms of the
that is , nonwhite , white.

써nigrants

’ characteristics ,"

Similarly , the fourth factor is

defined by amenity variables.

Both variables exhibit what

may be termed as negative amenity elements , i.e.

,

both

property tax and unemployment may be considered propelling
factors or deterrents to inmigration.
The fifth factor also constitutes similar variables
across both of the two approaches.

However , the distance

variable , which was hypothesized as a spatial variable ,
appears along with amenity variables , i.e.
SSCRTY.

INCPVT and

Since both variables may be characterized by low

amenity (i.e.
。 ne

,

,

poverty level income and social security)

,

may argue that the effect of distance has similar

effects in that distance attempts to discount the value of
expected amenity at destinations.

Hence this group of

variables may be characterized as constituting a "low
amenity with spatial effects" factor.
The sixth factor constitutes variables HSEGRW , MOVERS ,
SINGLE , and YNGAGE , which may be termed as mobility/amenity
variables.

The latter variables are in fact characterized

by high mobility or high potential for mobility such as
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previous migrants

,

the young , singles , and the percentage of

housing growth.
It is significant that out of the 25 representative
variables

,

fac~or

factors under

딩 ach

analysis attempted to extract seven
of the two criteria , i.e.

component and varimax.
migr혀 tion

choice of

,

,

principal

The overall implication is that the

variables must be systematic so as

t。

avoid redundanGY and multicollinearity , while at the same
rep~esentative

time being
Otherwise

are.딩 earcher

interpretation담 。 nly

of the phenomena under research.

is forced to restrict particular

tOlspecific situations.

Similarly

significant is the fact that a standard criterion for
selecting variqbles is possible to ensure both representativeness while minimizing the number of variables used ,
i.e.

,

variable~

within 0ne factor are closely correlated and

ther~

is no need to include all of them in a given

therefore

specification.
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS FOR
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The framework in this study has established a reasonable procedure for evaluating potential variables for migration studies.

It is also of interest that in spite of the

high visibility that
literature ,
the first

so~e

plac딩，

cl 뚜 matic

factors have in migration

qualifications need to be identified.

In

climate plays a less important role at a
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local level

,

such as the county level.

Secondly , it is

possible that some migrants , such as retirees who move

t。

warm climates such as Florida , may have been influenced by
their earlier trips as tourists rather than solely the
climate.

In essence it becomes more of a recreation pull

than a climatic pull factor.

Hence further research in

terms of recreation-based migration as opposed to climatic
effects may be necessary in this case.
This framework has also set a challenge toward the
development of a more generalized migration theory.

It is

anticipated that by utilizing the findings from this framework it will make it easier to choose variables to be
applied in models such as regression analysis.

It is

further anticipated that this study , by utilizing other
previous studies as part of the data , provides the need for
a meta-analytic approach as a final test for the establishment of a standard migration theory.

CHAPTER V
A META-ANALYTIC EVALUATION
Chapter III covered alternative models.

Chapter IV

focused on the heuristic framework , with emphasis on the
factor analytic model.

In this chapter a preliminary meta-

analytic evaluation of previous models is made.

Previous

studies will be classified in tabular format according
modeling approaches used.

t。

This classification will estab-

lish a criterion by which the choice for an applicational
model will be made.

The analysis will rely on a comparison

between previous studies covered in this study , along with
Mueller ’ s previous classifications in terms of variable
specifications and model applications.
VARIABLE SPECIFICATION
In terms of variable specification this study has identified three classifications , i.e.
spatial.

,

mobility , amenity , and

Mueller ’ s study , on the other hand , has classified

variable specifications by inmigration , outmigration , place
to place , and mobility.

Similarly , a combination of the

above classifications is possible.
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Mobility , Amenity , and Spatial
Classification
A classification of 49 variables based on 72 research
studies from Table X is reproduced below in Table XVII.
From this table it is evident that the majority of studies
(31

,

or

43 똥)

utilized variables related to all three classiHowever , this means that 55% of the studies used

fications.

variables limited to one or two of the classifications.

For

example , eight of these studies utilized variables exclusively associated with the amenity category.

Thirteen

studies were associated with both the amenity and mobility
categories , while 18 studies were associated with both the
amenity and spatial categories.

However , only two studies

utilized a combination of variables exclusively associated
with both spatial and mobility categories.
TABLE XVII
FREQUENCY BASED ON 72 STUDIES
Variable Category

Rank

1

,‘

1i1
‘

Qu

nu
nu

4
「4

Qu

QJ

1」 ζ」 n。

14

「4

Amenity/spatial studies
Am enity/mobility studies
Amenity studies
Mobility/spatial studies
Mobility studies
Spatial studies

---ι

Am enity/mobility/spatial studies

7 nU
4
4 A*

『I· ‘l‘

r
--

ku

ζ 〕 ζu

’|‘

옹

「l

·l

n。

않
따않

뼈· 펴뼈

y

U t V4
-

빠뻐빠

-냐 ·퍼

Am
M
SP
。

끼/‘
「J

4
5
6
7
8
9
- nU

태바 랴

1l4

Frequency

1
‘
1 14
‘

1

‘

nu
nu
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Significant about this analysis is the fact that , in
spite of the comprehensive nature of some studies (43% in
this case)
i.e.

,

,

most of them (55% in this case) are partial

,

they focus on one or a few aspects of migration.

Secondly , the amenity category appears to be represented in
almost every study.

And thirdly , unlike other associated

that have been applied in combination , only amenity variabIes have been applied exclusively in a model , i.e.

,

eight

studies.
This table indicates the frequency of each variable ’ s
application.

It also indicates the frequency of each

classification or combinations by individual studies.

For

example , there is a 97% probability of finding an amenity
variable in migration models based on the 72 studies surSimilarly , the chances are

veyed in this study.
。f

67 훌

and

61 용

finding a mobility and spatial variable , respectively.
Besides variable classifications , a similar pattern is

。 bserved

when individual studies are classified according

t。

the associated or combination of associated they applied in
their models.

For example , there is a 43% chance of finding

a comprehensive model
。f
57 용

,

i.e.

,

studies which use a combination

mobility , amenity , and spatial variables.
are partial models.

The remaining

Thus 25% use only the amenity and

spatial variables , 18% constitute an amenity/mobility model
11 웅

constitute an amenity model

model

,

,

3% a mobility/spatial

and none use just a mobility or a spatial model.

,
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Mueller's Classification
Mueller's classification included inmigratiqn
。 utmigration

models.

models

,

model 딩

place to place models , and mobility

This classification is further

subdivid당 d

into

submodels , as listed in Table XVIII.
A tabular overview of these models is
Appendices A through C.

repre딩 ented

Five classifications of variable
TABLE XVIII

MUELLER ’ S SUBDIVISION OF MIGRATION
1.

MODE~S

Inmigration Models
Job Vacancy Models
Structural Models
Simultaneous-equations Models
Alternative-opportunities Models

2.

Outmigration Models
Propensity Models
Simultaneous-equations Models

3.

Place to Place Models
Allocation Models
Friends and Relatives Appro~ch
Alternative Opportunities Approach
The Disaggregate Approach
Origin/destination Models
Human Capital Approach
Behavioral Models

4.

in

Mobility Models
Behavioral Mobility Models
Mobility and Employment Status
Mobility and Employment Status of Wives

,
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specification include economic opportunity , amenities ,
fiscal

,

spatial structure , and propensity to migrate.

。 bservation

(also see Table XIX)

,

By

it is evident that the

economic opportunity variables are dominant in the inmigration approach.

Thus all nine studies applied variables

using economic opportunity , and eight of them applied
amenity variables.

However , only two studies used spatial

structure variables , while three studies used propensity

t。

migrate variables.
From the outmigration approach , again , all eight
studies utilized economic opportunity variables.

Both the

amenity and propensity to migrate variables were used six
times

,

times.

while the spatial structure variables were used three
None of the fiscal variables were applied to outmi-

gration models.
The place to place models indicate a similar pattern in
economic opportunity variables , i.e.
represented in all 12 studies.

,

this category was

Similarly , spatial structure

variables were represented in all 12 studies.

The amenity

variables are represented in four studies , while both the
fiscal and propensity to migrate variables are each represented in two of the studies.

Table XIX shows their

frequency.
In this table , each study has used economic variables ,
while spatial variables are used only

69 옹 。 f

the time.

The

least used variables are the fiscal variables , which appear
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TABLE XIX
FREQUENCY FROM MUELLER ’ S CLASSIF’ ICATION
Variable category

Rank

Fr혀uen다r

%

l

Economic variables

29

100

2

Spatial variables

20

69

3

Ameni ty variables

18

62

4

Pr。줌nsity

11

38

5

Fiscal variables

4

14

6

Eco nanic/spatia1 st벼ies

6

21

7

Economic/，라renity/spatia l/propensi ty

5

17

8

E∞따따 c/st벼ies

4

14

9

Econαnic/amenity/spatia1

4

14

10

Economic/amenity/fisca1/spatia1 studies

4

14

11

Econαnic/amenity

3

10

12

Eco nomic/amenity/propensity studies

3

10

13

Econαnic/fisca1/s p:ltia1

2

7

14

않onanic/propensity

l

3

15

Economic/spatia1/propensi 다，

1

3

16

Ame nity

0

0

17

Fiscal

0

0

18

Spatial studies

0

0

19

Propensity studies

0

0

20

Eco nanic/fisca1 studies

0

0

21

All

o'납1er α)rnbinations

0

0

variables

studies

studies

studies

studies

studies

st벼ies

studies

studies
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。 nly

four times , or 14%.

It is also evident that from this

perspective there is no comprehensive

~odel ，

i.e.

closest to comprehensiveness is item 10 , i.e.
economic , amenity , fiscal

four studies , or 14 똥 •

,

none of

claspif~cations.

the studies has utilized all five

。f

,

and spat ,i al

,

,

The

a combination

which appears in

1

Similarly , four studies applied
it~m

exclusively economic variables (see

8).

This analysis

again underscores the tendency of migrption studies to focus
。n

partial rather than comprehensive models.

Combined Classification
This classification applies the mobility , amenity , and
spatial classifications to Mueller ’ s classification.
this case , amenity variables are
Mueller ’ s economic opportunity ,
variables.

ident~fied
amenit~es ，

In

to constitute

and fiscal

Thus a positive economic orpontunity is con-

sidered to be an attractive amenity ,
considered to be repulsive.

w~ile

a negative one is

Similarly , fiscal policies may

constitute attractive or repulsive

reg~onal

amenities.

Spatial structure is represented by the spatial factor ,
while propensity to migrate is
factor.

represe~ted

by the mobility

Table XX represents Mueller's classification with a

combination of economic opportunity ano fiscal factors

int。

the amenity factor , along with spatial and mobility factors.
Table XXI , a comparison of Table

~X

with Table XVII ,

shows a strong similarity in terms of rarbial and
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TABLE XX
COMBINED CLASSIFICATION FREQUENCY

Variable category

Rank

캔 잉끄

’i

Fr equency

variables
Spatial variables
Mφility variables
Ameni 다，

?i
「J

”
ι

Ame nity/spatial

100
69
38

1
‘
1-nu
n。

studies

””

”
ω경

Ameni다 studies
마nenity/mobility studies
Ameni얀/mφility/spatial

n。 「l

4
5
6
7
8
9
1 nU

%

studies

O
O
O

nu

Mobility

studies
Spatial studies
Mobility/spatial studies

nU
nU

TABLE XXI
COMBINED CLASSIFICATION RANK COMPARISON

Table XX
Variable category

Freq.

%

Tab le

Rank

Ra띠〈

XVII

Freq.

옹

]

gu

〔ι

R

‘

m
[
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Ai

7l

A*

‘
nU

‘j 14

QJ

QJ

nu

nU

Qι

QJ

nu

nU

nU

QJ

Qu

「4

「j

A*

「4

QU

1L1L

1‘

1i

4
‘

n。 「J

‘/‘

『
j

다) ζv

F
〔」

4

면 〔마

1J

n。

「J

14

‘
‘4

1ι

rb

1

매때왜

「4

m
띠

니페

8
7
0
0
0

100
69
38

1 」 껴4

m
경 끄

m
뼈‘

y

m

라 L파파 ·떼

Studies
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Variables

nU
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comprehensive studies between Mueller ’ s sample and the
sample in this study.
XXI.

This comparison is shown in Table

However , from Table XX it is evident that both

analyses arrive at almost the same conclusions.

In both

analyses , the amenity variables are dominant relative

t。

Similarly , in both analyses

spatial and mobility variables.

the ranking for items 2 , 3 , 4 , 8 , and 9 , with the exception
。f

items 5 and 7 , have a difference of only

6 and 10 are ranked the same.
while item 5 is off by only 2.

±

1 , while items

Only item 7 is off by 3 ,
Therefore , the frequency of

variable use and the frequency of similar partial and comprehensive studies in migration studies are shown to follow
a similar pattern.
MODEL SPECIFICATION
In terms of model specification , this study has identified five alternative models.

These include factor analysis

models , Markov chain models , gravity models , regression
models , and meta-analytic models.

In this section an

analysis is made of 58 of the studies covered in this
research along with Mueller ’ s 29 studies.
frequencies of model specifications.

Table XXII shows

Mueller ’ s portion of

this table was obtained from Table XIX.

Appendix E shows

how the frequency for this study's portion was obtained.
summary of these frequencies is shown in Table XXII.

A
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TABLE XXII
COMPARISON OF MODEL SPECIFICATION
This Study
Specified Model

Frequency

Mueller' s Study
Frequency

똥

똥

47

81

29

100

Gravity Analysis

3

5

0

0

Factor Analysis

2

3

0

0

Markov Chain

l

2

0

0

Meta-analysis

0

0

0

0

Other Analysis

9

16

0

0

100

29

100

Regression

62 a

TOTALS

aSome of the 58 studies used more than one model.
From Table XXII it is clear that the regression model
has been the most dominant tool in the analysis of migration
studies.

Based on these findings

,

the regression model will

be recommended in the next section as a logical extension of
the heuristic framework proposed here.
MODEL SELECTION
Among the potential beneficiaries of this framework are
models such as the Markov chain model
and the regression models

,

,

the gravity model

as previously explained in

,
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Chapter II.!

A brief review of their possible association

with this framework is explaibed below.
Markov Chain Model
The Markov chain model in migration studies has been
usqally used for predictive purposes.

By preparing a

ta~le

representing a certain category of migrants , a transition
prQbability:matrix

m타 y

be developed for use in predictioij.

The type of question that might be addressed by such a
is , to what extent willlindividuals born in one

mo~el

re~istribute
th~refore

ch~nging

themselves across other regions?

This mode+ is

a! significant tool for demographers to analyze the

patterns of population distribution.

However ,

further step is the explanation of the motives that
th딩 se

re닥 ion

migrational flows.

Given the multitude of

unde~lie

potenti터 l

competing alternative variables , the framework proposed
th~s
th당
us당 d

~

~n

study would be a handy tool to rely on for determining

underlying variables.
as

correspondin댄

pa~ticular

Suth underlying variables may be

weights! for particular locations of

migrant cohorts in!order to strengthen the

moqel ’ s predictive power.
As a lr ,e ady noted , the shortcoming of this

combinati띠 n

is that the proposed framework may sometimes be applied
ei~her

after or concurrently with the application of the

Ma l:'kov

chaiη

ut~lity

model.

Hence , in such cases the framework ’ s

may not be as high towards a comprehensive theory.
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The Gravity Model
The evolution of the gravity model was accounted for in
Chapters I and II.

Unlike the Markov chain model

,

which may

sometimes precede or concurrently be applied with the proposed framework , the gravity model can directly utilize the
results of this framework.

The applicable variables in this

case are the amenity and spatial factors.

This framework

assists in terms of efficient and objective process of
selecting the relevant variables for the model.
The main problem with this combination , however , is
that a major factor (mobility factor) will not be accounted
for

,

which is normal for gravity models.

This shortcoming

is addressed , however , by the proposed framework by helping
t。

to identify a set of variables that are similarly crucial
the migration process but are not accounted for by the
gravity model.

Thus , whereas there may be compelling

reasons (propulsive and attractive forces) for a migrant

t。

choose one point (destination) over the other (origin or
。 ther

alternatives)

。 pportunities，

,

in the face of minimal intervening

migration is not guaranteed.

In this case ,

the identification of certain individual characteristics is
vital for a better explanation of the migration process.
This framework not only identifies such a shortcoming but
also cautions any interpretation of the gravity model beyond
amenity and spatial factors.
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Reqression Model
The most commonly used model in spatial economic
analysis of interregional migration is the regression model.
This model attempts to explain the relationship between a
dependent variable such as migration and an independent
variable such as income.
In view of the multitude of potential variables , it is
crucial that a few representative variables are used.

This

heuristic framework attempts to do so and may likewise save
time by avoiding redundancy.
would be multicollinearity.

Another potential problem
Similarly , there is need for an

efficient yet systematic way of selecting appropriate variabIes.

Such a system is the heuristic framework proposed
By identifying various variable associations , it

here.

becomes possible to identify and include all facets of
variable configurations.

It also becomes possible

t。

explain why some variables are dropped from the model
where there is multicollinearity it makes it possible

,

and
t。

explain such outcomes.
It has been evident here that this heuristic framework
is a valuable supplement to a number of existing migration
models.

The framework provides objectivity both in variable

selection and results interpretation of the models being
applied.
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OVERALL ANALYSIS
This study has found the regression model to be the
most widely used model in migration studies.

It is

the most closely associated with this framework.

als 。

Similarly ,

in comparing this study ’ s classification with Mueller's
classification of migration studies , a basic structure is
evident.

In the first place amenity variables appear to be

dominant in most studies.

Secondly , of all partial studies

that utilize variables from a single classification , the
amenity classification dominates.

And thirdly , only a small

fraction of these studies have used variables from all of
the classifications.

Three major conclusions may therefore

be drawn from this analysis.
First is the fact that the majority of migration
studies are partial in nature and may therefore only explain
。r

help to develop partial theories.

Secondly , the basic

content of most migration studies is similar , i.e.

,

they

revolve around the classic "push/pull" principle as hypothesized in the early studies.

This has been evidenced here by

the dominance of the amenity factor.

And thirdly , the

regression model seems to be the most logical extension of
this framework.
chapter.

This model is therefore applied in the next

CHAPTER VI
MULTIPLE REGRESSION ANALYSIS
In Chapter III alternative models were analyzed in
terms of their usefulness for factor analytic results.

In

this chapter an attempt will be made to demonstrate the
utility of this framework.

Samples of alternative applica-

tions from factor analytic findings have already been
discussed in Chapter V , and the regressional analysis model
was chosen for further application on the framework ’ s findings.

Whereas the factor analytic model is the main proce-

dure for the proposed framework , a regressional analysis is
going to be utilized as one of the alternative models
benefit from

t~e

framework.

t。

The application will rely on

the same data used in factor analysis.

Thus a cross sec-

tional analysis will be made for the 1980 period.

The data

are obtained from the Area to Area Migration and County
Income Data for 1980 (IRS , 1990) , the 1980 Census of Population (U.S. Bureau of Census , 1980)

,

and the 1980 data from

the City and County Data Book (U.S. Bureau of Census , 1983).
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MODEL SELECTION
Given the nature of variables , a simultaneous equation
model is highly recommended.

A number of notable scholarly

studies (Greenwood , 1975a; Greenwood , 1976; Olivey , 1970;
and others) have taken this approach and resulted in
insights that an OLS might have missed.

(For a detailed

review of such studies see Mueller , 1982 , pp. 15-19 and 3439.)

This model is usually used in situations where the

independent and dependent variables may have causal effects
。n

one another.

Eight such independent variables were iden-

tified in this model.
The following are areas in which variables are anticipated to have a simultaneous effect with inmigration variable AAA:
1.

It is anticipated that migration will affect the
cost of housing in the area (Harris & Todaro ,
1970).

2.

It is similarly anticipated that migration will
affect the cost of rent in the area (Harris &
Todaro , 1970).

3.

Migration into an area is also anticipated

t。

affect the location of establishments such as
businesses , institutions , etc.
4.

(Olivey , 1970).

Migration is anticipated to affect growth in
housing (Harris & Todaro , 1970).
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5.

With a given level of income below poverty level

,

migration is anticipated to affect changes in that
level (Muth , 1971).
6.

The proportion of recent migrants is anticipated

t。

be affected by new migrants (Greenwood , 1975b).
7.

Migration is anticipated to affect the population
size (Boventer , 1969).

8.

The level of unemployment in an area is expected

t。

be influenced by migration (Muth , 1971).
Among the several types of simultaneous equations , the
two-stage least squares method is among the most used.

It

transforms variables with simultaneous effects into instrumental variables before regressing them along with other
variables.

This approach does not necessarily result in

better predictions , but acknowledges cross dependencies that
may hide the true causal source when using other approaches.
Unfortunately , due to the degree of freedom limitation
with a 36 Oregon county example and the technical difficulties that result with two-stage least squares , the Ordinary
Least Squares (OLS) regression model will be used here.

As

was stated earlier , the focus of this research is the
analytical framework.

The technical mechanics of individual

models is left to the experts in their respective fields of
specialization.
Regression analysis is concerned with the study of
the dependence of one variable , the dependent
variable , on one or more other variables , the
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exp1anatorry variab1ξs， with.a view to estimating
and/or predicting the (popuration) mean or average
value of uhe former in terms of the known or
fixed (in:repeated 원 amp1ing) values of the latter.
(Gujarati; 1988 , p. 14)
r~gression

The term
1886

proce~dingrs

was introduced by Francis Galton in his

of the

Likeness in Stature"

So C' iety entitled , "Fami 1y

l~oya1

(Gujarati ,

~988 ，

p. 13)

,

in which he

found that "the average height of children born of parents
。f

a given height tended to move lor regress toward the

average

he~ghtlin

the

p 。ψu1ation

las a whole."

Three conceptual relations are identified here
illustrate/define

regres원 ion

furbher.

t。

First is the statis-

tical as 0ppoSE!d to deterministic relationships.

Regression

analysis i p concerned with the statistical rather than the
functional or deterministic dependence among variables , such

ot

as those

classical

re]ationship~，

statisticaA
variables ,

ph~sics.

i.e~ ，

variab1 안 s

메 he

we deal with random or stochastic
that have probability distribu-

tions (Guj \9. rat i., 1988 , pp. 17-19)1.
。 pposed

the

lof one

not necess \9. ri1y imply
。 pposed

Second is regression as

Thus , altHough regression deals with

to causation.

depend띤 nce

difference is that , in

va~iable

on other variables

ca~sation.

to corne1ation.

I

,

it does

And third is regression as

Whereas correlation analysis

measures the strength or degree of linear association
betweep

tw~)

asymmetry

‘laniables ,

:~n

are treateQ.

r~gressiorr

analysis acknowledges an

the way the dependent and explanatory variables
Here , the

<념 pendent

variable is assumed to be
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statistical

, random , or stochastic , i.e. , having a probabilThe explanatory variables , on the other

ity distribution.

hand , are assumed to have fixed values , i.e.

, in repeated

sampling (Gujarati , 1988 , pp. 18-20).
MODEL SPECIFICATION
By utilizing the proposed framework , four regressions
are run to expose the effects of both unsystematic choice of
variables and the contributions of the framework.
factor analysis identified seven factors

Because

, seven representa-

tive variables were selected from each of the determinant
categories.

The selection criteria were based on the combi-

nation of a frequency table established in the previous
chapter along with the widely accepted interpretations of
variables (see Table XXIII).
THE BASIC MODEL APPROACH
Variable Specification
The following specifications will represent variables
as factor associated in terms of amenity variables ,

깨。 bility

variables , spatial variables , and joint factors.
The general form of the model can be stated as:
INMIGRATION

=

f ( Ameni ty , Mobili ty , Spatia l

, Join t)

with inmigration by destination county as the dependent
variable and Amenity , Mobility , Spatial and Joint as independent variables as elaborated below.
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TABLE XXIII
EXTRACTION RESULTS
Princip:l1
Corrponent
Urban Amenity

CRIMES (.8)
C맑HSE (.9)
cs’I'RNT (.7)
E다JCI'N (.7)
FARM-JG (-.7)
G묘이DER( -.5)
INCMJN (.8)

Var iIPax

Frequen<강7

CRIMES( .9)

2

CSI'RNT (. 6)

4

F뼈MNG(-. "7)
G많이DER(-.8)

l
3

PHYSCN (."7)
POPULN (.8)

l
l

CSTHSE (.7)
E IlJC'I’N (.써)

22

(.β)

13

뼈R Il핍 (-.6)

l
15

M없IED(-.8)

PHYSCN (.7)
POPULN (.7)
ORB때N (.6)
Low MJbility
E닮'ABS

(.6)
I tOID N

Individual

뼈bility

뾰gative Amenity

OLDl\(효E

(.7)
SINGLE (.7)

O다JAGE( -.8)

URBANN (.!5)

10

W표’'ARE (.8)
YN(;J\GE(-.7)

따.FARE( -.8)

11

N따UTE(-.8)

뻐HITE( -.씨

따U 'ITE

WI표TTE

(.9)

5
5

TAXPRT(-.7)
(.6)

TAX짧I’ ( .9)
UNEMPL(-. "7)

6
33

DISTAV (.4)

DISTAV (.7)
ESTABS (. β )
INC]면fI’ ( .8)
SOCRTY (.6)

40

(.8)

UN마1PL

Low Spatial 짜renity

IN:포VT

(.6)
SSCRl'Y (. 5 )
Ame nity

2
2

11

HSEffiW (.6)
HSEX:표.w

MJbility

1

MOV표~S( -.6)

(.9)

l

(.6)
(. B)
YNGAGE(-.9)

10
l
15

MOl많s

S 끄입LE
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Amenity Variables.

From the urban amenity factor ,

CSTRNT and GENDER were selected because of their higher
frequency.

In the negative analysis factor

,

both TAXPRT and

UNEMPL were selected since they also had a high frequency.
In the low spatial amenity factor

,

DISTAV , SSCRTY , and

ESTABS were similarly selected.
Mobility Variables.

Most of the mobility variables

with high frequencies ended up in the low mobility factor.
Those selected included EDUCTN , INCMDN , URBANN , and WLFARE.
The variable OLDAGE was not selected because its counterpart , YNGAGE , was to be applied.

Even when it was tested

in substitution of YNGAGE , the effect was not any different.
On individual mobility factor , NWHITE was used.

Testing

with the variable WHITTE in substitution did not change the
conclusions either.

In the mobility factor

,

MOVERS and

YNGAGE were selected because of their high frequency.
Spatial Variables.
spatial factor , i.e.

,

All the variables in the low

DISTAV , ESTABS , INCPVT , and SSCRTY ,

were used since there was no other such factor.

To bring

variables in this category to seven , three more variables
were selected based on the widely used criteria on such
variables as having spatial effects.

The variable MOVERS

was selected because it has usually been used to imply a
migrant stock.

From literature analysis in Chapter II , the

migrant stock variable has been used as a proxy for cultural
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distance.

Thus studies have shown black migrants as going

where there are more blacks.

The tendency has therefore

been movement into large urban areas rather than small ones
where there is less likelihood of a necessary critical mass
and thus increasing the cultural distance.
Joint Factors.

Representative variables were selected

from each factor according to their respective frequency
level.

The variables selected therefore included CSTRNT ,

EDUCTN , WHITTE , UNEMPL , DISTAV , MOVERS , and YNGAGE.
Model Analysis
The individual application results are as follows.
Amenity Variables.

When a sample of variables identi-

fied as amenity variables in the framework were exclusively
used in the specification of a regression
variables explained

61 옹

。f

variable (see Table XXIV).
different , i. e.

,

53 웅，

깨。del ，

the seven

the variation in the dependent
Its adjusted R2 is not very

which is usually independent of the

number of variables applied in the model.
The respective t statistics here show some
variables DISTAV (-0.6)

,

TAXPRT (-0.9)

,

wealζness

in

and SSCRTY (1.1).

The strongest variables in the model are CSTRNT (4.2) and
GENDER (-2.2).

This is supported by the two-tailed statis-

tic , which rules out the probability that the magnitude of
the coefficient would be as large due to pure chance.

The
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TABLE XXIV
AMENITY FACTOR SPECIFICATIONS
Variable
CS많NT'

GENDER

TAXPRI’
UNEMPL
DISTAV
ESTABS
SSCRTY

Coe fficient

Std. Er ror

t-Stat.

4 펴‘때·려 Siq
이
“

106.95167
-226.28014
-8.3097599
-351. 04184
-14.993259
313.19340
27.614683

24.903987
103.72992
8.4750078
287.71503
25.991394
240.54573
25.402151

4.2945601
-2.1814356
-0.9805017
-1.2201025
-0.5768547
1.3020118
1. 0871002

0.000
0.037
0.335
0.232
0.568
0.203
0.286

R-squ랴ed

Adjusted R-혀uared
S.E. of r염ression
Du rbin-따:ltson stat
Log 1 꾀<elihood

0.606774
0.525417
3683.823
2.095314
-342.8112

NOr’E:

Mean of dep:mdent var
S.D. of deper녕ent var
Sum of squ랴ed resid
F-statistic

Dependent variable is Inmigration.
Number of observations is 36.

3600.028
5347.399
3.94E+08
7.458156

sample range is 1-36.

two-tailed statistics for CSTRNT (O.O) and GENDER (0.03) are
very low.
Mobility Variables.

Similarly , when the mobility

variables are exclusively used in the specification , only
55 옹

。f

the variation is explained (see Table XXV).

The

adjusted R2 is 45% , which implies that the number of variable applied had an effect on the usual R2
The t statistic indicates weakness in the EDUCTN (0.2)
WLFARE (-0.2)

,

and MOVERS (-0.5) variables.

,

The strongest

variables in the model are URBANN (2.0) and YNGAGE (-1.6).
Their associated two-tailed statistics are URBANN (0.05) and
YNGAGE (0.1).
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TABLE XXV
MOBILITY FACTOR SPECIFICATION
Variable
EDUC’IN
INCMDN
URBANN

WLFARE
NWHI’IE
MOVERS
YN3AGE

Coe fficient

Std. Er ror

t-Stat.

38.221391
0.6778994
84.267497
-0.4572664
151.26074
-90.780945
-553.93805

205.25356
0.4250181
40.794581
2.2000749
182.51408
172.27827
341.20372

0.1862155
1.5949893
2.0656542
-0.2078413
0.8287621
-0.5269437
-1. 6234818

R-squared
Adjusted R-혀uared
S.E. of r명ression
Du rbin- 따3.tson stat
Log 1꾀<elihood

NOTE: Dependent variable is Inmigration.
Number of observations is 36.

3600.028
5347.399
4.418E+08
5.964516

sample range ;is 1-36.

An exclusive specification

spatial variables alone explained only
(see Table XXVI).

0.8S4
0.122
0.048
0.837
0.414
0.602
0.115

Mean of dep=ndent var
S.D. of dependent var
Sum of squared re터 id
F-statistic

0.552380
0.459769
3930.360
2.419157
-345.1433

Spatial Variables.

2‘까‘때·떠 S 피;
r r.

61 용

。f

!

wi~h

the

the variations

Similarly , as in the mobility variables ,

the adjusted R2 (53 웅) differs from the usual R2.
Weakness is detected in variables MOVERS (-0.7)
(0.8)

,

and INCPVT (-0.9).

Strength is detected ,

variables URBANN (5.3) and OISTAV (-2.6).

,

NWHITE

howeve~ ，

in

Their two-tailed

statistics are URBANN (0.0) and OISTAV (0.01).
Joint Factors.
。 ne

from each factor ,

When individual variables are selected ,
70 옹

。f

the variation in the dependent

variable is explained by the variables specified in the

,
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TABLE XXVI
SPATIAL FACTOR SPECIFICATION
Variable

eoef ficient

Std. Error

t-Stat.

ι
꺼띠
4 때 려 Siq
‘

DISTAV
ESTABS
IN: PVI‘
SSCRTY
MJVERS
NWHI’I'E

-55.551791
359.397324
-266.54440
26.4982274
-77.553021
136.97920
136.41934

21. 282273
21 1. 33456
270.03873
25.232070
109.79874
169.08780
25.478504

-2.6102376
1.7006083
-0.9870599
1.0501805
-0.7063197
0.8101070
5.3542916

0.014
0.100
0.332
0.302
0.486
0.424
0.000

URBANN

R-squ랴ed

Adjusted R-혀uared
S.E. of r 영ression
Durbin-따3.tson stat
Log I 꾀<el 갑1000

Mean of dependent var
S.D. of dependent var
Sum of s덴Jared resid
F-statistic

0.611834
0.531524
3660.430
2.368849
-342.5781

NOTE: Dependent variable is Inmigration.
Number of observations is 36.
model (Table XXVII).

The adjusted

Sample

2

R~

3600.028
5347.399
3.88E+08
7.618397

range is 1-36.

here is larger than in

the previous combinations.
When joint factors are applied , there are very few weak
variables compared to twice as many of the strong variables.
For example , the weakest variables as evidenced by the!
However ,

statistic are DISTAV (-0.1) and UNEMPL (-0.3).

almost all the rest have a t statistic greater than 2 , i.e.
CSTRNT (4.4)

,

INCMDN (2.6)

,

MOVERS (2.5)

,

and YNGAGE (2.2).

The respective two-tailed statistics similarly show low
chances of a probable large coefficient magnitude due
pure chance , i.e.
(0.02)

,

,

CSTRNT (0.0)

and YNGAGE (0.04).

,

INCMDN (0.01)

,

MOVERS

t。

,
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TABLE XXVII
JOINT FACTOR
variable
CSTRNI'
INCMDN
WE표 TTE

UNEMPL
DISTAV
MOVERS
YKGAGE

α:>efficient

Std. EnDr

:t-Stat.

108.08392
0.7373623
-180.89859
-59.052758
-2.2540701
-300.93516
-578.29178

24.333498

4.4417750
2.5750240
-1. 7968471
-0.2792407
-0.1069532
-2.4782750
-2 .1957516

R-squ랴ed

Adjusted R-혀uared
S.E. of r얻ression
Du rb뇨1-찌atson stat
Log 1 꾀<eliho(쳐
NO'!‘E:

Dependent

NlIDlber of

딩 PECIFICA'TION

0.2863터 16

100.67~56

21 1. 47q18
21.075493
121. 42928
263.36a49

0.702052
0.640407
3206.624
2.018757
-337.8168

L.맴때Lled S 꽤;
‘
r v.

0.000
0.015
0.083
0.782
0.916
0.019
0.036

,

Mean of dep:=ndent var
S.D. of dependent var
Sum of squared resid
F-statistic

variable is Inrnigrat;.ion.
is 36.

3600.028
5347.399
2.98E+08
11. 38873

sample range is 1-36.

obs양vations

THE

DISAGGREG~TED

Unlike the basic model

,

w~ich

APPR0ACH
usedlaverage distance and

total migration to a specific oounty aSldiscussed above , the
disaggregated model differs in three major ways.

First ,

instead of an average distance between respective counties

,

this approach uses individual county to:county distance.
Secondly , instead of using total migration to a specific
county , each individual migration stream from a specific
county to a specific county is used.
。f

And thirdly , because

the above individual components in the specification , the

number of cases are multiplicative and therefore there is
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improvement in degrees of freedom.

The model is thus speci-

fied as follows:

x

1

i

V

’’

A

4

X

‘}

「

-

꺼

mm

x

n

This variable configuration is outlined in Table XXVIII.
The MIGRTN (i.e.

,

inmigration) variables show the num-

ber of migrants from origin "i" into destination "j."

The

accounting continues for all 36 "i"s into "j"l to "j"2 and
so on until "j"36.

Within an individual county , 0.01 is

used instead of zero if no migration occurred to avoid
computer elimination for missing values

,

while preserving

insignificant numbers.
There were 861 cases where there was no inmigration.
Thus most migrations seem to have been channeled
certain counties but not others.

int。

The average , therefore ,

would be that , of the 35 possible origins into a county ,
inmigrants would come from at least 12.1 counties but none
from the other 23.9.

Some counties

,

such as Wheeler , did

not receive any migrants , while Multnomah County received at
least 6 , 996 migrants from Clackamas County alone.
Because of the missing values resulting from lack of
migration between two counties , it is anticipated that the
impact of certain place specific variables may not be completely reflected in the results such as low correlation
with migrant specific variables.
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TABLE XXVIII
DISAGGREGATED APPROACH SPECIFICATION

1, 3

DISTAV
1,1
1 ,2

1 , 36

l

1 , 36

1

2,1
2,2

2
2
2
····2

2,1

2
2
2
····2

2
2
2
····2

3,1

‘j

「j

yNGAGE
1
1
1

CSTRNT
l
l
l

「‘」「j

EDUCTN
1 ...........
1 .. . . . . . . . . .
1 ...........

MIGRTN
1,1
1 ,2

3,3

1J

3
3
3
····3

2,3

2 , 36

1, 3

2,2

2,3

.
.
.

.. . . . . . . . . . .

1

2 , 36

····1

3,2
3,3

」

3 , 36

「J

3, 1

3 ,2

····1i

3 , 36
------------

36 , 36

「‘」

3

6
6
6
····6

‘ ‘ 」「 ‘ “「 ‘ “

36 , 36

---·ro

36 , 1
36 , 2
36 , 3

「j

3 ro
3 ro
3 ro

「 j 「 j 「J

36 , 1
36 , 2
36 , 3

6
6
6
····6
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The first independent variable , CSTRNT , reflects the
conditions (in
tion "j."

th~s

case , disamenity conditions) at destina-

Further interpretations link the DISTAV variable

to MIGRTN variables , while the rest are linked to the CSTRNT
variable.
The number of cases for each of the 16 variables used
here is thereforel 1 , 296.

The variable MIGRTN is the

dependent variable , while the rest are treated as independent variables.

The same variable configurations from the

previous section (basic regression) are used in this
section.
variable Specification
As was the case in the previous section , variable
specification in this section was also based on factor
analytic results.

Seven factors were extracted.

The

procedure involved a selection of variables for regression
analysis.

Some individual factors were combined according

to their respective interpretational associations.
this ,

fou~

analysis.

Out of

factors were therefore obtained for regression
The results of these four are shown in Tables

XXIX through XXXII.
Thes~

findings would further be compared with a regres-

sion using at least one variable from each of the factors.
It is

ant~cipatedlthat

the selection of variables by use of
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TABLE XXIX
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR
URBANIZATION FACTOR
Multiple R

.2116

R2

.04477

Adjusted R2

.. 04182

Standard error

Analysis of Variance
DF

416.58707

Residual
F

Variable

B

4

Regression

SE B

-

1292

15.13956

Beta

t

Sig

효

URBANN

1.649

.578

.0992

2.888

.0039

INCMDN

.104

.256

.0241

.800

.4237

CSTRNT

1.811

.472

.1196

3.836

.0001

EDUCTN

2.119

2.712

.0269

.809

.4188

-534.218

140.482

-3.803

.0002

(Constant)
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TABLE XXX
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR
NEGATIVE MOBILITY FACTOR
Multiple R

.17759

Analysis of Variance

R2

.03218

DF

Adjusted R2

.02913

Standard error

Regression
Residual

419.32361

F
Variable

B

SE B

Beta

=

4
1292

10.74020
t

Sig

프

YNGAGE

-14.670

6.153

-.0594

1. 803

.0716

GENDER

-21.332

4.038

-.1326

-5.220

.0025

ESTABS

8.773

4.745

.0266

.795

.4266

WLFARE

-.247

.062

-.1335

-3.963

.0001

2808.557

437.150

6.424

.0000

(Constant)
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TABLE XXXI
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR
DISAMENITY MOBILITY FACTOR
Multiple R

.13518

Analysis of Variance

R2

.01827

DF

Adjusted R2

.01524

Standard error

Regression

422.32575

Residual
F

Variable

B

SE B

Beta

=

4
1292

8.11252
t

Sig

효

UNEMPL

-22.883

4.868

-.1520

-4.696

.0021

INCPVT

-2.638

4.120

-.0186

-.640

.5221

NWHITE

-.690

3.248

-.0064

-.213

.8316

TAXPRT

-.438

.134

-.1100

-3.254

.0012

483.930

102.778

4.708

.0000

(Constant)
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TABLE XXXII
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR
SPATIAL MOBILITY FACTOR
Multiple R

.20710

Analysis of Variance

R2

.04289

OF

Adjusted R2

.03~93

Standard error

Regression

416.99724

Residual
F

B

variable
-

-

-

-

-

-

_,_

-

-

-

=

Beta

SE B
-

4

-

1292

14.47468
t

Sig

1-

프
_

WLFARE

-.867

.050

-.0866

-1.334

.1826

MOVERS

2.823

2.489

.0335

1.134

.2571

OISTAV

-.952

.138

-.1884

-6.859

.0000

SSCRTY

.798

.473

.0500

1.689

.0915

180.142

10 1. 680

1.575

.1154

(Constant)

factor analysis will provide a be t. ter ,
sentation of the

phenome~a

깨。 re

wholistic repre-

under study.

Analysis of the Results
Unlike the previous analysis , the gravity approach
shows an extremely low R~.
finding

,

Howev낱 r ， regardless of this

the pattern is still the Isame , i.e.

,

selection of

variables across all factors shows a higher R2 than the
。 thers.

Respective analyses are shown in the following

Tables XXIX through XXXII.
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Urbanization Factor.
。f

The urbanization factor consisted

EDUCTN , URBANN , CSTRNT , and INCMDN , as shown in Table
When these variables , identified as urbanization

XXIX.

variables in the framework , are exclusively used in the
specification of a regression model
an R2 of 0.04.

,

the four variables have

Its respective adjusted R2 (0.04) is not

very different , which implies insignificant effect due
the number of variables applied.
shown some
(0.8).
(3.8)

,

wealζness

t。

The t statistics have

in variables INCMDN (0.8) and EDUCTN

The other two variables , URBANN (2.8) and CSTRNT ,
show strength.

Their two-tailed statistics are

practically zero , 0.003 and 0.0001 , respectively.
Ne 다 ative

Variables such as YNGAGE ,

Mobility Factor.

ESTABS , WLFARE , and GENDER are anticipated to affect mobility negatively.

When these variables are exclusively used

in a specification , their R2 is 0.03 , as shown in Table XXX.
The adjusted R2 (0.029) is similarly not very different.
The! statistics in this analysis show some weakness in
the variable ESTABS (0.7).
strength , i.e.
(-3.9).
(i.e.

,

,

The other variables show

YNGAGE (-1.8)

,

GENDER (-5.2)

,

and WLFARE

Their two-tailed statistics are practically
0.07 , 0.0 , 0.0 , respectively)

,

zer。

except for ESTABS ,

whose two-tailed statistic is 0.4.
Disamenity Mobility Factor.

Because of few variables

in the later factors , two were combined in order to be able
to compare their R2 meaningfully.

Therefore , the amenity
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and mobility variables were combined , i.e.

,

INCPVT , and NWHITE , as shown in Table XXXI.

TAXPRT , UNEMPL ,
It should be

noted that the resulting R2 (0.018) is not very different
from the adjusted R2 (0.015).
The t statistics here indicate some weakness in variabIes INCPVT (-0.6) and NWHITE (-0.2).
and TAXPRT (-3.2)

,

The UNEMPL (-4.6)

on the other hand , exhibited strength.

The two-tailed statistic for both UNEMPL and TAXPRT is zero.
As above , this factor was

Spatial Mobility Factor.
also combined.

The variables include SSCRTY , MOVERS ,

MIGRTN , and DISTAV.

However , because MIGRTN is used as the

dependent variable , a similar negative mobility variable
WLFARE) is used as a substitute.

The results are shown in

Table XXXII.
The R2 in the spatial mobility factor was 0.04.
statistics are all strong , i.e.
(1.1)

,

,

WLFARE (-1.3)

DISTAV (-6.8) and SSCRTY (1.6).

,

The t

MOVERS

Similarly , their

two-tailed statistics negate the probability of a large
coefficient magnitude due to pure chance , i.e.
(0.2)

,

MOVERS (0.3)

Joint Factors.

,

DISTAV (0.0)

,

,

WLFARE

and SSCRTY (0.1).

As in the previous analysis , when

individual variables are selected one from each factor , R2
is 0.066.

Also , its respective adjusted R2 (0.063) is

larger than any other combination and still is not meaningfully different from the R2.

In spite of the low figure ,
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this is larger than any of the above specifications.

Table

XXXIII shows the results of this combination.
Again as in the previous analysis , when joint factors
are applied , there are very few weak variables and more
strong variables.

For

exaπpIe ，

variable , as evidenced by the
(0.6).
i.e.

,

프

there is only one such
statistic , i.e.

All of the other three have large
URBANN (6.2)

,

DISTAV (-7.0)

,

프

,

NWHITE

statistics ,

and ESTABS (1.5).

Their

two-tailed statistics similarly negate the probability of a
TABLE XXXIII
REGRESSION ANALYSIS RESULTS FOR
JOINT FACTORS
Multiple R

.25848

Analysis of Variance

R2

.06681

DF

Adjusted R2

.06392

Standard error

Regression

411.75366

Residual
F

Variable

B

SE B

-

4
1292

23.12471

Beta

t

Sig t

URBANN

2.821

.448

.1897

6.289

.0000

DISTAV

-.996

.137

-.1914

-7.028

.0000

NWHITE

1.769

2.910

.0164

.608

.5433

ESTABS

6.073

3.886

.0428

1. 563

.1183

-26.624

84.070

-.317

.7515

(Constant)
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large coefficient magnitude due to pure chance , i.e.
(0.0)

,

OISTAV (0.0)

,

NWHITE (0.5)

,

,

URBANN

and ESTABS (0.1).

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESULTS
Although some multicollinearity problems may still
exist , factor analysis was shown to give a better means of
selecting representative variables than purely structured
modeling.

In both basic and gravity approaches , it was

found that factor analytic results provide a more balanced
reduced model for application in a regression model.

It is

anticipated that this framework therefore provides greater
。 pportunity

for objectivity and thus a stronger case for a

scientific specification of migration variables.

Such a

scientific specification enhances possibilities for the
developπent

of theory.

In general
R2.

,

migration studies obtained wide ranges of

The magnitude is related to the case under study and

the number of variables used.

This study selected 28

different studies that attempted to compare findings from
different specifications.

About 234 specifications were

identified and their R2 listed in tabular form (see
Appendix 0).

These ranged from a high of 0.92 to a low of

o. a1.
The R2 found in this study , i.e.
。f

,

ranging from a high

0.70 to a low of 0.13 , compares well with the above

studies.

For example , the aggregated model in this study
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consistently showed a high R2 (0.70 to 0.55)

,

compared to a

disaggregated model whose R2 s were consistently low (0.26 t。
0.13).

However , this pattern is not unique to this study

alone.

In their study , Navrath and Doyle (1977) focused on

three objectives , two of which are relevant for this study.
One was to combine personal and area-specific attributes in
。 ne

model (without a gravity aspect).

The other was

t。

explore the sensitivity of determinants at different levels
。f

aggregation.

Appendix F.

Their results are shown in Appendix E and

using 11 variables with four case studies , the

respective R2 s for the aggregate model were 0.57 , 0.44 ,
0.43 , and 0.48 (all but one with a lower R2 than this
study)

,

as shown in Appendix E.

In comparing the same

cases , the R2 for the disaggregated model was consistently
lower than the aggregated model (the same as the findings of
the present study)

,

i.e.

,

0.26 , 0.24 , 0.22 , and 0.26 ,

respectively (see Appendix F).
Navrath and Doyle (1977 , p. 1455) point out two reasons
for such a discrepancy.

First , the process of aggregation

reduces the total amount of variation that remains in any
variable unless all observations in each class are actually
at the mean (see Kmenta [1971
explanation).

,

pp. 322-336] for a technical

Second , whereas the aggregate model uses

average values , the disaggregate model references specific
characteristics.
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Comparing the R2 s of" the present study with the 234
cases identified in Appendix D, the findings of this

。 ther

study are judged to be reasonable.

Similarly , the pattern

established by this study between findings from an aggregated model and the disaggregated model concur with Navrath
and Doyle ’ s (1977) findings , as indicated in Appendices E
and F.

Hence this strengthens the credibility of these

findings.
CONCLUSIONS
This applicational analysis has enhanced the idea of a
more structured approach to analysis of migration variables.
By utilizing the proposed framework , it is suggestive in
this chapter that the probability of selecting reliable
variables is high.
It is equally important to note that this research was
not about the specifics of the regression model; it was
concerned with how to interpret the model with given variables , i. e.

, whether the model is partial or comprehensive.

In both respects , however , this chapter has shown the
utility that this heuristic framework may provide for a
researcher and the user of

깨 igration

research findings.

CHAPTER VII
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FRAMEWORK
AND CONCLUSIONS
The significance of this research is the

developπent

of

a framework through which migration studies may be analyzed.
This includes the recognition of major components that contribute towards the migration process as well as their
inherent configurations.

This framework also provides for

an objective methodology through which a parsimonious application of migration variables is possible.

Further contri-

butions include this framework ’ s attempt to address the
problem of proliferations in the approaches of migration
studies.

This was done by emphasis on a wholistic perspec-

tive to ensure representativeness of variables among migration

π。 dels.

In this chapter , therefore , a review of this study is
done in terms of the problem , the framework , and the organization of the study.

This is followed by the significant

challenges that were encountered or should be anticipated
from such a study.
。 verall

Finally , an elaboration of this study's

contributions is made , followed by conclusions from

the study.
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REVIEW OF THE STUDY
The Problem
The main problem that was identified in this study
involved the overwhelming multitude of potential variables
for migration research without any established procedures
for selecting variables.

As a result there have been

several studies on migration , most of which

atte깨pt

t。

explain common migration questions but with varied variables
and therefore differing conclusions.

This has meant a

strong potential for misinterpretation by policy makers and
。 ther

researchers.

It has also meant a tendency towards the

development of partial theories of migration rather than a
more generalized theory.
The Framework
This study therefore identified a possible objective
process through which migration variables may be selected.
A heuristic framework was therefore developed as an operational tool.

This framework was developed based on some

background literature and the need for an objective analysis
。f

interregional migration.

The main thrust of this frame-

work is its meta-analytic approach.

First , it involves the

identification of various possible variables that have
previously been utilized by different researchers.

Thus a

sample of potential variables associated with migration
studies was listed , out of which 49 different variables were
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identified from 72 different studies.

The second step was

to examine the frequency of individual variables used.

By

using a tabular exposition , a number of variables were found
to be utilized more often than others.

Based on these

findings and with the help of previous literature , a hypothetical conceptualization of the underlying structure of
migration variables was developed.

t。

The rationale was

condense the variables into a less clustered configuration
without losing their representativeness.
The main challenge , as has been evident in each of the
previous chapters , was how to objectively select individual
variables that would be more representative of the migration
process.
cess.

This framework attempted to provide such a pro-

Thus

,

by hypothesizing a wholistic configuration ,

this research was forced to identify a wide range of
variables.
Therefore the third step utilized this representative
structure for the selection of variables which were subjected to a factor analytic procedure to determine the
nature of variable interrelationship in migration studies.
This analytical procedure was therefore to identify a
simpler yet comprehensive synthesis of all the probable
variables associated with the migration process.

By

s。

doing , it was indicated that both the vision of the forest
and the trees must be in perspective and that future interpretation of succeeding steps in the framework might be
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enhanced by this approach.

Three categories of variables

were thus identified as determinants of migration , i.e.
mobility , spatial

,

,

the

and amenity variables.

In order to account for variable association and variability , the next step was to apply the factor-analytic model
as the most efficiently objective way to pick out variables
selectively.

The last two steps of the framework dealt with

further projections of the framework , i.e.

,

the application-

al utility through a regression analysis model and also its
suggestion for further subjection to a statistical metaanalytic procedure.

A regression model was thus applied

t。

variables selected based on the outcomes of the factor
analytic procedure.
。f

The anticipation was that the process

this heuristic framework and consequent application

models , such as regression analysis

,

would provide ground-

work for diverse studies whose results may be further subjected to a meta-analytic approach for the final development
。f

theory.

It is anticipated that the utilization of such a

procedure will reduce the level of subjectivity in the
development of a more generalized theory of migration.
Orqanization
This study began with Ravenstein ’ s 1885 laws of migration in response to Parr ’ s 1876 remarks that migration
appeared to have no definite laws.

Subsequent problems in

the development of migration theory were then identified.
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Similarly , the objectives , research procedures , and the
general considerations of this study were covered in
Chapter I.
In Chapter II , a large sample of previous literature
was reviewed.

One portion of the chapter focused on the

earlier literature , which emphasized migration principles ,
theoretical propositions as well as an attempt towards theoretical synthesis.

The other portion focused on the recent

studies that tended to exhibit various interdisciplinary
approaches , but with a growing proliferation of approaches
towards diverse partial models.
In Chapter III applicable methodologies were explored
and pertinent issues were put into a wholistic context

t。

unearth the need for a simplified and concomitant approach
against further proliferations.

Emphasis was placed on the

possibilities for emulating reliable and useful problem
conceptualizations from other disciplines so as to develop a
more objective analysis of migration studies.

In Chapter IV

a heuristic framework was developed to address these challenges.

The framework utilized hypothetical , tabular , and

statistical analyses to establish a criterion for variable
selection and a projection for further development towards a
generalized theory of migration.
The relationship of alternative applicational models
with the framework were further discussed in Chapters V and
VI.

Emphasis was especially placed on the regression
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model ’ s application and suggestions for further

meta~

analytic procedures as the final steps in the framework.
CHALLENGES EXPERIENCED IN THE STUDY
In the development of this framework a number of challenges encountered were identified.

The first group 9f

challenges involve the framework ’ s developmental prob ‘;Lems.
For example , in some cases , certain literature
not readily available , especially the early

materi~l

was

literatur밤·

Secondly , as in most social sciences , most of the vartables
are only proxies of actual situations.

This represents
m혀 y

problems of actual/exact measurements and therefore

mean

some allowances for overlaps and some subjectivity in interpretations.

expensiv단.

The appropriate data were also very

This also applied to necessary software.

These

creat~d

financial limit in terms of alternative geographical

a :

toca~

tions to extend further applications of the framework ,
The second group of challenges involves anticipated
limitations in the framework.

In the first place , thts

framework requires a long-term accumulation of

resear~h

material that has previously utilized a similar

appr。터 ch

before a statistical meta-analytic procedure is

possi~le

the development of a final theory.
。 nly

Secondly , the

attempts to enhance objectivity , but under

Dor

fra~ework

diffe~ent

environments certain variables may tend to exhibit
influences depending on prevalent conditions than

I

st~onger
und 터 r
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different conditions.
。f

This is due to the different levels

variable covariations under:different variable combina-

tions.

However ,

what 양 ver

the conditions , this framework was

designed to preserve qonsistency and therefore accommodate
such variabilities agqinst consequential theoretical
proliferations.
As is evident , therefore , :the modeling heuristic has
some caveats.

an

Whethe~‘

used~

specification is

a

aggr~gated

facto~

analysis of potential inde-

pendent variables is

라n

actual data for this

~actor an랴 lysis

difficult to obtain.

or disaggregated model

essential step.

In some cases

may be expensive and

Variables representing all clusters

may not be available; irreducible specification errors are
implied.

Also ,

facto~

analysi$ requires some qualitative

interpretation to elaqorate clusters , both in naming them
and selecting those tq appear in the reduced model.

Hence

there is not a single specification from a given structure.
Similarly ,

qualitativ 당

the framework.
coverage of

analysis is critical in phase one of

Howev딪 r ，

literatur당

in both of these instances a wide

provides reasonable insurance against

subjective error.
CONTRIBUTIO~S

OF THE!FRAMEWORK PROPOSED

The heuristic frqmework proposed here can therefore
contribute to

migrati티 n

studies in three ways:

(a) as an

explanatory tool that allows elaboration of migration
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studies as part of

~

behavior system; (bl as a utility for

both interpretation and design of migration models (hence it
functions as a

gene~al

mented in specific

Ipurpose algorithm that can be imple-

:~esearch

contexts I; an¢! (c I as la map

pointing to directipns for future
,

As an Explanatory

develop~ent

of bheory.

TI프으1

This study identifiied three aspects that influence the
migration process , i.e.:
factors.

,

Mobility ,

Am enity

This configunation allows one

subparts without

lo~ing

sight of the

,

tβ

and Spatial
identify the

whol 띤.

This heuristic

framework therefore provides a simple means of both synthesis and differentiation.

For example , by hypothesizing that

a migration process may be explained by tpe mobility ,
amenity , and

spatia~

factors , it becomes possible to synthe-

size the migration process , thereby
ated variable.
variables that
multicausality.

Alt~rnatively，
affeψt

inclu객 ing

each associ-

one may differentiate amenity

migration in a

fram~work

assuming

For example , differentiation of the amenity

factor into climati9 variables in general or even to a tight
focus on , say ,

temp 터 rature

analytic model

assi~ts

least major

structu~~al

is also

possib~e.

The factor

in this process of differentiating at
.components of the migrationl system.
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Research Desiqn/lnterpretational Utility
Because of the identifiable differentiation through
factor analysis , this framework on one hand provides a range
。f

variables within each factor from which a researcher may

choose.

The main advantage therefore is its parsimony in

that a researcher has identifiable alternative proxies in
case data for a required variable are unavailable.

This is

due to the inherent correlations between such variables as
exhibited by factor analysis.

Similarly , because of region-

al and chronological differences , such a pool of variables
allows a researcher to choose variables that apply to their
unique issues of interest.
On the other hand , this framework guides both
researchers and policy makers in their interpretation of
previous studies.

Thus a mobility oriented study may only

be interpreted within that respect without reference
。 ther

t。

aspects nor the whole migration process.

For applied researchers and policy makers , therefore ,
this framework helps to identify configurations of migration
variables important to the specific problem they are studying.

Thus , by acknowledging the subparts of the whole ,

policy makers will be able to identify the necessary subparts of strategies that will affect their goals.

Similar-

ly , by streamlining the structure of migration variables ,
policy makers will find it easier to interpret migration
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research findings.
。r

Researchers , too , may be able to design

review previous studies from a more structured

perspective.
Future Developments
The main line of thinking is that , given the structure
。f

variables as suggested by the heuristic framework , the

next step would be to utilize an existing model such as a
regression analysis to produce statistical findings.

Over

time , however , as several researchers produce large quantities of migration studies (a necessary critical mass) that
are consistent with one another in their approach (as
enhanced by this framework)

,

these studies may then be

subjected to a statistical meta-analytic study that will
sort out any remaining subjective biases.

This will

eventually enhance the development of a better theory in
migration studies.
CONCLUSIONS
In view of the potential for future proliferations as
well as the previous proliferations that have been developing over time in migration studies , it is vital that a
wholistic perspective is developed in migration studies
as to enhance variable representativeness.

s。

It was important

that a more objective procedure for handling this problem be
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developed.

More so , further steps towards a more general-

ized theory were essential.
The central problem identified in this study was the
multitude of potential variables for migration research and
lack of established procedures for selecting among them.
This study found that several researchers on migration have
attempted to answer common migration questions , but with
differing variables and therefore divergent conclusions.
There is thus a strong potential for misinterpretation by
researchers and policy makers.

Partial theories of migra-

tion have been developed rather than a unified one.

There-

fore , this study offered an objective process through which
variables may be selected for purposes of migration model
design or interpreting completed studies by researchers ,
policy makers , and others.
Meta-analysis was used to develop a heuristic framework
as an operational tool for selection of migration modeling
。 ptions.

The variables identified for a meta-analytic

procedure were further subjected to a factor analysis
identify the inherent variable constructs.
(constructs) emerged.
mobility , and amenity.

t。

Seven clusters

They included urban amenity , low
Each cluster was representative of a

partial approach.
These clusters were then tested by regression analysis
by sorting them out into amenity , spatial
related variables.

,

and mobility

Two techniques were used , i.e.

,

an
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aggregated and a disaggregated approach , both using the
basic Ordinary Least Squares.
similar pattern of results.

Both approaches produced a
Thus when mobility , spatial ,

and amenity variables were tested individually , their R2 was
not as high as when variables were selected from each (in
spite of having the same number of variables each).
These findings have several implications.
rationalized unified model

,

Thus a

where each significant cluster

is represented by a variable , allows parsimonious prediction
。f

migration.

A factor analysis is the key technique in

pinpointing the minimal set of useful variables.

The

significance of this heuristic approach also has further
implications.

First , identification of an analytical struc-

ture for the development of a unified theory in migration
studies.

This heuristic is useful as an applied forecasting

device and an academic tool in policy areas.

Secondly , it

provides a framework that may be useful to other social
sciences ’ development of their respective theories.
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.63
.85

.31

.52

.78

.51

.57

.50
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VA" 1,\’ 11£

니 II J'l l;

HI‘ r.ES

“IIITI‘

F1i~lJ\ I.I :S

1: !J", CI;

~IJ\I .I:~;

I :J ~\C':

I’ E/'IJ\L1 ;S

COEn"ICIE N'CS

-0.903"
(-2.08)

-0.258
(-0.90)

-0.413

-0.418

(-1. 26)

(-1. 30)

-0.379
(-3.54)

0.042
(0.68)

(-1. 07)

-0.096 ...
(-1.78)

'1JJ NG

-0.128
(-0.95)

0.001
(0.01)

-0.032
(-0.60)

-0.049
(-1.09)

?써IL

0.044
(0.34)

ACE

0.0 1l
(2.98)

-0.002
(-0.72)

0.003

0.003

(1. 68)

(1 .99)

0.018
(2.42)

0.009
(0.81)

0.004
(0.84)

(1. 28)

-0.005
(-1. 69)

-0.010
(-2.04)

-0.0002
(-0.03)

0.002
(0.25)

0.004
(7.01)

0.005
(6.24)

0.001
(0.92)

(1. 97)

0.053
(1. 14)

0.102
(1.42)

0.244
(3.0 1)

0.354
(3.02)

TEMP

-0.0001
(-0.10)

0.001
(1.15 )

-0.005
(-4.12)

-0.007
(-4.14)

AVEC

0.009
(0.72)

0.02S
(1.31)

0.048
(2.12)

0.087
(2.59 )

CONST A1π

PERSONAL
CH때A(πERISTICS
앙iAR

ECUC

-0.050

0.0 1l
(0.19)

0.005

AREA
CHARACTERISTICS
끄IN

GRμ

URB

PCY

HSK

1'1‘m
VIST

ji2

-0.00001
(-0.82)

-0.02L
(-2.25)

0.000006
(0.22)
-0.018
16)

(-I.

-0.00004
(-1.14)
-0.003
(-0.17)

0.003

-0.0001
(-1. 31)

0.012
(0.46)

-0.049

-0.095

-0.077

(-1. 23)

-0.124

(-1. 52)

(-1. 12)

(-1. 27)

-0.000003
(-0.65)
0.57

0.000005
(0.61)
0.44

0.00002
(2.00)
0.43

0.00003
(2.75)
0.48

K

82

82

74

68

d. f.

67

68

59

54

F

8.72

5.93

5.00

5.73
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study

other

Farber (1983)
∞r~∞sh (1 982)

뻐lIt 뇨lania1

DaVanzo (1983)

PolyuαK:l US

Reg.

Grvt.

빠<V.

싼G.

X
l여it
l여it

Dun levy

Haurin & Ha urin (1988)
Bowles (1970)
Bo ots & Kanarog1ou (1 988)
Ba rber & Mi lne (1988)
Cush뇨19 (1 986)
αlshir갱 (1 989 )

(1 974)
Kleiner (1984)
Greenwo여 (1989 )
Fields (1971)
CIayton (1 982)
Dierx (1988)
MJrgan & Robb (1981)
뼈dydd

X
X

x
x
x
x
x
x

X

x
x
x

빼

& Gemery (1977)
Fournier , RaSTIU.lssen ,
& 8er o.v (1988)
Fox , Herzcg , &
Schlottman (1989)
Gallaway (1 967)
않11away (1969)
Go rdon (1988)
Greenwo여 (1969)
G뽀en따:XXi (1976)
Gr eenwo(최， Hunt , &
McDa.띤 11 (1 986)
K1aasen (1 973)
Jun & C떠ng (1986)
Hoenadζ ， Pe ris , &
Weiler (1984)
Herzog (1983)
Haurin (1980)

·m

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

X

X
X

X

Pet.
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‘

’ qJ ‘l
‘
1%
l

X

「l

uq h

Reg.

없

。

뻐뼈

h

Other

II

‘‘

Indifference
rncdel

McHt핑h (l 988)
뾰쩌ell (1988)

Li u (l 975)
Cebula (1983)
Kr ieg (l 990)
암lapp & Graves (1989)

x
x
x
x
X

E때uilibriurn

rrodel

Rogers &

Be l라19er

(1990)

Conditional

(l 968)
sandell (l 977)

SChachter & Altl뀐us
(l 989 )

SChul tz (l 971)
Schwartz (l 973)
Shefer (1987)
Sornners & Suits (l 973)
Renas & Kumar (1982)
Puu (l 989)

패
뼈
뻐‘

probability

S하leta

Co l::b Douglas

Nelson (1959)

x
x
x
x
X

Hotel!뇨19

model
Pe rsky & F설뇨1 (l 970)
Navratil & Doyle (1977)
Nelson & 뼈Z려1 (l 989)

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

Grvt.

Mk v.

M키3.

Fct.

